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The Attorney-General replied to the sec-
and part of my question as follows-

(2) It has not been considered neces-
sary to conduct any inquiries. In-
formation has been received that
all persons who have subscribed
in the terms of the "Prospectus"
have been admitted-

And this is an interesting thing. I do not
know whether the people concerned realise
this, but they had the privilege of being
admitted-

-as members of U.F.,A. and the
moneys have been paid to that body.

That answers partly the question raised
by my colleague as to what happened to
those people. They now have the privilege
of being classed as members of U.F.O.A.

Sir David Brand: A very poor return,
I should say.

Sir CHARLES COURT: it was admitted
by the Attorney-General that those people
were not in the venture, the subject of
the prospectus, but were now made mem-
bers of the body known as X.F.G.A.

Sir -David Brand: They have been
harnessed with a liability.

Sir CHARLES COURT: My third ques-
tion was as follows:-

(3) Is he satisfied U.F.O.A is properly
incorporated and carrying an
within the terms of the appro-
priate Statutes?

The answer is very significant. The
Attorney-General said-

(3) U.F.G.A. is not incorporated but
the necessary certificate to enable
incorporation has been granted
by me.

After all these months. They were still
not even incorporated at that stage, when
they were taking the money and people
were being admitted as members. Part
(4) of my question was as follows:-

(4) Is he satisfied U.F.G.A.-T.L.C. are
seeking to raise funds for the
abattoirs project within the teriiis
of the appropriate Statutes?

I think the answer to that part of the
question is the "daddy" of them all: it is a
real "daddy". It was as follows-

(4) I am unaware of any statutory
breach committed by U.F.G.A. In
the raising of funds.

In other words that is the "classic" legal
man's way of saying he was doing the
Nelson trick as far as that particular as-
pect is concerned. I think I can leave that
now.

Mr. Graham: I should think so.

Sir CHARLES COURT: It would be
quite wrong for the Government to back
this venture. Of course, the Premier has
undertaken that if the Government agrees

to guarantee the sum requested by the
U.F.O.A.-T.L.C., he will submit the project
to Parliament for ratification. in that
ease we will have ample chance to discuss
it here.

Mr. Jamieson: He has been very f air.
Sir CHARLES COURT: From the smile

on the Premier's face I have an idea that
my guess is right.

Sir David Brand: It is a smile of relief.
Mr. Nalder: We will possibly read the

answer in the Sunday Independent.
Sir CHARLES COURT: Yes. I believe

the member for Wellington has done a
service to the Parliament by bringing
forward this motion. I am sorry the
Minister did not see fit to take us into his
confidence and let us have a look into the
future, and at the planning he has under-
taken.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr..
Runciman.

House adjourned at 10.00 p.m.,

Ticgwstatint Aqirmtb1
Thursday, the l0th August, 1972

The SPEAKER (Mr. Norton) took the
Chair at 11.00 am., and read prayers.

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE
OFFICE ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Third Reading

MRt. TAYLOR (Cockburn-Minister for
Labour) [11.03 a.m.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a third
time.

MR. O'NE[L (East Melville-Deputy
Leader of the Opposition) 111.04 a.m.]:
I1 cannot let the third reading of this Bill
pass without making further comment.
There have been occasions, even as late as
last evening, when an accusation was
made by the Government that the Oppo-
sition was not sincere in its opposition to
a Bill: and that was accepted because no
comment was made on, that Bill in the
Committee stage. The Opposition, did,
in fact make a protest in respect of a
particular clause of the Bill in the Com-
mittee stage. I do not want to have the
accusation, that the Opposition is not sin-
cere when it does not take the opportunity
to protest, levelled at us again.

There are a number of matters which
I did not cover in the second reading de-
bate. They came about as a result of
answers given to questions asked by me
some time ago relative to the operations
of the State Government Insurance Office.
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One of the matters related to the use
of Government officers as agents for the
State Government Insurance Office. At
the time I asked a question of the Minis-
ter as to whether he condoned the practice
of officers of the State canvassing for busi-
ness for the State Government Insurance
Office. We were told there were officers
of the State who were appointed to act
as agents, and that they were paid a fee
in respect of the business they managed
to attract.

I think the fee Was 5 per cent. of the
value of the business obtained, and it was
a once-only payment. No remuneration
was Paid to a State officer who continued
to act as agent in respect of that business.
I asked the Minister whether he would
condone the practice of an officer of the
State, in fact, canvassing for business for
the State Government Insurance Office.
His answer was to the effect that this
Practice had been condoned by the urevi-
o"ss Government; that Is, when we were
in office. Possibly the Minister might have
misinterpreted my question. He answered
it on the basis that the Public Service
Commissioner of the day had authorised
State Officers to act as agents for the
State Government Insurance Office, and
in that he saw our Government condon-ing the practice of having State officers
as agents.

My question was related to the query as
to whether he would condone the practice
of State officers cavassing for business. It
had been btought to my notice that a par-
ticular officer of the State was using the
facilities of his department and his office
to circularise the business people in the
area in which he was operating, with a view
to attracting some business for the State
Government Insurance Office. This was
the Practice of which I was critical. I am
not certain whether it occurred during the
period when we were in office.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: As a point of interest,
what would be the difference between what
You have Just said and the R. & I. Bank
specifically getting assistance from State
officers?

Mr. 07NEIL: I think there is a great
deal of difference. The staff of the R.
& 1. Bank are not public servants, but
the staff of the State Government Insur-
ance Office are. The R. & I. Bank does
not use clerks of courts, policemen, school
teachers, and the like as agents for the
bank; but the State Government Insur-
ance Office does.

Mr. J. Tr. Tonkin: TheER. & I. Bank does
use school teachers.

Mr. Jamieson: And police officers. It
did that under your Government too.

Mr. O'NEIL: That is a matter on which
I would like further clarification. If the
Minister has this information I hope he
will give It to us when he replies.

Mr. Jamieson; I remember an incident
at Damnpier, and you should also.

Mr. O'NETL: There have been many in-
stances which I have forgotten, and many
others of which I am not aware. However.
one cannot say that these two cases are
parallel. The practice which I queried is
the Practice of, say-I am not naming the
people-a clerk of courts who uses the
facilities of his office, the official station-
ery and the like of his department, and
perhaps the stamps of his department to
send out letters canvassing for business
for the State Government Insurance Office.

I want to make It clear that we do not
condone that practice, although it is fair
to say that whilst we were in Govern-
ment the Public Service Commissioner did
authorise civil servants who acted as
agents for the State Government Insurance
office to receive some remuneration. That
was Probably so.

There are, of course, many circum-
stances under which officers of the State
and school teachers are allowed to operate
outside the normal area of the Govern-
ment service for remuneration. In fact,
there are many senior officers of Govern-
ment departments who lecture in public
administration at technical colleges and
the like. Mostly they lecture to public
servants who are endeavouring to improve
their qualifications for the job. Of course
this is condoned, and approval has been
given by the Public Service Hoard, as it is
known, for these officers to undertake
that task. I can see no objection to it.

However, a civil servant who Is in fact
earning a commission on his own in re-
spect of an agency-the commission being
for new business written-should not use
the facilities of his department and the
Public Service in order to do this. Mem-
bers of Parliament have been criticised for
having used parliamentary stationery for
purposes other than those related to par-
liamentary business; we can all recall this.

I wanted to dlear up that particular
matter and I have taken this opportunity
on the third reading to do so. I want to
indicate quite frankly once again that any-
thing I have said has been no criticism at
all of the officers of the 8.0.1.0. They are
all skilled and dedicated officers trying to
do the job the best they can. It is simply
that we do not believe the Government has
a right to extend its entry into fields which
are, in our view, the prerogative of private
enterprise and in regard to which private
enterprise has met the demands of the
public.

Mr. Graham: At a price, yes.
Mr. O'NEfl.: At a price, yes. However,

I would remind the minister that on one
occasion which was mentioned during the
second reading debate the 8.G.I.0. advised
the Minister that a premium requested
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from a private company for certain Gov-
ernment business was below that which the
8.0.1.0. could offer and it suggested the
Minister should direct that particular
Government instrumentality to Insure
with the S.0.I.0.

Mr. Graham: That only shows that a
little extra competition might not be a bad
thing.

Mr. 0'NEIL: This is the Issue about
which we have been complaining. The
Minister so often used the wards, "The
8.0.1.0. will be directed to do this,' and
even the Premier Interjected and said that
the Minister should perhaps use the word
"Persuaded" and not "directed."

Mr. Taylor: That was in respect of
finance. Is there anything else the office
has been directed to do?

Mr. 0'NEIL: This I am unaware of. It
may well be that if the Government has
a particular project in mind, by negotiation
with instrumentalities like the R. & L.
Bank and the 5.0.1.0. It can In fact use
its persuasion to carry out that particular
type of investment. The Minister made
great play of the fact that many of the
industries being established in remote parts
of the north-west would not, in fact, have
been established had it not been for loans
from the 8.0.1.0. I think this is not cor-
rect because quite frankly if a high risk
investment is required in any part of the
State. under the Industry (Advances) Act
the Government has offered and will and
does offer guarantees to institutions in re-
spect of their lendings. In fact, I would
hazard a guess that every investment made
in the north-west by the S.0.I.0. would be
backed by a Government guarantee.

Mr. Taylor: Can I tell you you are com-
pletely and utterly wrong?

Mr. O'NEIL: The Minister has plenty
of time to reply to the debate.

Mr. Taylor: It is the complete reverse
of your statement. The 8.0.1.0. went into
the north without guarantees and without
direction.

Mr. 0'NEIL: I did say, "I would hazard
a guess."

Mr. Jamieson: Your guess is proved to
be a hazard.

Mr. 0'NEIL: The Minister has unlimited
time to reply to the third reading and to
explain precisely the situation in respect
of these particular Investments.

Mr. Taylor: On that one, yes.
Mr. Jamieson: No prompting now. The

Leader of the Opposition should let his
deputy make his own speech.

Mr. O'NEIL: I am sure the Minister
has the appropriate answers and that he
will avail himself of the opportunity on the
third reading to reply.

Once again we clearly indicate we are
totally opposed to this Bill.

MR. MENSAROS (Floreat) [11.14 a.m.l:
Although he gave a lengthy reply to the
arguments raised during the debate, the
Minister still left quite a few questions and
arguments which were presented by our
side, without any answer. For the sake of
the record we tried to answer all argu-
ments, even those which were raised by
members on the other side during that
debate, and especially those mentioned by
the member for Mirrabooka. He raised
the only seemingly valid argument in this
debate; that is, that if this extension of
franchise were granted to the 5.G.I.0. the
State Treasury would benefit in that the
company tax or Its equivalent would be
paid into the State Treasury. This seem-
ingly is perhaps a valid argmet-and It
was not dealt with-but none of us can
ignore this point.

On the other hand, of course, we must
realise that in regard to this money, what-
ever goes into the Commonwealth Treasury
should, In a certain proportion at least,
come back to the State. Also, if we accept
this argument then, of course, we could
proceed to nationalist practically every
enterprise because It would swell the cof-
fers of the State Treasury. This would
not be an acceptable argument, and
furthermore-

Mr. Taylor: It is if the money stays In
Western Australia. If there is a doubt
concerning the money going overseas and
staying in Western Australia that is a
different argument.

Mr. MENSAROS: If we accept this argu-
ment in its totality we could nationalise
every enterprise, saying the State will
receive more money. However, if this were
so, or even if it were not, I ask the Minister
whether there is any guarantee that in fact
this trend would continue. Could the
Minister-and of course he could not-
guarantee that a future Labor Federal
Government would not change the situa-
tion by legislation and withdraw the ex-
emption granted to these enterprises con-
cerning their Commonwealth income and
company tax.

Mr. Taylor: Did you refer to a future
Labor Government?

Mr. MENSAROS: Yes.
Mr. Taylor: If we reach that stage we

could put any Bill through we liked.
Mr. MENSAUGS: We now come back

to principles and my third point is that
although it Is seemingly valid. It is a weak
argument when it will upset the 'whole
economy, and especially from our point
of view, because we would have to accept
the fact that private enterprise should
Practically cease because this is what it
would mean.

I think It would be far better to argue
with the Commonwealth, as Indeed we
will in a short time in an effort to sort
out the difficulty which every State no
doubt experiences in connection with its
share of the income and company taxes.
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The member for Boulder-Dundas, using
his tremendous skill of debate, raised an
argument which is totally unacceptable.
He said that it is a principle of democracy
that the people should be entitled to
trade in anything, whether it be insurance
or the example I gave; that is, a fish and
chip shop. This cannot be accepted
because of what we stand for; that is, free
enterprise. We do not subscribe to the
abolition of free enterprise, which is what
the passing of this Bill would bring about.

I repeat there is no necessity to extend
the franchise. Plenty of competition exists
and we are, generally speaking, opposed
to State enterprises being established
without any real necessity, and if private
enterprise can. cope with the situation. It
is inevitable, and experience will show, that
even if at present we do not complain
against the management and staff of the

8....it will lead, as in the past, to
monopolistic situations. It will also lead,
as is the case in every other State enter-
prise and instrumentality, to a tremendous
amount of red tape and, as a consequence,
more expense by the very public the Min-
ister wants to protect.

Mr. Taylor: Have you seen any evidence
of this in other areas where a Labor Gov-
ernment has been in office?

Mr. MENSAROS: I would not even
restrict this to a Labor Government. It
could apply to any Government. During
my life I have seen Plenty of evidence in
this State, in other States, and in places
all over the world which have State In-
strumentalities. This applies no matter
what Government is In power. In the final
analysis such a State instrumentality is
more cumbersome, has more red tape, and
is more expensive, than private enterprise.

Should any member not accept what I
have said, without having had some ex-
perience of the tremendous amount of red
tape associated with Government depart-
ments, I would feel sorry for him. I oppose
the third reading of the Bill.

MR. A. R. TONKIN (Mlrrabooka) [11.21
a.m.J: The question of the rights of the
individual has come up again. The mem-
ber for Floreat has talked about f ree en-
terprise. I think we on this side of the
House would welcome free enterprise and
It is about time, I should say, that the
Liberal Party of Australia tried to do
more to establish free enterprise.

Australia is one of the worst countries in
the world for restrictive trade practices.
We were promised, in the Federal sphere,
that legislation. would be introduced some
10 years ago. We were promised restrictive
trade legislation which has not eventuated
in a reasonable form.

We believe in free enterprise and the
member for Floreat has been talking about
the freedom to be able to participate in
the insurance industry, but the insurance
industry is a monopoly for those who

happen to have money and who can buy
shares in the insurance companies. In-
deed, that can. include people not living
in this State. As I have indicated earlier,
most of the insurance companies in Aus-
tralia belong to people from overseas.

This is the kind of free enterprise which
the member for Floreat has been talking
about. It is a monopoly for those who
happen to have the money and who can
participate at shareholder level, We are
asking that the people of Western Aus-
tralia be given this freedom-a genuine
freedom so that they can have a choice
between the State Government Insurance
Office and other insurance companies.

The way members opposite have been
going on, one would think that we are
proposing to make It compulsory to in-
sure with the 8.0.1.0. We believe people
have a right to make a choice for them-
selves, as they have the right to choose
whether they bank with the Rural and In-
dustries Bank, with the Commonwealth
Bank, or with any other bank. The people
also have the choice of flying with Qantas,
T.A.A., or some other airline. And so I
could go on.

All we are asking Is that there should
be freedom of choice to insure with the
S.0.1.0. There is no doubt that many
people do now Insure their motor vehicles
with the 8.0.1.0, There is no doubt that
others, if allowed to live in a free-enter-
prise society, would choose the 5.0.1.0.
for other insurance purposes.

The fear from the Opposition seems to
be Close to paranoia; that if the franchise
is widened for the 8.0.0.. a Labor Gov-
ernment of the future-and not having
our Minister for Labour but some hidden
and sinister future Minister-could use
the increased power to promote the cause
of socialism. However, one could make the
same statement about the Police Force.
one could easily be in the position of say-
ing that we cannot establish a Police Force
because, who knows, in the future a Min-
ister-I am not talking about our present
Minister-may use the Police Force to
destroy the Opposition. That is the kind
of argument used against the extension
of the franchise of the 8.0.1.0. The present
Minister in charge of that office may be a
gentleman-

Mr . Taylor:. Not maybe!
Mr. A. Rt. TONKIN: -but some future

Minister may set about destroying the in-
surance industry. I suggest that mem-
bers read the debate which led to the
establishment of the Commonwealth Bank
in 1907. The same paranoic fear was ex-
pressed at that time that the free enter-
prise banks would be destroyed.

Mr. Mensaros: The member for Mirra-
booka should look back through Hansard
where he will see that his party used this
argument on many occasions two or three
years ago. It has been used especially by
the Premier and the Deputy Premier.
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Mr. A. R. TONKINq: That type of argu-
ment does not interest me in the slightest.
I am interested only in logical arguments.
The member for Floreat should not think
he will make me change my tune, because
he will not. The point is that there is just
as much reason to fear the Police Force
as there is to fear the extension of the
franchise of the 5.0.1.0.

We already have a monopoly in the in-
surance industry because we have tariff
companies which increase their prices just
as they wish. They do not have genuine
competition. However, we are not asking
for the establishment of a monopoly. The
Opposition is favouring a monopoly by
restricting the franchise of the 8.0.1.0.
We are asking for a fair and proper go so
that people can insure with the 5.0.1.0.
if they so wish.

One hears a lot of double-talk about tree
enterprise and fair competition. We are
asking for such free enterprise and fair
competition to be introduced into Western
Australia as it has been, to some degree,
in New South Wales. The Opposition is
denying the people of Western Australia
the benefits which will flow from the ex-
tension of the franchise of the S.0.1.0.
The people of New South Wales and
Queensland already receive that benefit.

As I indicated earlier, the Country Party
very often asks for assistance from the
Government.

Mr. W. G. Young: We do not get any.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: Don't you? That
could lead to another debate.

Mr. W. 0. Young: I said the Country
Party does not get any: we ask for assis-
tance on behalf of the farmers and not for
the Country Party as stated by the hon-
ourable member.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: I have no objection
to being corrected if that is the impression
I gave. I agree that the Country Party
asks for assistance for the farmers, and
that is the Job of the party. I would sug-
gest that if the franchise of the S.0.I.0.
were widened so that it could increase its
profits that office would pay a greater
sum into the State Treasury which in turn
would increase the capacity of the Gov-
ernment to assist country people. It has
already been pointed out that the S.0.1.0.
has a very good record for assisting coun-
try areas. We would like to increase the
capacity of the 5.0.0. to assist because
we would like to see more schools and
more hospitals established. I suggest the
extension of the franchise would be a
practical way to do this.

I believe it is quite wrong to allow the
S.0.1.0. to trade only in areas where there
is very little profit: such as motor vehicle
insurance. It is wrong to prevent the
S.0.I.0. from trading In areas where there
are profits.

The previous Government made no
effort to sell the railways to private enter-
prise. The implication is that Govern-
ment Instrumentalities must run at a loss,
and that the loss is made up from taxa-
tion. I suggest that If the people are al-
lowed to trade-and I refer to every 'Tom,
Dick, and Harry, every man, woman, and
child, including ourselves--they should be
allowed to make a Profit, because that
profit will make this State a better place in
which to live and provide much needed
public amenities.

MR. L. L. YOUNG (Wembley) [11.29
am.]: I feel I should answer some of the
points raised by the member for Mirra-
booka. It would appear to me that when
we talk about free enterprise in this Cham-
ber members opposite always want two bob
each way on the argument. On the one
hand, members opposite are not in favour
of free enterprise but, on the other hand,
when it comes down to something like
State ownership of hospital laundries
and increasing the P.W.D. labour force
with day labour to the detriment of private
enterprise then suddenly the situation has
to change. Then, members on this side of
the House are accused of being dualistic.

Mr. Taylor: Are you in favour of free
enterprise?

Mr. R. L,. YOUNG: Yes.
Mr. Taylor: Then what is your problem

with the Bill?
Mr. Hutchinson: The Minister is playing

on words.
Mr. R. L. YOUNG: It was suggested that

the task of members of the Country Party
in this House is to assist people in country
areas. I heard a few members say, "Fair
go." I could not agree more. The member
for Mirrabooka thinks it is the task of
members of the Country Party to assist
people in country areas. I do not agree
with this: We in this Parliament represent
every person in this State and every mem-
ber of Parliament represents every person
in the State. When we talk of free enter-
prise, we must look right across the board
and not say that we are in favour of free
enterprise in one place, but not in another.

The member for Mirrabooka mentioned
restrictive trade Practices. There is no
doubt In my mind that restrictive trade
practices are a danger to free enterprise.

Mr. Hartrey: They are free enterprise.
In any event they are the result of It.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: I thought the member
for Mirrabooka was beginning to move
away from the subject matter of the de-
bate. One matter about which the member
for Mirrabooka complained most of all was
that the people of the State are only ever
expected to share in enterprises which run
at a loss and not in those which run at a
Profit. He, as well as other members on
the opposite side, pointed to utilities which
incur losses and said that the Poor People
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have to share in those lasses. If utilities,
such as railways, which incur losses are
necessary for the people of this State, all
of us share in those losses. That is fair
enough. He cannot point to them as iso-
lated instances as if everyone other than
us and other than those on a high income
are the only ones who share in the losses.
We all share in them.

It is not fair to say that the State. be-
ing In a situation of power, has the right
to start encroaching into the private en-
terprise field. These are areas, as pointed
out by the member for Fioreat and others
in this debate, in which the State may well
find itself running into the same trouble
as It experiences in any other enterprise
which it attempts to administer. It is
undeniable that State enterprises do not,
In the main, run at the same level of
efficiency as privately run enterprises.

In the main we are talking about the
field of life assurance. During the second
reading debate it was constantly stated
by members opposite that life assurance
was the field that the State Government
Insurance Office wanted to enter. In the
running of a life office there is a Pool in
which are put premiums and income from
investments and out of which are taken
such things as claims and administration
costs, and it is the size of the administra-
tion costs that determine profitability and
bonus rates. If the company is not a
mutual society, some dividends, too, may
be taken out. Members opposite made a
great deal of this during the debate. They
constantly referred to the private owner-
ship of insurance companies. This Is a
great myth, because the huge profits made
by insurance companies in this country, in
the field of life assurance, are made by
mutual societies and the profits are re-
turned to every single person who owns
a policy In that company. No-one can
deny that is reasonable.

Mr. Jamieson: Who manipulates the f1-
nance?

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: In what respect?
Mr. Jamieson: In respect of what it Is

applied to. Who manipulates that? It
is certainly not the shareholders.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: I suggest the Minis-
ter should tell me who it is. Is he suggest-
Ing that it is the board of directors?

Mr. Jamieson: Yes.
Mr. R. L. YOUNG: On whose behalf do

they manipulate the finance?
Mr. Jamieson: On their own behalf.

They certainly do not manipulate it on
my behalf in connection with any policy
I may have with any one of these insur -
ance companies.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: That is an incred-
ible statement to make. The Minister is
accusing board members of the huge mu-
tual societies of feathering their own nests

against the interests of their shareholders.
Mr. Taylor: He did not say that.
Mr. R, L. YOUNG: If you read it back

you will find that he did.
Mr. Bertram: That is niot what the

Minister said.
Mr. R. L.. YOUNG: If directors sit on

the board of a mutual society In this
country they can either be acting in the
interests of their shareholders--the mutual
policy holders--or of themselves. Which
one is it?

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: If they are mutual.
Mr. R. L. YOUNG: The Minister made

a very unfair statement.
Mr. Jamieson: H-e knew exactly what he

was saying and you do not like It because
you know it Is a fact.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: If they are truly mut-
ual, how do you explain that the figures
are not so marvellous? I suggest the hon-
ourable member should compare the fig-
ures of the mutual companies both here
and overseas with those of the nonmnutual
ones. if the profits flow to the share-
holders I wonder why the figures are not
better.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: When the member
for Mirrabooka spoke to the second read-
ing debate he was rankled by the profits
of the huge societies but now, when the
argument is switching the other way, they
are not doing so well.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: I am referring to their
premiums when compared with other pre-
miums of smaller companies.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: Mutual societies
make profits commensurate with a reason-
able investment programme. The profits,
in proportion to the investments, are quite
reasonable, and the development work
which these societies undertake on behalf
of the country is quite fantastic.

Mr. Jamieson: That is only part of the
investments.

Mr, R. L . YOUNG: If the returns of
mutual societies are not as good as those
of private companies, let us look at some
of the development which is being done
by the huge mutual societies. It must be
remembered that this work is being done
on behalf of all, not Just on behalf of the
mutual policy holders. Members opposite
cannot have it every way. The mutual
societies either make profits or they do
not. When they make profits they plough
them back to the policy holders and, if
they do not, it is because of their long-
range plans which are for the benefit of
the whole country.

Mr. H. D. Evans: Why is war service
insurance about one-fifth of the rate that
it is outside? War service carries its own
you know.
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Mr. R, L. YOUNG: I would be kidding
myself-

Sir Charles Court: It is because It is in
a Prime area of insurance risk the whole
of the time.

Mr. H. D. Evans: It is not.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Sir Charles Court: Also there are no

procurement and similar charges at all.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for

Wembley will proceed.
Mr. R. L. YOUNG: Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. When we look at the profitability
of these societies and the job of work they
are doing in this country, the statements
made by the Minister for Works about
the directors of these companies are not
reasonable or fair.

Let us be honest. If the State were to
try to compete with some of these organi-
sations there would be only one inevitable
result. Do not let us be carried away; it
will not be the ease of a great big in-
surance society machine that will grind
competition. down. It will be straight com-
petition by a huge organisation, being the
State itself, against very large organisa-
tions, being the large mutual life societies
in the country, and the State office would
not be able to compete on efficiency and
costs.

Mr. Bertram: Is that the experience in
New South Wales?

Mr. Taylor: Or in Queensland?
Mr. R. L. YOUNG: Will the two mem-

bers who have interjected tell me that
the experience in those States is that the
State insurance offices in the life assur-
ance field credit as high a bonus rate as
the mutual society companies?

Mr. Taylor: I could not say, but I do
say they are still in business after 70 years
and there have been no complaints from
shareholders.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: That is not the
criterion.

Mr. Taylor: Why not?
Mr. ft. L. YOUNG: The fact that a

company remains in business could mean
it is not paying its shareholders any
dividends at all.

Mr. Bertram: It is not what it could
mean.

Mr. ft. L. YOUNG: I challenge Minis-
ters on the other side of the House to
indicate to members on this side that the
returns to the people who are policy
holders in those offices are as good as
those from the mutual societies. I tell
them beforehand that they will not be
able to demonstrate this. The proof of the
pudding is in the eating; it is what is
received out of these companies by way
of bonuses that determines their efficiency.

Mr. Jlamieson: Not in the case of all
mutual companies, but certainly in the
case of some.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: Let me say to the
Minister that if he can produce to me any
evidence that a State Government life
assurance office has credited, on almost
any range of life assurance, a bonus equal
to that of the mutual societies in this
country, I would be pleased to see this.

Mr. Jamieson: You are in trouble now.
Mr. Rt. L. YOUNG: I would admit It to

the House if the Minister is right. Will
the Minister do this, or simply laugh
about It?

Mr. Jamieson: You are in trouble now.
We will get that information for you.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: I think I have
said all I have to say about this rot
that comes from the other side of the
House about how the poor member of
the Public must constantly share In
losses but not in profits. Members of the
public have been well served by life offices
in this country and they have shared in
their profits.

The Minister for Housing quite rightly
pointed to members on this side of the
House when he said in respect of the
Bill he was handling recently that it con-
tained the policy of the members on his
sie of the House. I think I have demon-
strated what we believe in on this side.
Some of the conclusions to be drawn from
all the talk from the other side of the
House will not convince people on this
side of the House that those in private
enterprise for whom we stand are not being
supported by this side of the House. That
is what we have always stood for, and all
the spurious arguments and rot that come
from the other side of the House will not
Influence us one little bit.

SIm CHARLES COURT (Nedlands-
Leader of the Opposition) (11.41 am.]: If
the member for Mirrabooka was sincere in
what he said, the Government has lost its
majority because he has come on to our
side, and I think it is important that we
should make the record clear on this situ-
ation. The member for Mirrabooka, says
his party believes in free enterprise. He is
In the wrong party because the very party
he belongs To Is committed to nationalisa-
tion of all the means of production, distri-
bution, and exchange.

Several members interjected.
Mr. Jamieson: You do not agree to free

enterprise. You agree to restricted enter-
prise.

hfr. O'Connor: Enter the pack of wolves!
The SPEAKER: Order!
Sir CHARLES COURT: This is reminis-

cent of 1953-1959. Every time we remind-
ed the then Government of its policy the
members of the Government went into a
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tantrum. I notice, Mr. Speaker, that you
allow the Government members to have
almost complete freedom of interjection
in this session. I do not mind it but I
hope the same thing will apply as far as
we are concerned. In fact, every time
we have interjected to put the record
straight you have not lost any time in
pulling us up.

Mr. Jamieson: That is a reflection on the
Speaker.

Sir CHARLES COURT: It is not.

The SPEAKER: Order! I would remind
the Leader of the Opposition that I called
order when members opposite were inter-
jecting across the Chamber. It was not
so much when they were interjecting on
the speaker but when there was Interjec-
tion and cross-fire between the two front
benches. That is when I called order.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The point has
been noted. I will take some time off to
work out what it means, with due respect,
but perhaps the message has got across to
the other side.

Mr. Jamnieson: It is still a reflection.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I want to get
back to this question of basic policy. Are
the members on the Government side now
saying they disown this policy of national-
isation of the means of production , dis-
tribution, and exchange?

Mr. Bertram: Since when has that been
our policy?

Sir CHARLES COURT: it has been the
policy of the Labor Party for years. The
Labor Party has tried to put it under the
carpet so often.

Mr. Bryce: We cannot rely on your
memory.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The copy of the
platform to which I could get access, and
which might have been modified to some
extent-

Mr. Jamieson: It is always in the library.

The SPEAKER: Order! Order!

Sir CHARLES COURT: No. 4 says-
Nationalisation of-

(a) Banking, credit and insurance.
(b) Monopolies.
(c) Shipping.
(d) Sugar refining.

Mr. Hartrey: What does that say about
nationalisation?

Mr. Bryce: You would never be guilty
of quoting out of context, would you?

Sir CHARLES COURT: I am quoting
the platfcrm.

Mr. Bryce: Why don't You try to be a
little bit honest for once in Your life?

Withdrawal of Remarks
Sir CHARLES COURT: I ask that the

honourable member withdraw that re-
flection on my integrity.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. Graham: You reflected on the

Speaker.
The SPEAKER: Order! What words

does the Leader of the Opposition want
withdrawn?

Sir CHARLES COURT: He questioned
my honesty.

Mr. Jamieson: What did he say?
The SPEAKER: The Leader of the Op-

position has requested that the member
for Ascot withdraw those remarks.

Mr. BRYCE: I fully appreciate that
the Leader of the Opposition-

The SPEAKER: You cannot make a
speech on it.

Mr. BRYCE: -is touchy on that ques-
tion. I appreciate the point you are not
making, Mr. Speaker, and I do withdraw
the reflection on his character.

Debate Resumed
Sir CHARLES COURT: Thank you, Mr.

Speaker.

Coming back to the question of policy,
If members on the other side want me to
read the lot I will be delighted to do so
if I am given an extension of time. To
deal with the specific matters, the question
of the nationalisation of the means of
Production, distribution, and exchange is
the pertinent part as far as this debate
is concerned, but if members opposite want
me to make some other quotations dealing
directly with this matter, I will quote the
following:-

The democratic socialisation of in-
dustry, production, distribution and
exchange-

There is no democratic way to do that.
It continues-

-to the extent necessary to eliminate
exploitation and other anti-social fea-
tures of those fields-in accordance
with the principles of action, methods
and Progressive reforms set out in this
Platform.

Mr. Jamieson: That is the context you
should have read before.

Sir CHARLES COURT: One of the
".methods" set out is nationalisation, and
it says-

Nationalisation of-
(a) Banking, credit and insurance.
(b) Monopolies.
(c) Shipping.
(d) Sugar refining.
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Point of Order
Mr. A. RL. TONKIN: I rise on a point of

order.
The SPEAKER: What is the point of

order?
Mr. A. R. TONKIN: The point of order

is that the Leader of the Opposition is
not dealing with the Bill.

Mr. Williams: He is dealing with your
speech.

Mr. Hutchinson: You brought up free
enterprise.

The SPEAKER: I think the Leader of
the Opposition is entitled to speak on it.

Debate Resumed
Sir CHARLES COURT: Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. The member for Mirrabooka,
said-and I wrote down his words-"'We
believe in free enterprise." This is com-
pletely at variance-

Mr. Jamieson: Proper free enterprise.
That is our interpretation of it.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The member for
Mirrabooka was interpreting the policy of
his party. He then went on to say, "You
believe in restricted enterprise. We"-who-
ever "we" are-"have been pressing to get
restrictive trade practices legislation from
the Commonwealth Government." I want
to remind the honourable member that we
have had restrictive trade practices legis-
lation in the Commonwealth sphere for
years.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Very worth while.

Sir CHARLES COURT: It has been
amended in the light of court decisions
that have been given, so we find the leg-
islation is being brought up to date when
it is found, in the light of experience, it
needs to be amended. I want to say to the
member for Ivirrabooka that restrictive
trade practices legislation in the minds of
the Labor Party is not what we believe in.
We believe in trying to encourage and en-
sure free enterprise, but to the Labor Party
such legislation is a weapon of tyranny.

Mr. Jamieson: This shows your mind
has completely gone.

Mr. Graham: Comic cuts!I What a leader
of a party!

Sir CHARLES COURT: One has only to
go back to 1953-1959, to the Hawke Goy-
ermnent-

Mr. Jamieson: You are living on mem-
ories.

Mr. Graham: Nightmares!
Mr. Jamieson: Intelligence

when You get to that stage.
has gone

Sir CHARLES COURT: We do not have
to live with memories. We only have to
live with recorded facts. The then Gov-
ernment brought in a piece of legislation

known as the unfair trading Act, or some-
thing of that kind. That Hill reflected
the state of mind of the Labor Party. I
am not saying it reflected the state of
mind of the people who were actually run-
nling the Government but of the people
who directed the Government. That is the
Point. It would do some of the new mem-
bers good to read the original Bill that
was introduced. If ever there was a tyran-
nical piece of legislation masquerading
under the name of restrictive trade prac-
tices, that was it. When the Labor Party
introduces legislation dealing with restric-
tive trade practices, the legislation is in-
troduced in an atmosphere of suspicion,
contempt, and hate towards private enter-
prise. The present Government in Can-
berra has tried to introduce legislation
which was progressive-

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: The United States
has tried to do that.

Sir CHARLES COURT: We are hearing
this day in and day out from the Federal
Labor Party. It claims we are tied to the
apron strings of the United States. Now it
wants us to copy their legislation! If Aust-
ralia ever gets the type of legislation that
is in existence in the United States, God
help us. Today, that legislation is actually
rebounding against the United States
throughout the whole world. The United
States is trying to preach its type of res-
trictive trade practices legislation in other
countries. The honourable member ob-
viously does not understand the imiplica-
tions of the American law, but if the La-
bor Party wants that sort of thing in Aus-
tralia as Labor policy it should tell us.

Mr. Jamieson: They are not going too
badly with it.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I would say the
American economy is in a very bad state,
largely because of some of the measures
that have been brought down over the
Years and some of the restrictive trade
practices legislation which has been in
force.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I want to make this
Point: The honourable member was trying
to claim that his party is a free enterprise
Party but it is not. He signed his pledge
and he has to support party policy.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Perhaps I under-
stand our party policy better than you do.

Sir CHARLES COURT: It is not a free
enterprise policy. The member for Mirra-
booka claimed that to allow the S.O.I.0.
a complete franchise is free enterprise and
the public then has an additional choice.
If that is the final outcome, of course his
argument has some substance, but in point
of fact we know this will not be the
experience once this legislation is on the
Statute book.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: What has happened
in Queensland? What has happened in
New South Wales? You say we know, but
has It happened in New South Wales?
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Sir CHARLES COURT: We are dealing
with an entirely different version of the
Labor Party in the Federal sphere these
days. This is more apparent today than It
ever was in the past. If by any mischance
there is a change of Goverrnent this year
at the Federal level, it will not be Mr.
Whitlam and his deputy who will run the
country.

Mr. Graham: You don't think Mr.
McMahon runs the present Governent?

Sir CHARLES COURT: The country will
be run by the militant left wing of the
A.C.T.U. and the Labor Party.

Mr. Jamieson: You have the record
stuck again.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Sir CHARLES COURT: The members

opposite know that Mr. Whitlam will not
be calling the tune-the Carmichaels and
the Clancys will be telling him what to do.

Mr. Graham: Silly boy!

Sir CHARLES COURT: It Is no good the
Ministers laughing about this. We know
the facts in regard to the oil strikes. If
we needed an example this was it.

Mr. Graham: We will have to get some-
one else to psychoanalyse you.

Mr. Jamieson: If this issue was put to a
referendum and the people agreed, would
you go along with it?

Sir CHARLES COURT, Of course. If the
people said they wanted this legislation at
a referendum we would have to agree with
it.

Mr. Jamieson: You would not let it go
to a referendum.

Sir CH4ARLES COURT: The Labor Party
would not either, unless it has changed its
policy. It would say it has a mandate from
the people and it would try to convince
Parliament that it had a mandate.

In Western Australia now, more than at
any other time in history, we need to
demonstrate that we believe in privoti
enterprise; that we believe in people taking
advantage of opportunity, and that we
believe that the people can function with-
out a Government instrumentality sitting
over them.

The Minister for Works .nterjected when
my colleague, the member for Wembley,
was speaking on the subject )f life assu-
rance. I thought the Minister's comments
were in very bad taste because he would
persist in using this word "manipulate,"
and using it in its vilest sense.

Mr. Jamieson: The vilest sense is In
your mind.

Sir CHARLES COURT: We need insti-
tutions such as A.M.P. The fact is that
Institutions such as this are, to a very
large extent, representative of the Aus-
tralian people. They have set a tremen-
dous example in recent years by attempt-
ing to participate in the development of
this country.

If such corporations invested their
money only in easy and foolproof types of
development, they would get a better re-
turn on the overall amount of funds in
their Possession. However, thank goodness,
in recent years they have launched out
into investments in farming and pastoral
developments and, more importantly, into
the mineral fields.

One of the greatest projects in this State
would not have got off the ground had it
not been for this type of mutual provident
society-financial institutions which en-
tered the field and made vital contribu-
tions. This project was thus enabled to
retain a 60 per cent. Australian equity.

This is the type of thing we should
encourage. I refer particularly to A.M.P.
because it happens to be the biggest and
is essentially an Australian mutual provi-
dent society representing a great mass of
the Australian people. By investing in
developments of the type to which I have
referred, the man in the street is given an
inte rest in the progress of the country.

if such an institution invested in Martin
Place or St. George's Terrace, it would
probably obtain a greater return. But
there is good reason why we should en-
courage investment in national develop-
ment, and it is in bad taste to reflect on
these corporations.

It is obvious that when we debate a
measure such as this we seem to touch
the nerves of members sitting in the front
bench opposite because we are dealing with
basic policy differences.

The Minister for Agriculture raised the
Point of the difference in the rates of
insurance for war service homes. I can
assure the Minister that many insurance
companies in this country would be very
happy to insure war service homes on the
same rates, if they were given the same
monopoly on the business. This is the
loveliest insurance business one can get-
all first-class risks and all handed over on
a plate. No procurement charges are pay-
able.

Mr. Graham: How can you say it Is a
first-class risk? There is just as much
chance of fire.

Sir CHARLES COURT: A house lived
in by the owners is regarded as a good
primary risk.

Mr. H. D. Evans: This would be the
same as houses which are financed. The
same risk is involved. You are referring
to the same market.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The Minister
does not understand or does not want to
understand. An insurance company deal-
ing with war service homes would have a
complete block of business handed to it on
a plate. There are no procurement fees
and virtually no administrative charges.
Any company banded that parcel of busi-
ness would gladly offer a comparable rate.
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When a company is dealing with single
houses insured one at a time It becomes
an entirely different matter.

Mr. Jamieson: How about the local gov-
ernment pool insurance? How do you get
on with that?

Sir CHARLES COURT; I did not catch
the interjection.

Mr. Jamieson: What about the local
governiment pool insurance?

Sir CHARLES COURT: What is wrong
with that?

Mr. Janieson: Here Is an Instance. The
premiums are low because it is a pool in-
surance.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The Minister
does not understand. Houses owned by
different owners have to be insured one at
a time instead of In one large block. The
costs of administration are completely dif-
ferent.

Mr. H. D, Evans: The finance companies
direct people to a particular insurance
company-it Is the same thing.

Sir CHARLES COURT: There is still a
mass of paperwork involved. In the case
of war service homes it is mandatory they
get the lot.

Mr. H. D. Evans: It is also mandatory
with the finance companies.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I am opposed
to the measures contained in the Bill. The
statements made by the member for
Mirrabooka caused me to rise on this
occasion. He made claims which are at
variance with the Labor Party's policies,
and which are opposite to its statements
to the public when such points are being
explained under pressure.

If there is delay in the third reading of
this Bill it is entirely the fault of the
Government. The remarks made by my
colleague the other day are very pertinent
-if the Government wishes us to demon-
strate our opposition to every clause in
every Bill to which we are opposed we will
do just that. What thanks did we get
when we tried to co-operate? The Govern-
ment said that we were not keen to oppose
the Bill because we had not objected to
every clause. If it wants us to object to
every clause, we will do so.

MR. FLETCHER (Fremantle) (11.58
a.m.]: I know I have left it very late to
make a contribution to this debate.

Mr. O'Neil: We have plenty of time.
Mr. O'Connor: it is not noon yet.
Sir Charles Court: We alway's know

when the Government is in trouble-it
asks the Member for Fremantle to rise
and make a speech.

Mr. Graham: There is a bit of freedom
on this side of the House.

Mr. O'Neil: Ask the member for Swan
about freedom.

The SPEAKER: Order!I
Mr. FLEDTCHER: It may have been

noted that I invariably make a contribu-
tion to the debate immediately after the
gentleman who has Just resumed his seat.
For some reason or other he seems to goad
me into it.

Mr. Rushton: That is very obvious too.

Mr. O'Neil: You do not need any goad-
ing.

Mr. FLETCHER: The Ljeader of the
Opposition referred to our platform, of
which I am very proud. .He conveniently
glossed over a section of it.

Sir Charles Court: Which one?
Mr. FLETCHER: The member for Ascot

took the point: The platform must be
read In its entirety to illustrate that cer-
tain points are not being taken out of
context.

Sir Charles Court: Tell me which point?
Mr. FLETCHER: Mr. Speaker, you may

wonder how this relates to the Bill, but I
hope with your indulgence I shall be able
to correct any misapprehension which
arose as a consequence of the comments
made by the Leader of the Opposition.

My colleague's reference to democratic
socialism was made in respect of the fact
that we believe there isa room for both
private and Government enterprise.

Mr. Hutchinson: It does not say that.

Mr. FLETCHER: For example, I point to
Government enterprises such as Post and
telegraphs, and railways. The Leader of
the Opposition creates the impression that
it will be our intention to natonlise
everything, Including corner stores, ice
cream shops, and fish and chips shops.
This is nonsense. Admittedly, we want
control over production, distribution, and
exchange; but we say we will do this only
where the present activities are to the
detriment of the community. That is the
only situation in which we believe there
should be some intrusion by Government
enterprise in fair competition In these
fields.

Mr. Hlutchinson: Who makes the rules?

Mr. FLETCHER: I repeat: In fair com-
petition with private enterprise. That Is
the way in which any reasonable person
would interpret our platform. I can under-
stand the attitude of members opposite.
I agree that they are associated with
people who believe in the exclusive right
of private enterprise. However, we say
we will be democratic. We believe in demo-
cratic socialism in areas In which we be-
lieve the community is being exploited by
monopolies.

Mr. O'Neil: I have yet to hear a definli-
tion of democratic socialism.
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Mr. FLETCHER: Rather than allow
monopolies, we believe in fair competi-
tion. My honourable and capable col-
league-

Sir David Brand: Do not pat him too
hard.

Mr. FLETCHER: --on my left, physi-
cally as distinct from politically, has been
told he should be on the other side of the
House because he believes in what I be-
lieve in.

Mr. O'Neil: We would like you to come
over, too.

Sir Charles Court: You would brighten
up our party meetings.

Mr. FLETCHER: He said he believes in
our policy of fair competition between the
forces we represent In this House.

Motor vehicle insurance was at onie time
unattractive to the private insurance com-
panies. When the 5....was successful
In this otherwise unremunerative field
from the point of view of private enter-
prise, the private insurance companies saw
that it was doing well so they entered the
field themselves. They have done very
nicely out of it since. They now compete
with the 8.0.0.., which formerly was left
to handle this unremunerative field on Its
own because it was unattractive to the
private companies. However, the private
insurance companies are also associated
with banking, fringe banking, and hire
purchase-with which the member for Mt.
Marshall has recently been ]ocking horns.
Many of the private insurance companies
have common directors with banks and
finance companies.

This may tend to sound overdramatic.
but to mne the situation may be likened to
an octopus whose tentacles reach into
every area of life and finance in this State
and in this country. I believe the 5-...
is entitled to make a small intrusion into
this area of monopoly. That is all we on
this side of the House are attempting to
do.

Mr. Rushton: Why shouldn't it go In
holus-bolus?

Mr. FLETCHER: I would prefer inter-
jections from a more intellectual source.

Mr. Graham: There is not much to
choose from.

Mr. FLETCHER: To me this is tanta-
mount to the situation of David and
Goliath. In this instance David-

Mr. Rushton: Don't bring him Into it.
Sir David Brand: Let us draw the line

somewhere.
Mr. FLETCFER: I am not alluding to

Sir David. In this instance the 5.0.1.0. Is
David, and the private insurance com-
panies, with their associations with bank-
ing, fringe banking, and other finance-
the octopus I have mentioned-are Goliath.
Because the 8.0.1.0. is a small wedge
which may intrude into the huge empire

created by private enterprise, the matter
is opposed by members opposite simply
because they think that minute David
might bring down Goliath-that huge em-
pire.

I commend members on this side of the
House for attempting to provide, as the
member for Mirrabooka said, an oppor-
tunity for competition in this State. Con-
sequently, that is why I rise at this late
stage to support the Bill.

MR. MOPHARLIN (Mt. Marshall) [12.06
p.mi.]: I would like to make a few points
in my contribution to this debate. Firstly
I refer to a comment made by the mem-
ber for Wemubley which I think is of Im-
portance when we view the measure before
us on a State-wide basis; that is, all of
us represent everybody in the State. The
pioint made by the member for Wembley
was that there is a fear that when the
Government takes over an enterprise it is
not run as efficiently as a private enter-
prise. I think this is a fear in the minds
of many people.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: You are saying that
the S.0.1.0. is not efficient.

Mr. McPHARLIN: I am not saying that
the 8.0.0.. is not efficient.

Mr. Graham: If it is inefficient it will
not do much business.

Mr. McPRARLEN* However, I do say
that cases have come to notice Concerning
the 8,G.1.0, as well as other insurance
companies in regard to questionable prac-
tices-practices which are open to query.
I know this has been confirmed by my ex-
perienced and learned friend, the mem-
ber for Boulder-Dundas. However, the
point made by the member for Wembley is
important. There is a fear that if the Gov-
ermnent takes over an enterprise it in-
mediately becomes top heavy with staff and
civil servants, and does not operate as
efficiently as a private enterprise. That
is the first point I would like to make.

My next point, which emphasises the
first to a degree, is that we know the pre-
sent Government is of a socialist doctrine.
As mentioned by the Leader of the Oppo-
sition, this legislation indicates that the
Government Is advocating a socialist pol-
icy. Again, I think this creates fear in the
minds of many people.

Mr. Jamieson: Watch out that you don't
get bitten by the tiger.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Why didn't the Men-
zies Government sell the Commonwealth
Bank, if there is such a fear of national-
isation?

Mr. McPHARLINq: I think the Labor
Government went out of office because it
tried to nationalise the banking system. I
think that is a correct statement.

Mr. Rushton: Spot on.
MT. McPHARLIN: That indicated quite

clearly the attitude of the people at the
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time. Mnother aspect to which I referred
In my contribution to the second reading
debate is the practice of employing Gov-
ernment employees to sell insurance. This
is an aspect with which I do not agree. In
my second reading speech I made that
Point clearly. At the moment clerks of
courts and mining registrars are selling
insurance, but this practice could be ex-
panded. The Minister did give us an assur-
ance that that would not happen.

Mr. Taylor: Thank you very much! That
also applied to some other members, and
it was well and truly covered.

Mr. McPHARLIq: The Minister gave us
a guarantee that it would not happen, al-
though it is not actually covered in the
Bill.

Mr. Taylor; I invited amendments from
the Opposition so that the 6.0,1.0. could
carry out the business it Is seeking.

Mr. MePHARLIN: The Minister has not
put forward any amendments to the Bill.

Mr. Taylor; Will my guarantee be suffi-
cient?

Mr. MePHARLIN: If this Bill were
passed the number of civil servants who
will sell insurance for the State Govern-
ment Insurance Office will be increased,
which is one aspect I do not agree with.
The member for Fremantle has indicated
that whilst we Were conducting the Honor-
ary Royal Commission into hire-purchase
and other agreements we locked horns with
some insurance companies. To an extent
we did, but our terms of reference did niot
permit us to inquire into all the activities
of life assurance. We were concerned with
the credit finance companies. We did get
involved to a certain extent with insurance
companies, but not as much as we would
have liked, There were cases of life assur-
ance companies that perhaps could be
questioned, but on the other hand we had
evidence that many other companies do
the right thing.

Mr. Bertram: You probably would have
liked your terms of reference to be
broadened to take in the insurance com-
panies.

Mr. MePHARLIN: Yes, probably, but it
is too late now. If certain amendments
to the Bill were foreshadowed, as has been
suggested, possibly it would be made more
attractive, but the Minister has not seen
fit to suggest any amendment to the Bill
that would prevent the employment, in
any great numbers, of civil servants in
the insurance field with the S.G.I.O. Men-
tion was also made that if the life assur-
ance field was not entered into by the
State Government insurance Office the
Bill may be more attractive to members,
but these suggestions have not been taken
up, and, for the reasons I have outlined,
I reiterate that I am opposed to the Bill.

M4R. HFARTREY (Houlder-Dundas) [12.12
p.m.]: I have already announced, during

the debate on the second reading, that I
Support the Bill and that I intend to vote
for it. Therefore, I am not rising in my
place now to intimate that fact to the
House. I rise to congratulate the gentle-
men of the Opposition, particularly the
Leader of the Opposition and the member
for Wembley, In this debate today-that
is, if one can call it a debate-they have
brilliantly demonstrated an elementary
principle of the law of legal advocacy. As
members well know, on one day a lawyer
finds himself on one side, the next day,
on a different case espousing an argument
completely opposite, and possibly on the
following day supporting a case for a third
party will get another argument. One of
the first lessons that one learns in
the study of the law is exemplified
by the story of a very able advocate who
had been engaged to defend a person who
appeared to be guilty. At the last moment
this advocate was unable to attend the
court and he engaged a young junior to
take his place. This young junior asked
the advocate what case be had, and he
was told, "You have no case, but just
abuse the other side." The junior advocate
successfully did this and the accused he
was defending was acquitted.

The same applies to those forces Whom
the Opposition represents; those capita-
listic institutions which are so set against
the Bill we have put forward as part of
our policy of democratic socialism. It
might even be democratic capitalism, but
that is better than undemocratic capi-
talism. All I wish to say about that is
that the way the Opposition menmbers
handled their case was magnificent. They
have said nothing about the Bill or the
rights of the people who are the true own-
ers of the State Government Insurance
Office. They have attacked our Federal
policy and have misinterpreted it or mis-
read it. They have attacked our Federal
leader and told us he will run the gauntlet
after McMahon is thrown out; apparently
they admit he will be thrown out.

All the Opposition has done is to abuse
everything about our party and to say
nothing about the principle behind the
Bill for which, as members already know,
I am voting. 1 will say nothing more
except once again to congratulate the Op-
position members who have spoken. They
would make excellent legal advocates. They
have done a very fine job and they deserve
a reward and glorification by the people
they represent. Those people could quite
rightly say. "Well done, thou good and
faithful servants of entrenched capitalism
and free enterprise!"

I invite those advocates to read out the
terms and conditions contained in a "free
enterprise" bank's mortgage or bill of sale.
If those members would read them to the
House we would really see what free enter-
prise means.
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those members will read them to the
House we will really see what free enter-
prise means.

Sir Charles Court:, If you will move a
motion to the effect that they be read out
In Parliament we will support you; it is
a public document.

Mr. HAUTREY: Let the Leader of the
Opposition do that, I am not advocating
it; I am Just announcing it.

Sir Charles Court: You have seen plenty
of them.

Mr. HARTREY: Yea. I have, and they
have the same effect on me as the member
for Cottesloe's reference to "free enter-
prise." He said I merely brought up this
subject. I did, and I nearly brought up
my breakfast with it.

Mr. R. L. Young:, What about the Gov-
ernment's terms on security documents?
Are they not the same?

Mr. HARTREY: They simply represent
State capitalism, the same As ]Private Capi-
talism. The only difference is that being
State capitalism it is democratic capital-
ism.

Mr. R. L. Young: We at least stick to
one track; we do not have two bob each
way.

Mr. HARTREY: The honourable mem-
ber has a one-track mind. He cannot
stick to two tracks; one is enough for him.
I will simply congratulate the Opposition
members on the magnificent way they
have sidestepped the whole issue and de-
voted all their comments to heaping abuse
on the measure. I must in honesty except
what was said by the Deputy Leader of
the Country Party, because he did address
himself to the Bill; but I do not think the
other two members of the Opposition did
any more than to abuse us, and they thor-
oughly and richly deserve the reward of
being told by the people they represent,
"Well done, good and faithful servants of
capitalism." because they have stuck to
their guns and done exactly what anyone
would expect of them.

MR. TAYLOR (Cockburn-Minister for
Labour) [12.18 p.m.]: I know it is tradi-
tional that a Minister, at the conclusion
of a debate on a Bill, thanks those mem-
bers who have participated for their con-
tributions. On this occasion I hesitate;
I am tempted to look back through the
debates in Hiansard to find out who, at
one time, on the Government side, goaded
members of the Opposition to take up this
matter put forward by the Government,
and to castigate him. I did have the thought
that this stirring should have been done in
respect of someone else's legislation rather
than mine.

If I have any disappointment in regard
to the third reading debate on this Bill it
can be summed up very well in the re-
marks made by the member for Boulder-
Dundas; that is, it is unfortunate a Gov-

erment instrumentality in the form of
the State Government Insurance Office,
which has Performed a worth-while and
excellent Job in the past with advantage
to all Governments, no matter which par-
ty may be in power, should be kicked
backwards and forwards like a football
across the chamber.

I will not attempt to comment on most
of the remarks that have been made dur-
tig this debate. I will confine myself
briefly and specifically to those points that
pertain to the Bill. I think most of the
remarks are unworthy of any comment,
because I feel sure that as long as we are
in this Chamber we will continue to hear
them ad nauseam. However, some specific
points were made. The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition referred to the employment
of Government officers by the 8.0.1.0..
as did the Deputy Leader of the Country
Party. In reply!ing to a question on this
matter I made the point that if there was.
any real objection to this sort of activity,
we would see what we could do to change
It. Admittedly, no amendment is before
the House. but I will say again that If
this Bill is Passed and if the employ-
ment of Government officers in the in-
surance field is considered to be a factor
that inhibits competition, we will certainly
do the right thing in regard to it.

The second point that was made was in
regard to the direction of investments, or
advice concerning investments. I must
agree that the Premier was right and I
was wrong when I used the word "direc-
tion." The S.GJI.O. makes its own. loans
and forwards a list to the Under-Treasu-
rer. He peruses it and places his approval
on it, but there is no doubt that the
5.0.I.0. does do this sort of thing itself.

I corrected the statement made by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition in regard
to the operations of the 8.0.1.0. in the
north; I did that by interjection. Since
the Bill was last debated the 8.0.1.0. has
checked its records, and It can be shown
conclusively that the office voluntarily ex-
tended its operations to the north by ad-
vancing finance, particularly in respect of
motor vehicle repair activities, because the
office felt this was ancillary to its insur-
ance business. No other Insurance group
was prepared to operate in the north of the
State, but the 8.0.I.0. of Its own volition
and not by Government direction or
guarantee did what it has done in the
north.

A check has been made of the statement
of the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
with regard to the insurance of school
children. Again nothing can be located
from the records to indicate that a direc-
tion -was given by the Government. There-
fore my comments appeared to be correct
that the parents and citizens' associations
conducted the negotiation and had the
choice. Ultimately they carried out the
arrangement through the schools. I should
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stress the point that the parents and citi-
zens', associations made the choice.

Sir Charles Court: Have you read the
answers given by the then Minister for
Labour (Mr. W. Hegney)?

Mr. TAYLOR: The 5,.1.0. has made
an attempt to find that reference in the
debates recorded in Hansard, but could
not locate it.

Sir Charles Court: I gave you the refer-
ence.

Mr. TAYLOR: The records Indicate
clearly that the parents and citizens' as-
soelatibnis, and not the schools, carried out
this operation.

Sir Charles Court; I take exception to
that, because we are entitled to rely on
what Ministers of the Government of the
day told us in this House. All I asked you
to do was to read what Mr. Hegney told
the House.

Mr. TAYLOR: We have not been able to
locate the reference, but certainly we will
make another attempt.

Sir Charles Court: You are saying we
have misled the House. We relied entirely
on what the Minister told us.

Mr. TAYLOR: I am saying that to the
best of my knowledge the situation Is as
I have outlined it.

Sir Charles Court: You are Implying that
we have misrepresented the situation.

Mr. TAYLOR: The remarks made by the
member for Floreat. were general, He re-
peated some remarks be had made earlier:
but the important point Is that the money
remains in Western Australia, and that
can be of value. Most of his other remarks
were general, and more of a political
nature rather than related to the Bill.

I think two Points need to be raised.
The Government would like the Bill to be
passed for certain reasons associated with
our policy. At the same time I have
pointed out to the House as I did to all
insurance groups that we would be happy
to look at any proposed amendments to the
Bill which would enable the 8.0.1.0. to be-
come fully competitive and not direct it to
grow other than by fair competition.

As against that I would remind the
House that we require this legislation to
assist in fair Play. At the moment other
insurance groups are moving into the
area of activity of the 8.0.0.., and with-
out protection from the Government the
8.0.I.0. will be put to some real disadvan-
tage. Something has to be done about this.
one way of achieving this is to extend the
franchise.

This Is the reverse side and something
should be done, and not in the distant
future, to ensure that the 8.0.0. remains
a viable proposition. Since the Bill was
last debated I have been advised of certain
problems which have arisen in respect of
insurance with the 8.0.1.0, I have been
told about the insurance business of local
authorities,

I did advise the House earlier that all
except five local authorities are insured
with the 8.0.0. under a pool scheme,
from which the 8.010.. and the State re-
ceive no profit. In fact, all returns go
back to the local authorities, although
some money is deducted for overheads.

I was advised that a few days ago one
local authority stated it would no longer
insure with the 8.0.1.0. The background to
this incident is that a local shire councillor
invited another Insurance company to
proffer a price for the insurance business,
and the price of the S.0.0.. was made
known to It. That insurance company in-
dicated it would submit a price below that
proffered by the 8.0.I.0. No tenders were
called. That local authority accepted the
price proffered by the insurance company
because it was lower than that of the
8.010.. Because of that the Pool scheme
of insurance applying to local authorities
has now been that much disadvantaged.

I make the point again in support of the
Bill that there are two good reasons for
passing it. The 5.0.1.0. desires to expand
the opportunities by which It can meet
fair competition; and we should do all
we can to guarantee that competition takes
place. There is a need for competition, and
if it is not available to the 8.01,0O. the
8.0.1.0. will be disadvantaged. Its opera-
tions could be reduced and should that
eventuate it would be bad for the State
and for the Government,

This has been a long debate. I conclude
by thanking members for their contribu-
tions.

Question put and a division taken with
the following results:-

Mr. Bateman
Mr. Bertram
Mr. DBrown
Mr. Bryce
Mr. Burke
Mr. Cook
Mr. H. D. Evans
Mr. Fletcher
Mr. Gram
Mr. Hartrey

Mr. Blalkie
Sir David Brand
Sir Charles Court
Mr. Coyne
Dr. Dadour
Mr. Hlutchinson
Mr. Lewis
Mr. W. A. Mannim
Mr. MePharlin
Mr. Mensaros

Ayes
Mir. Davies
Mr. May
Mr. T'. D. Evans
Mr. Brady
Mr: Bickerton

Ayes-SO0
Mr. Jamieson
Mr. Jones
Mr. Lspbam
Ur. M Iver
Mr. Moier
Mr. Seaell
Mr. Taylor
Mr. A. 14t. Tonkin
Mr. 3. T. Tonktin
Mr. Hlarman

(Teller)
Noe-20

Mr. Nalder
Mr, O'Connor
Mr. O'NeU
Mr. uiman
Mr. Rushton
Mr. Stephens
Mr. Thompson

.g Mr. R. L,. Young
Mr. W. 0. Young
Mr. 1. W. Manning

(Teller)
Frn

Noes
Mr. Gayter
Mr. Williams
Mr. Reid
Mr. Ridge
Mr. Orayden

The SPEAKER: The voting being equal,
I give my casting vote with the Ayes.

Question thus passed.
Bill read a third time and transmitted

to the Council.
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ALUMINA REFINERY AGREEMENT
ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from the 3rd August,

SIR CHARLES COURT (Nedlands-
Leader of the opposition) [12.29 p.m.]:
The Minister in introducing the two Bills
-the Alumina Refinery Agreement Act
Amendment Bill and the Alumina Refinery
(Pinjarra) Agreement Act Amendment
Bill-explained that the sole purpose was
to revise the rail charge formula. It is
interesting to go back and study the
clauses in the original agreement. When
we first drew up the agreement-I am now
referring to the Alumina Refinery Agree-
ment Bill and not to the Pinjarra Agree-
ment Bill-considerable difficulty was ex-
perienced in trying to arrive at a formula
in respect of rail freights which would be
acceptable to all concerned1 so as to pro-
tect the railways against rising costs.

In other words, we wanted some re-
imbursement as costs beyond their control
were incurred, and it was reasonable they
should be recouped by the operator. Mem-
bers will know from other agreements that
a formula was written in relating to the
escalation of three main factors-that is,
labour costs, distillate costs, and steel
costs-it being generally accepted that
when these are reflected in the escalation
of freight rates they are reflecting the
main body of costs incurred in the opera-
tion of a railway system.

However, if members go back to the
original alumina refinery agreement and
refer particularly to page 25 of the Sep-
tember, 1069, reprint1 they will find the
following-

The rates of freight set out in Parts
I and 2 of the Schedule to this clause
are based on costs Prevailing at the
date of execution of this agreement
and shall be subject to variation from
time to time in Proportion to any in-
crease or decrease in the cost to the
Railways Commission of maintaining
and operating the direct railway. The
State will at the request of the Com-
pany procure the certificate of the
Auditor General of the said State as
to the correctness of such variation in
the freight rates.

When that agreement was drawn up it
was understood some difficulty might be
experienced in interpreting these cost in-
creases and decreases without a formula.
However, agreement could not be reached
with the company. This problem arose in
connection with another agreement; that
is. the original 1960 B.H.P. agreement. In
fairness I think I should explain that one
of the Problems with a formula is that it
can become outdated if an endeavour is
made to relate everything to a split be-
tween labour, distillate, and steel costs or
any other cost factors which may be deter-

mined. The danger always exists that the
methods of operating might change to
such an extent that the proportions might
become unbalanced and a review become
necessary.

However, when the agreement was
amended previously, we had to use the
same expression as illustrated on page 47
of the document to which I referred-
namely, the reprint of the 1st September,
1969-as follows:-

(10) (i) The rates of freight set
out in Part I of the Schedule to this
clause are based on costs prevailing
at the date of execution of this agree-
ment and shall be subject to variation
from time to time in proportion to
anty increase or decrease in the cost
to the Railways Commission of main-
taining and operating the direct rail-
way.

At that stage a further attempt was made
to arrive at a formula which would be
mutually satisfactory, but it was left on
a basis virtually of negotiation, it being
understood, of course, that had there been
any disparity or any failure to reach
agreement the arbitration clause would
prevail, If my memory serves me correctly,
neither the Government nor the company
was anxious for the arbitration clause to
prevail because it involves a very clumsy
procedure. It is not only time consuming,
but also costly and rarely does it ever
satisfy any of the parties. It is a clause
included in agreements to be used as a last
resort in the event of failure to agree.

It has now been possible to arrive at a
formula which is, from what the Minister
told us, acceptable to both the Govern-
ment and the company. Various altera-
tions were made from the original formula
incorporated in the first Western Mining
Corporation iron ore agreement based on
the port of Geraldton, because I think the
original formula in that agreement was a
little harsh and unrealistic.

Now a clear formula has been set out in
the schedule to the legislation. I want to
record on this occasion, so as to save any
lengthy comments on the next Bill, the
situation which exists. The Minister was
good enough to table a hypothetical case
setting out how the formula will work. It
is rather more formidable to look at than
it is in practice. If one takes the time off
to follow through the workings given in
the example, one finds it is a very simple
formula; but the main thing is that the
cost increases in the three areas of labour,
distillate, and steel, are not completely
passed on. Only 0.6 of the calculation Is
passed on.

There is good reason for this because
within the total system there is an absorp-
tion factor due to the escalation of ton-
nages because some charges remain fixed
no matter what other costs go up. When
the railway is first built a capital cost is
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incur red and this remains the same until
the railway is replaced. A number of other
administrative factors in the railway
freight structure do not go UP with in-
creases in such items as wages, distillate,
and steel.

I, for my part, agree with the formula
which has been put forward. I can well
imagine that the company and the rail-
Ways have had long and careful discussions
on this. A lot of argument ensued even
when the previous Government was in
office as to how the cost adjustments
should take place. Naturally the railways,
on the one hand, were trying to throw
everything in, including the proverbial
kitchen sink. The companies, on the other
hand, were advocating that the sharp. es-
calation in tonnages made the Govern-
ment's calculations rather unrealistic.

Again we find the break-up between
labour, distillate, and steel has been appor-
tioned in different ratios; that is, 80 per
cent, is weighted against the labour factor,
5 per cent. against the distillate factor, and
15 Per cent against steel costs. The sum
total of those percentages of 80, 5, and 15,
of course is 100 per cent, of the total cost
components. Here again it was a matter
of argument as to whether that was a
fair loading. In the light of experience and
total operating costs, I believe it was.

Yet another Problem arose, and will
continue to arise, inasmuch as this is a
captive type of freight between two points.
The trains are brought full of bauxite, but
are taken back empty. It is a quick turn-
around and is quite different from operat-
ing a general purpose railway such as the
one between ]Perth and Kalgoorlie on a
common carrier basis.

These were some of the factors which
made it necessary for this rather com-
plicated formula to be devised: and then
having arrived at the total increases incur-
red in respect of labour, distillate, and
steel, to arrive at a percentage of that
total which would be a reasonable cost
to be borne in determining the new freight
rates.

I notice from what the Minister said,
and from the schedules, that action has
been taken-and I think very wisely-to
project the scale of freights beyond the
3,560,000 tons, because with the advent of
Finjarra, none of us can really determine
the final tonnage which will be carried on
the railway. It is quite obvious something
in excess of 3,560,000 tons should be in-
cluded in the projections for purposes of
the formula.

The Opposition does not in any way
oppose this Bill, It is pleased to know the
formula has been arrived at by mutual
consultation and negotiation. I would be,
however, quite unnatural if I did not refer
to the fact that whilst we were in office
this particular schedule was always sub-
ject to severe attack, particularly by the

member for Collie who used to bring it
up on many occasions. It became some-
thing of a "record" with him because he
could not see why this Particular industry
should have this type of negotiated freight
rate when his beloved Collie did not have
such a rate for coal going to the State
Electricity Commission.

I gather he has made no more impact
on the new Minister than he did on the
previous one, because a very good reason
exists for this particular type of com-
modity being dealt with on a special con-
tractual basis between the customer and
the railways. If it were not done this way
there literally would not be the business
or the industry.

Sir David Brand: He might get the
schedule and tell us why he made no pro-
gress.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I support the
Bill,

MR. GRAHAM (Balcatta-Minister for
Development and Decentralisation) [12.40
p.m.]: As there is no difference in view-
Point between the Opposition and the Gov-
ernment I1 suppose it could be said that no
comment from me is necessary. Neverthe-
less, I thank the Leader of the Opposition
for his contribution to the debate.

I am afraid I cannot enter the argument
either for or against the member for Collie,
but I would point out that nothing new has
been introduced. The formula, is not a
modification, but is more specific or precise
than the general terms at present em-
ployed in agreements.

For the record perhaps I1 could quote
from a minute addressed to the Minister for
Railways by the Commissioner of Railways.
It is dated the 18th June, of last year, and
it says inter alia-

The Company has also indicated, in
discussion,-

Thie discussion was in relation to a certain
matter which I need not go into. To con-
tinue-

-they would now be prepared to con-
sider a formula for escalation of the
freight rates In preference to the cur-
rent arrangement of reviewing the
rates on the basis of actual cost. The
latter arrangement is cumbersome and
involves considerable costs in assessing
the new rates and the prospect of
adopting a formula similar to that used
in many other major haulage opera-
tions is welcomed. Negotiations with
the Company to establish a suitable
formula are now proceeding.

Those discussions ensued and there is com-
plete agreement between the two parties.

One other observation which may have
escaped the notice of members is that the
formula is to operate over a period of five
years. It can be varied by mutual agree-
ment or, in the event of one party seeking
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an alteration and not getting the concur-
rence of the other party, an arbitrator can
be called In to resolve the difference.

I trust the Bill will have an easy passage,
not only in this House but also in another
place.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adapted.
Sitting suspended from 12.45 to 2.15 v.m.

ALUMINA REFINERY (PINJARRA)
AGREEMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from the 3rd August.

SIR CHARLES COURT (Nedlands-
Leader of the Opposition) (2.16 p.m.): I
said all that needed to be said so far as
this side Is concerned when I spoke to the
Alumina Refinery Agreement Act Amend-
ment Bill. The reasons for the present
Bill being before us at the moment are
almost identical, because the two agree-
ments are twin agreements.

I was glad the Minister referred to the
review provisions when he replied to the
second reading of the other Bill. It Is
very important that members should
understand there is provision for the
formula to be reviewed after a reasonable
lapse of time. One of the reasons for this
should be recorded; that is, with the
effluxion of time all sorts of changes could
occur which would influence the various
Items which go to make up the formula-
such as wages, distillate, and steel costs.

It is therefore appropriate that from time
to time the parties should get together to
review the formula. If it is working satis-
factorily without anomalies, it can remnain.
If it is producing anomalies obviously the
parties will want to work out something
which Isa more satisfactory. Failing mutual
agreement provision is written into the
clause for arbitration.

As I read the Bill, the limit seems to be
at 3,000.000 tons; whereas, in the previous
agreement, we provided for escalation up
to 5,000,000 tons and beyond. In other
words the "Steps" were written into the
other agreement up to 5,000,000 tons; with
tonnages beyond 5,000,000 being left at a
standard flat rate.

As I read the new Bill In conjunction
with the parent Act, the top limit is
3,000,000 tons. I cannot immediately un-
derstand why there should be a cut-off in
this one at 3.000,000 when it is 5,000,000
in the other.

Perhaps the Minister has the informa-
tion at hand. If not, I suggest he might
let us have it at a later date. Perhaps it Is
anticipated that in the foreseeable future

the tonnages from the present Jarrabdale
mine site will be running about 5,000,000
tons which, I think, is the experience at
the present time. However, the tonnlages
likely to be available from Pinjarra could
be much less due to the fact that the
bauxite comes into the plant by conveyor
belt and not by the railway system.

I aim not questioning the merit of the
3,000,000 ton limit, but I think it would
be a good Idea for the Minister to give us
some Information as to why it was cut
off at 3,D00,ODD. On reflection, It is prob-
ably because the bauxite which comes into
the plant at Pinarra will be brought In
by conveyor belt, whereas, in the case of
the Kwinana plant, the whole of the baux-
ite has to be brought In In the raw state
from Jarrahdale by rail. To the best of
my knowledge Pinjarra will only be trans-
porting alumina by rail either to Kwinana
or Bunbury with some possibility at a later
stage of having to transport some bauxite
from the Pinjarra site down to the plant
site at Swinana.

With that reservation, I have no objec-
tioun to the Bill and members on this side
of the House support it.

MR. GRAHAM (Balcatta-Mnister for
Development and Decentralisation) [2.20
p.m.]: I think the Leader of the Opposi-
tion drew the correct conclusion just be-
fore be finished his remarks. However, I
am unable to answer specifically. To be
perfectly frank, I did not go into the
matter of limitations. They are quite
acceptable to both the company and the
Railways Department. For this reason, I
thought it was their business. It does niot
introduce a new principle, but is merely
being specific in relation to establishing a
price which is acceptable to both in res-
pect of volumes or ceilings to volumes.

As the matter has been raised by the
Leader of the Opposition I will obtain the
information and let him have it so that
there will be no doubts at all.

Question Put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

PUBLIC AND BANK HOLIDAYS BILL.
Second Reading

Debate resumed from the 8th August.

MRt, O'NEIEL (East Melville-Deputy
Leader of the Opposition) (2.23 p-m.): On
tbe face of it, this Bill appears to take a
rational step towards consolidating the
Acts relating to public and bank holidays,
and we have no objection to that Principle.
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The Minister explained that on rare
occasions it is necessary to amend indus-
trial awards and agreements in order to
cater for situations which come up in the
matter of holidays. We can recall the
situation in December, 1971, when Christ-
mas Day fell either on a Saturday or Sun-
day, and certain Problems arose in regard
to the allocation of the Boxing Day holi-
day. As these matters were controlled by
industrial awards and agreements, the
parties concerned had only limited time
to have the awards considered for amend-
ment by the State Industrial Commission.
I think that chaos-if one can call it
that-made it evident that there was a
need to do something about the matter.

This Bill proposes to establish a new
Act to rationalise Public and bank holi-
days, and in a schedule are set out 10
paid public holidays a year which the
work force has enjoyed for a long time.
The schedule also specifies the dates and
indicates whether the holiday will be held
on the actual date-such as Christmas Day
and Anzac flay--or whether it will be held
on the Monday adjacent to it. We have no
real argument about that. There has been
no major change. It is a simple move to
ensure that nobody is disadvantaged
when the industrial agreement under
which he or she works has not been appro-
priately amended in accordance with the
stated intention of the Industrial Com-
mission.

The Bill facilitates the holding of the
appropriate holidays on the appropriate
days in this State. Members are aware
that certain holidays are observed on dif-
ferent days in different States, The
Queen's birthday being one of them.

I want to do two things. I want to
apologise to the Minister for my inability
to put on the notice paper an amendment
which we will discuss in detail in the
Committee stage. At the same time. I want
to lodge a protest about the short period
which is being allowed for consideration
of these Bills. It may well be that a Bill
is a simple one which has general agree-
ment but it may require study to see what
other implications it may have. Towards
the dying hours of a session problems
have always been experienced in giving
members ample time to consider Bills and
amendments.

I am afraid I must Protest that In this
particular case we have not had adequate
time. Perhaps we have had ample time, in
that during the luncheon recess, after
doing something else, I was able to get
the limited staff we have available to us
to type out some amendments to the
measure. Perhaps I might also extend my
apologies to the Minister because I did
not have an opportunity to hand him the
amendments until two minutes before the
House met.

Mr. Taylor: You accept mine and I will
accept yours.

Mr. O'NEIL: The amendments are
simple in forms but, broadly, they propose
to alter, In respect of certain holidays, a
provision which has not obtained up to
date; that is, the power of the Governor
to Proclaim special holidays or half-holi-
days in addition to those which are pres-
cribed in this Bill.

We all know that from time to time there
are occasions when such things as Royal
visits make it necessary to Proclaim a gene-
ral Statewide paid public holiday. I
understand that in the past It has been
necessary to bring a particular Bill to this
Parliament to permit that to happen. I
do not think there is otherwise any pro-
vision for this circumstance.

There are also some holidays which,
although they may not have been laid
down in the Act, are traditional holidays.
I refer to the afternoon of Royal Show
day in the metropolitan area, which Is not
a recognised Paid Public holiday. How-
ever, it has been the Practice for many
business and retail houses in the city to
canvass employees to determine whether
or not they want a half-holiday for Royal
Show day, with or without pay, and on
the decision of the majority of the work-
ers the holiday is or is not given. In some
cases employers will allow employees to
have the half-day off without pay, and in
many cases employers grant pay for the
holiday. So It is a type of Privilege ex-
tended by the management to employees
on that particular day.

From the framing of this Bill it would
appear that there Is an intention-if not
an Intention certainly a capacity-for the
Governor to declare a half-day holiday.
Clause 7 reads as follows:-

(1) The Governor may, from time
to time, by Proclamation-

(a) appoit a special day speci-
fied In the Proclamation to be
a public holiday or bank holi-
day, or both;

(b) appoint any part of any
special day specified in the
Proclamation to be a public
half-holiday or bank half-
holiday, or both.

On this side of the House we believe that
it is neither necessary nor desirable to
give this power to the Governor, or more
correctly, the Governor - In - Executive-
Council on the advice of the Minister. We
see nothing wrong with the old practice
of bringing a smali Bill to Parliament in
order to create a holiday for a special
purpose.

Of course there is another way around
this. A temporary amendment may be
incorporated in the industrial awards and
agreements to permit a holiday in certain
circumstances. However, this is a very
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cumbersome way to do it, and certainly
during our period of office a special Bill
was presented to Parliament to cover any
such occasion.

Clause 7 appears to have a limitting
effect in that the holiday may only be
declared in any one year. in other words,
Bob Hawke's birthday cannot be pro-
claimed as a holiday every year from now
on. A new proclamation must be made
in every year. However, we accept the
principle of this legislation which is -to
rationalise details relating to bank and
public holidays.

As the Minister said, under our GOV-
ernment and I think under the present
Government, bank holidays are the res-
ponsibility of the Chief Secretary under
the Bank Holidays Act, whereas the other
Acts relating to holidays devolve upon
the Minister for Labour. If this legisla-
tion is not passed there will be confusion
in the future.

Whilst we do not object to the prin-
ciple, we simply feel it is neither ex-
pedient nor necessary to give the Ex-
ecutive the right to recommend to the
Governor the proclamation of special days
as whole or part holidays. It is not un-
reasonable to ask that a Bill be brought
to Parliament on these occasions. When
our Government took this action, I do not
recall any abjection being raised by the
then Opposition, and unless the holiday
was to celebrate Bob Hawke's birthday,
no objection would be raised on this side
of the House.

I hope, Mr. Speaker, that I will be
Permitted to move an amendment during
the Committee stage of this Bill, even
though I did not have time to place it
on, the notice paper. I intend to move for
the deletion of the whole of clause 7. Con-
sequential upon that, I propose to move
an amendment to clause 9.

The Opposition does not raise any ob-
jection, to clause 8; that is, the Governor
shall have the right to alter the pre-
scribed holidays. This is a reasonable move
and anyone who has lived in the country
knows that the recommended dates for
holidays can be altered to suit a particu-
lar purpose in the district. For instance,
the celebration of the anniversary of the
birthday of the Queen is held on the
second Monday in October. However, in
some country districts it is convenient to
observe the holiday on another day. The
altered date may be to allow people
to attend a local show or a country race
meeting in the north-west. very frequently
a different date is Proclaimed in lieu of
the day prescribed for the metropolitan
area. This action is quite reasonable and
I amn sure all members know that this
happens in country districts and towns.
Naturally, we will need a provision to pro-
claim these holidays if they are not to be
prescribed by Statute.

For these reasons the Opposition raises
no objection to clause 8. It simply says
that the Governor may, by proclamation,
alter the holiday.

In order to ensure that such a proclama-
tion. is not in conflict with industrial
awards and agreements, the Provisions
contained in clause 9 are necessary. Mem-
bers will readily appreciate, if our amend-
ment to delete clause 7 is successful, a pass-
age in clause 9 will also have to be deleted
so that the clause then relates to clause 8
only. I will further discuss this point in
Committee.

I have already indicated our general
support of the principle. Our objections
are to one specific provision which, as far
as I know, is breaking new ground. I trust
at a later stage the Committee will give
consideration to my proposals.

MR. TAYLOR (Cockburn-Minister for
Labour) [2.37 p.m.]: I thank the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition for his comments
on the measure. As he points out, this is
a minor Bill and it is an improvement on
the present position as it amalgamates a
number of Statutes.

The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
also said that in these days when there
is a demand for flexibility in the range of
hours worked and an increasing number
of people working shift work, it is an
advantage to standardise the provisions in
regard to holidays so that employers and
employees know -where they are going.

There is apparently no argument on
the main provisions contained in the Bill.
I do not propose to elaborate on these, but
I shall comment on the suggested deletion
of clause 7. I must say at the outset that
I am not prepared to accept this amend-
ment. I agree that this is a new type of
provision, and that it would allow the
Government of the day the right to deolare
a public holiday if it saw fit.

The Deputy Leader of the Opposition is
also correct when he says that such a matter
can be brought before Parliament. How-
ever, he says it is quite reasonable to bring
it before Parliament, and I counter by say-
ing I believe it is quite reasonable for the
Government of the day, which has the re-
sponsibility to the community, to have the
right to proclaim a holiday if it sees fit.

The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
mentioned the confusion which arose some
few years ago, before it was possible for
the commission to meet to undo the then
unsatisfactory situation which had arisen.
I believe that on that occasion consulta-
tion with leaders In industry and public
life could have resolved the situation which
caused the confusion.

I would have been more impressed by
the comments of the Deputy Leader of the
opposition but for the fact that in the
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few minutes available to me after receiv-
ing his suggested amendment I found a
copy of the South Australian Holidays Act,
1910-1955, in the file connected with this
legislation. This South Australian Act
contains virtually the same provision.

01 course, this is not reason enough for
its inclusion in the Western Australian
Statute book. The reason we put this f or-
ward Is that we think it is of value. We
feel the Government should have the
flexibility to do what is required when it
is required. I mnake the point in the few
minutes available to me that this works
quite satisfactorily in another State. The
South Australian Act provides that-

4. The Governor may, from time to
time, as he may think fit, by proclama-
tion published in the Government
Gazette, appoint a special day to be a
public holiday or bank holiday in any
year either-

(a) throughout the said State, or
(b) within such district or locality

as is specified in such pro-
clamation;

and suchi'day shall in such year be a
public holiday or bank holiday ac-
cordingly.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Does the Minister know
when that amendment was made to the
Act in South Australia?

Mr. TAYLOR: The Act is dated 1950-
1959, so presumably the amendment was
made during the period of the Playford
Government.

Mr. O'Neil: That was a goad Govern-
ment, so the amendment could be trusted.

Mr. TAYLOR: The Bill is not a major
measure, and this is the only point of
difference between the Government and
the opposition. However, I mention that
the Government is not prepared to accept
the amendment proposed by the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr. Bate-

man) in the Chair; Mr. Taylor (Minister
for Labour) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 6 put and passed.
Clause '7: Special public or bank holi-

days and half-holiday-
Mr. O'NEIL: I do not accept the ex-

planation of the Minister in this matter.
Possibly I heard him wrong, but I feel
he implied that the trouble which occurred
in relation to Christmas holidays in 1970
or 1971 could have been corrected by the
use of the power to proclaim a holiday in
consultation with business and industry. X
do not know whether that would be the
case. This incident occurred In a very short

period of time, and it may well have been
that it was not possible to place an Act
on the Statute book.

However, when the Industrial Commnls-
sion altered several industrial awards and
agreements, the new awards and agree-
ments were observed in the breach rather
than in the Contract in order to ensure
that no worker was disadvantaged. So the
matter of those contracts Is not related
to giving power to the Executive, through
the Government, to declare a holiday by
proclamation when it thinks fit.

I still believe there is nothing wrong
with the principle of a special Act on those
rare and reasonable occasions when it is
necessary to declare a particular day a
holiday. I might be wrong, but I feel
something like this was done in respect of
the opening of the Empire Games, and it
might have applied on occasions of Royal
visits, etc. However, we are concerned that
the Government wishes to be able to do
this without reference to the Parliament.
If the Government proclaimed the birth-
day of the member for Boulder-Dundas
as a public holiday, it would be a holiday
whether we liked it or not. There is no
question of the Parliament being able to
make a determination.

Under industrial awards and agreements
every worker is entitled to a certain num-
ber of holidays:, and in addition 10 pub-
lic holidays, which are outside the provi-
sions of the industrial awards, are pres-
cribed in this State. We do not believe
there is any good reason to extend to any
Government the power to grant holidays at
will. I do not say that it will necessarily
happen, but there is always the likelihood
that if the power is available it will be
used by a Government of any political
colour when it is convenient. I ask the
Committee to vote against this clause.

Mr. TAYLOR: I do not propose to pro-
long the debate. I believe it is a fair and
reasonable proposition that the clause
should remain in the Bill. In regard to
the suggestion that Governments will take
advantage of this provision, I would say
that such statements have been made at
various times by those on this side of
the Chamber as well as those on the other
side. However, Governments must be res-
ponsible and they must be allowed to be
responsible. This clause will allow Gay-
ernnents to act-in consultation-at times
when it is convenient, rather than be
forced to bring matters before Parliament.
The provision is included in the legislation
of at least one other State and it is oper-
ating satisfactorily there. I reject the sug-
gestion that the Government of this State
cannot be trusted to do something that a
Government in another State is trusted to
do. I am satisfied this clause will be of
advantage to any administration, no
matter which party is in power, and I ask
the Committee to vote for it.
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Mr. W. A. MANNING: I would like to
raise two points. The appointing of spec-
ial days, as mentioned in this clause, Is
usually the prerogative of the local Chain-
liir of Commerce, which makes recom-
mendations that are usually accepted. I1
presume this provision will not alter that.
I would like the Minister to confirm my
remarks.

Secondly, the clause mentions that the
proclamation is to be published in the
Government Gazette at least one week
before the date of the special day. One
week's notice is of no value whatever in
many country districts.

Mr. O'Neil: The seven days' notice
applies only to the alteration of the Pro-
claimed date, and not to the actual proc-
lanmation.

Mr. W. A. MANNING: Yes, but my argu-
ment still applies. People in country dis-
tricts do not receive a daily newspaper.
They may have no knowledge of the spec-
ial day. Perhaps they may travel 100 miles
to another town to do their shopping, and
when they arrive there they may find
everything !s closed.

The provision of notice to the public
may not be of real value to the people
in the city, because they have daily news-
papers and they will receive sufficient
notice, anyway. However, it is of real
value to people in the country, and I
would like the Minister to ensure that
they receive adequate notice.

Mr. TAYLOR: The member for Narrogin
has made quite valid points. I assure him
that the purpose of this clause is not In
any way to change the general practice
which has applied throughout the State
in regard to the proclamation of special
days. To the contrary, the intention is
to make the matter more simple and to
codify everything into the one Statute.
This will not apply to special show days,
etc.

The second point he made also appears
to be reasonable. I suggest to him that
perhaps his wishes can be met if he would
like to let me know what he considers to
be a reasonable time. I will discuss the
matter with him and endeavour to arrange
for an amendment to be Inserted in an-
other place. Certainly, seven days' notice
appears to be a reasonable proposition. I
would like to discuss this with him further.

Mr. O'NEIL: I cannot let this matter
go without pointing out to the member
for Narrogin that the Minisiter is trying
to get around him. I have proposed that
the Committee should oppose the clause,
and the Minister is referring to certain
arrangements in country areas, which in
fact are covered in clause 8 of the Bill-a
clause we do not oppose.

if the member for Narrogin cares to
join us in disposing of clause 7, he will
find that the matter about which he is con-

cerned is in fact covered In clause 8, which
we do not oppose, because that clause
provides for a proclamation by the Gov-
ernor to declare that instead of a day set
aside as a public holiday and bank holiday
some other day shall be a public or bank
holiday, in accordance with the wishes
of a local community. We do not object
to this at all. Any person could expect
a local community to have the desire to
use some other day instead of one of the
10 specified days as a holiday for a local
purpose in its own district, because the
declared public holiday may not be such
an attraction in that district as It would
in another locality.

I may be confusing the member for
Narrogin, but there are occasions when,
in some country districts, the local com-
munity wishes to hold a holiday on a day
different from the statutory public holi-
day. That provision already exists in the
Bill, and if we delete clause 7 the districts
represented by the member for Narrogin
will be well protected,

Mr. TAYLOR: With the exception of
one point I agree with the remarks made
by the Deputy Leader of the opposition
on clauses 7 and 8. I think the Commit-
tee will agree that I was not attempting
to mislead the member for Narrogin. On
the contrary, I think the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition was trying to persuade
him to vote against the clause.

clause put and a division taken with
the following result:-

Mr. Bertram
Mr. Bickerton
Mr. Brown
Mr. Bryce
Mr. Burke
Mr. Cook
Mr. H. D. Evans
Mr. F'letcher
Mr. Grahamn
Mr. Hartrey
Mr. Jamieson

Mr. Blaikie
Sir David Brand
Sir Charles Court
Mr. Coyne
Dr. Dadour
Mr. Hutohinson
Mr. Lewis
Mr. W. A. Mannin
Mr. McPharlin
Mr. Mensaros
Mr. Nalder

Ayes
Mr. Davies
Mr. may
Mr. T. D3. Evans
Mr. Brady

AYCB-21
Mr. Jones
Mr. Lapham
Mr. Mctver
cr. Moiler

Mr. Norton
Mr. Sewell
Mr. Taylor
Mr. A. R. Tonkin
Mr. J. T. Tonkin
Mr. Barm~an

(TellerI
Noe-fl2

Mr. O'Connor
Mr. O'Neil.
Mr. Runecmn
Mr. Rushton
Mr. Stephens
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Williams

g Mr. R. L. Young
Mr. W. 0. Young
Mr. I. W. Manning

Pairs
Noes

Mr. Gayfer
Mr. Ridge
Mr. Reid
Mr. Orayden

The CHAIRMAN: The voting being
equal, I give my casting vote with the
Ayes.

Clause thus passed.
Clause 8: Power of Governor to alter

day appointed for a public holiday or
bank holiday-

Mr. W. A. MANNING: The Promise made
by the Minister that he will look at the
period of time that has been mentioned,
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and that any change will be published in
the Government Gazette, I take It will
apply to this clause. If he gives an as-
surance that amendments will be intro-
duced In another place there is no point
in my moving an amendment in this
Chamber.

Mr. TAYLOR: I know what I am temp-
ted to say, but I do give the assurance
asked for.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 9 and 10 put and passed.
First and second schedules put and

passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and

the report adopted.

INTERPRETATION ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

Second Reading
Debate resumed from the 8th August.

MR. O'NEIL (East Melville-Deputy
Leader of the Opposition) [2.58 p.m.]: As
I indicated earlier, we support the Bill.
For some time I have been wondering
whether there should not be a single Latin
word to indicate that we agree. One always
recalls the famous Latin Phrase used by
a Roman commander, veni victi viol, which
means, "I came, I saw, I conquered." This
reminds me of another general who tried
to outdo him in brevity in sending a re-
port to hIs commander when he captured
the province of Bind in India. The report
that was sent back was, vecoa-vi, which,
when translated, reads, "I have sinned.
I hope the Minister understands all that.
However, we support the Bill.

MR. TAYLOR (Cockburn-Minister for
Labour) [2.59 P.m.): I thank the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition for his support
of this measure.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Readting
Debate resumed from the 8t August.

MR. O'NEI[L (East Melville-Deputy
Leader of the Opposition) [3.02 p.m.):
This Bill contains provisions which follow
on from the two previous Bills that have

reached the third reading stage. In re-
spect of this measure, as with the Interpre-
tation Act Amendment Bill, I propose to
make some conmnents and in some respects
they are consequential.

The Bill before us contains some pro-
visions in relation to the Factories and
Shops Branch and the Factories and Shops
Act upon which I wish to say something.
Once again at short notice I have given
the Minister a copy of a small amendment
which I propose to move. I trust it will
have greater success than the previous one.

The matter of proclaiming public holi-
days is dealt with in the first part of the
Bill. It contains a provision which does
give the Minister and the department some
flexibility in the appointment of inspectors
to the Factories and Shops Branch. Cur-
rently they are required to pass a6 pre-
scribed examination; and naturally this
requirement inhibits the bringing into the
department of persons who have qualifica-
tions equal to, if not In excess of, those
held by departmental officers. However,
because of a lack of specific examination
qualification those persons cannot take up
office.

We have no objection at all to this Pro-
vision in the Bill. If it is at all possible
we will be glad to assist in recruiting
qualified people into the Public Service
and into this particular department, with-
out requiring them to pass additional
examinations or to obtain qualifications
additional to those they already possess.

There Is one provision in the Bill which
we seek to amend. We propose to ensure
by an amendment that the qualifications
of what I term as the outsiders who wish
to be appointed to the department must
not be less than the qualifications which
have been achieved by the officers who are
already employed In the Public Service
and who are likely to take up positions In
the department. The provision appears in
clause 4 of the Bill. The Minister might
care to look at it together with our amend-
ment. The amendment will ensure that
the qualifications of those entering the de-
partment from outside the Public Service
will certainly be not less than those re-
quired of officers already in the service
who might take up positions in the depart-
ment.

In respect of the rest of the Bill we
raise little objection, although I would
like the Minister to give more reasons for
the proposal to declare exempted goods, as
distinct from exempted shops. So that
the House will know what I am talking
about, In the Factories and Shops Act
many classes of shops are listed under
section 88, and these are classified as
exempted shops. This means they are
exempted from the closing hours provision
in section 85.

The exempted shops Include confection-
ery shops; cooked provisions shops also
known as delicatessen shops,. flower shops;
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fruit shops, vegetable shops, fruit and
vegetable shops, and non-intoxicating
beverage shops--I do not know whether
there are any of these in this State. but
if there are the shopkeepers could trade
24 hours of the day. The exempted shops
also include booksellers' shops, newsagents'
shops, including any such shops where the
shopkeeper as agent for a dry cleaning
establishment or laundry receives at the
shop articles to be dry cleaned or launder-
ed by that establishment or that laundry:,
restaurants, cafes and refreshment shops;
fish shops; tobacconist shops; any shop at
any public passenger transport terminal or
station where public passenger transport
services are running; premises in respect
of which a publican's general license, way-
side house license, Australian wine and
beer license, or hotel license has been
granted; undertakers' establishments; and
any Shop that on the recommendation of
the committee is prescribed.

A Retail Trade Advisory and Control
Committee has been established under this
Act, and this committee may recommend
that certain other classes of shops be per-
mitted to trade 24 hours a day; and if
they are Prescribed by regulation they will
be allowed so to trade.

Some Problems have arisen in the ad-
ministration of the exemption relative to
the control of closing hours; that Is, com-
plaints have been made by certain classes
of shops that they are restricted to trade
between the hours of 8.00 am. and 6.00
P.m. on week days and for a shorter period
on Saturdays, while other shops which
are classified as exempt are, in fact, selling
goods in the extended period of trading
which they are not permitted to do. This
has always been a problem in the ad-
ministration of the Act.

There Is provision in the Bill for certain
goods to be exempted. Apparently the
department has made a decision that, in-
stead of prescribing that certain classes
of shops be exempted from the closing
hours provision, the trading in certain
types of goods may be extended to 24
hours a day; In other words, there will be
exempted goods, as distinct from exempted
shops. However, anyone who wants to
sell other than exempted goods in the
extended hours of trading will no longer
be able to trade for 24 hours a day. I
trust that my interpretation of that pro-
vision In the Bill is correct.

It might be easier to control the sale of
these classes of goods under the proposal
in the Bill, if control is necessary. That
appears to be the proposal, and if that is
so I wish the department more success i n
administering the Act than It has had in
the past.

The Bill contains another reference to
exempted goods. Having established that
we may exempt by regulation certain

goods from being sold in the normal trad-
ing hours, it appears the department de-
sires to alter the provisions in respect of
the trading hours of shops which sell motor
requisites; in other words, the service
stations. Motor requisites do not include
all the bits and pieces that go to make up
a motor vehicle; but they include such
things as petrol, oil, etc.

It appears that these establishments are
to be Permitted to sell exempted goods.
Problems have arisen where service
stations, apart from selling the needs of
motorists during the extended hours of
trading, have sold other things as well,
such as wheelbarrows, shovels, fertilisers,
garden requisites, and the like. It may
be that the People who normally sell these
things In their shops have taken excep-
tion to the service stations doing so. So,
it appears that something has to be done
to rationalise this field of trading.

I trust the changes the Minister pro-
poses and to which we give some blessing
do not create more problems than enough.
If there is one department which is wor-
risome to any Government, it is the De-
partment of Labour, and if there is an
area in that department which is worri-
some to it it is the factories and shops.

On one occasion as Minister for Labour
I attempted to liberalise the trading con-
ditions under the Act, but not with a great
deal of success, It appears very strong
pressures exist within the industry to
maintain the status quo. It is my belief
that if in fact we deleted any reference
to trading hours control in the Statute the
industry would in fact rationalise the ser-
vice to the community. This has been
proven in fact and I have referred to this
in the House before.

In Tasmania no trading hours control
exists in respect of goods other than liquor
which is dealt with under a separate Act,
and motor spirit. As I understand it no
great change in the service available to
the public has been effected. The only
thing is that certain business houses can-
not complain that the Government is
refusing to allow them to serve the com-
munity.

Matters relating to the limited extension
of trading hours have been raised here
and in other States and whether or not
this has in fact meant an extended ser-
vice to the community, I am not able to
say. However, for what it Is worth I do
not know how the Minister would fare
if he attempted to repeal the trading hours
control. If he were successful in this action
he would certainly take a great worry off
his own shoulders and those of the depart-
ment in an endeavour to maintain some
sense in industry in respect of this matter.

I think You will permit me. Mr. Speaker.
to refer to the Retail Trade Advisory and
Control Committee because this Hill does
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in a sense relate to trading hours control.
I did say something about this in the
House some time ago. I know why the
Retail Trade Advisory and Control Com-
mittee was established by Statute and how
it was set up. It might be of some value
if I indicate that it is a misnomer to say
it is a trade control committee because
it has no Power to control. Incidentally I
am not being critical of those who com-
prise the committee.

I believe that when the Minister gave
consideration to his Consumer Protection
Council he should have considered calling
it a consumer affairs bureau. It should be
such a bureau which interests itself in all
matters relating to consumer affairs, in-
eluding the availability of services and
goods. It should be a body fully repre-
sentative of all sections of business and
consumers alike under a Statute of its own
and it would be able to make representa-
tions to the Government in respect of the
hours during which certain services and
goods were made available to the public.
I do not know whether this would bring
about any change, but it would certainly
provide a legitimate wailing wall for the
people. Even the suppliers of goods and
services could present their case to it in
regard to the extension of hours.

I refer to places like Mandurah and
Rockingham where a very large weekend
trade is enjoyed because of local tourists
and a seasonal trade because of holiday-
makers and the like and in regard to which
some eff ort has been made by the de-
partment-and it always has been-to
cater for the great influx of people de-
siring to receive a service which the or-
dinary shops are not geared to give 52
weeks in a year. The only way to provide
this service is to give longer trading hours
for limited periods to cater for the great
demand.

I have made the suggestion before, and
I think it is a good one, that consumner
affairs, rather than consumer protection,
could include the matter of service to
the community. However, under this Bill
we are taking a step towards giving the
public a greater service and I think this is
well worth while. For some strange reason
In Queensland the determination of trad-
ing hours is the responsibility of the In-
dustrial Arbitration Commission. I do not
know what that has to do with its func-
tions. Some confusion has arisen to the
extent that if extended trading hours are
Permitted People will be required to work
longer. However, their hours are covered
by industrial awards and agreements and
if they work for more than the 40 hours,
if that is what is currently in most agree-
ments, Penalty rates apply to cover any
service given beyond those hours. No re-
lationship whatever exists between working
hours and the opening hours of shops.

It is true perhaps that extended trading
hours will increase costs. No-one can deny
that overheads of big general stores, in-
cluding the operation of air-conditioning
equipment, lifts, electrical services, and so
on would increase if the hours were ex-
tended, and probably with not any great
increase in the amount of goods sold. It
would simply be a greater convenience to
the community; and maybe the community
is prepared to pay more for the conveni-
ence of shopping at leisure rather than
trying to buy goods in hours which are
fairly well contained.

I think it is probably true to say that
very few of the major stores operate to
the maximum hours Permitted now. Sec-
tion 85 of the Factories and Shops Act
requires shops to be closed between 6.00
p.m. on one day and 8.00 a.m. the follow-
ing day. I think it is important to note
that the Act stipulates the dlosing times
and not the opening times. Consequently
stores may open between 8.00 am, and
8.00 p.m.; but very rarely-certainly in
the city-does one find shops open during
the whole of this period. Perhaps the hours
are geared to the hours of work laid down
in the awards and various roster systems
which can be adopted to ensure a spread
of work and service available to the cus-
tomers over the day.

However, getting back to the original
point, it seems to me that when we are
discussing consumer affairs, the responsi-
bility for determining what is a fair go
for the consumer as well as the supplier of
the services ought to be a matter of close
consideration and, in fact, the responsi-
bility of a consumer affairs bureau.

I think that covers most of the points
I desired to raise. I have shown some
sympathy for the Minister in respect of
the administration of this particular facet
of his Portfolio and I trust therefore that
he will show equal sympathy for the very
minor but. I think, important amendment
we Propose to move in Committee. We
support the Bill.

MR. TAYLOR (Cockburn-Minister for
Labour) [3.18 p.m.1: For the third time
today I thank the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition for his comments, this time on
this legislation, and for his qualified sup-
port.

The first point he covered was the
amendment he wishes to move in Com-
mittee which requires that certain inspec-
tors to be appointed to the department
will be required to have a qualification
"equal to or higher than the prescribed
examination." I would appreciate it if in
Committee the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition would elaborate on his reasons
for the amendment.

If he reads my second reading speech
he will note that to keep all options open
there is a possibility of appointing some
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fairly qualified people to the position of
inspector. I am not quite sure how the
words, "equal to or higher than the pre-
scribed examination" may be interpreted.
I am not sue, for example, whether a
mechanical engineer would be qualified to
be a shops and factories inspector al-
though his qualifications would obviously
be much higher. Tt appears to me this
may cause some difficulty. Clause 4 in-
tends to amend the section to include the
words, "or has otherwise satisfied the Min-
ister that he possesses." I think this gives
the Minister the right to say, if he wishes,
that he Is satisfied almost anyone has the
qualifications.

Mr. O'Neil: That Is the reason for my
amendment.

Mr. TAYLOR: Well, fair enough, al-
though I think it still allows the Minister
considerable latitude. Normally, and on
this occasion, I would accept the principle
behind the Proposed amendment and I
believe it is valid. However I am a little
concerned that it might inhibit-r be in-
terpreted as inhibiting-the appointment
of a senior person who could be well quai-
fled.

The other points suggested by the Dlepu-
ty Leader of the Opposition were also
Quite relevant. He interpreted my second
reading speech and the clauses of the Bill
as they were meant to be interpreted. The
problem of certain shops opening after the
prescribed hours and selling goods outside
the prescribed hours has been, and will re-
main, a problem. Unless we can reach
the idealistic situation described by the
honourable member the problem will re-
main with us for some time.

The Bill will allow for greater flexibility
in the supply of goods and services to the
community. We believe we should look
at the range of goods sold, rather than
make trading too rigid and cumbersome.
My attitude, and that of the Government,
has been towards some liberalisation with
respect to the goods which can be sold.
This is not the sort of statement I would
like to repeat outside the House because
it could produce pressure for greater
liberalisation in other avenues. There have
been requests for yet a wider range of
goods to be sold. This applies particularly
in some of the coastal towns where cer-
tain goods could be in demand in the
evenings when the shops are not allowed
to open.

We believe the proposed amendments
will give greater flexibility and provide
greater consumer satisfaction because of
the availability of a greater range of goods
after hours and during weekends. The
suggestion Put forward by the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition about garages
is also "spot on." It is true that garages
-petrol outlets-are tending to sell a wide
variety of goods. The amendments to the
Act will allow garages to sell certain goods
in certain situations.

The Deputy Leader of the Opposition and
I have discussed trading hours both in
this House and Privately on a number of
occasions, and we are generally in agree-
ment: No Government can really win.

Those who have been 'watching the
Press will have recently seen an editorial
referring to late night shopping. I believe
that article is the first salvo in what will
be a campaign for the coming summer.

Mr. O'Neil: The Minister is lucky if this
is his first campaign experience.

Mr. TAYLOR: It will be my second
experience.

Mr. O'Neil: There used to be two camn-
Paigns against me; a six monthly camp-
aign twice a year.

Mr. TAYLOR: I think I am getting only
one a Year-for the whole of the year!I

As an example of the problems of shop-
ping hours I have been approached by the
Chamber of Commerce in Narrogin. The
local business community and, I under-
stand, the employees in the area desire to
close the shops on Saturday mornings
believing that to be in the general in-
terest of the township. They were not pre-
Pared to move unless there was some
reciprocal arrangement elsewhere. In Man-
durah, where they trade on Saturday after-
noons, the business people want to retain
full trading hours on Saturdays but they
are having Problems with their neighbours.

Mr. O'Neil: There are three areas: Man-
durah, Sandstone, and Yilgarn.

Mr. TAYLOR: Yes. The question of
shopping hours will remain a vexed ques-
tion and the present Bill will not overcome
all the problems. However, I believe the
present proposals will allow for greater
flexibility and will allow consumers to ob-
tain the goods they want with greater
ease.

I thank the Deputy Leader of the Oppo-
sition for his qualified support of the Bill
and I ask him to reconsider his amend-
ment. In theory I have sympathy with his
proposal but, in practice, I wonder whether
it will achieve the object he wishes. I
commend the Hill to the House.

Question Put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr.

Bateman) in the Chair; Mr. Taylor
(Minister for Labour) in charge of the
Bill.

Clauses 1 to 3 put and passed.

Clause 4: Amendment to section 12-
Mr. O'NEIL: Whether or not I move

my amendment will be dependent on the
reaction of the Minister to my proposition.
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The Minister asked me to explain more
carefully, or more fully, my intention.
Clause 4 reads as follows:-

4. Section 12 of the principal Act
is amended by adding after the word
"examination", in line three of sub-
section (5), the passage "or has
otherwise satisfied the Minister that
he possesses a professional or techni-
cal qualification that necessarily
implies a training and experience rele-
vant for the purposes of carrying out
the duties of an Inspector and that
he has a sufficient knowledge of the
law relevant for that Purpose".

In other words, the discretion of the
Minister or the department will be ex-
tended to appoint an officer who has not
the departmental qualifications, or the
qualifications set out by the department
through some form of examination. As I
have said, we agree with that principle,
Many people could have qualifications of
a different type which would be regarded
as being sufficient to enable them to do
the job. We do not object to that. How-
ever, what we want to ensure Is that the
qualifications held by the appointee must
be deemed to be either equal to or better
than those prescribed in the examination
for which the inspectors have to sit.

Mr. Thylor: Would tho Denaty Leader
of the Opposition be prepared to accept,
"equal to or higher than."

Mr. O'NEIL: As a matter of fact, MY
first thoughts were along those lines but
in trying to read that amendment into
the section of the Act I did not think It
made sense. Very little time was available
to me.

The Department of Labour is expanding
and its responsibilities are becoming
broader and wider. We now have a sec-
tion dealing with matters of consumer
affairs and, heaven forbid, there might be
a section dealing with excessive prices. In
any case, It appears that will become the
function of the Department of Labour and
It will be ever widening.

I was always aware of the fact that the
responsibility of the Western Australian
Department of Labour was, in fact, wider
than that which applies in other States.
At various ministerial conferences tabula-
tions were kept regarding the responsibili-
ties of each department.

It concerned me a little to know that in
the Public Service in this State the Sec-
retary for Labour is, strangely enough, not
as senior as an under-secretary of another
department. It may seem strange to the
public outside that an under-secretary is
more senior than a secretary.

Mr. Graham: What about the Treasurer
and the Under-Treasurer?

Mr. O'NEIL: The Treasurer happens to
be a politician and is senior to nobody.
I have made the suggestion that full

recognition of departmental status should
be given to the State Department of
Labour. I think there are some 21 top
civil servants who enjoy the title of under-
secretary, but the 22nd who is Involved
in operations and negotiations with all
those departments is an officer with a
lesser status and title.

Mr. Taylor: That has been worked on
already.

Mr. ONEIL: The wheels of Government
grind exceedingly slow. I have made the
point. The department Is expanding and
undertaking more responsibility. There
may be some limitations upon excellent
officers to undertake the new functions of
the department. Therefore, the depart-
ment may have to look outside for people
with qualifications and experience. I want
to be assured that the people who are re-
cruited have at least the same standards
of qualification as are reguired of those
officers who occupy the position now.

If the Minister will give me an under-
taking that he will examine this with the
intention of ensuring this principle. I will
not move the amendment. Perhaps he May
be able to give some indication when the
Bill is read a third time-which could be
next week or the week after-as to his
intentions in this matter. This will deter-
mine whether I take any further action.
We are chasing the same rainbow, I think.
and I trust he will co-operate to this
extent.

Mr. TAYLOR: The position as outlined
by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
pertains. We have both administered the
same department and see the same prob-
lems. His Interpretation is correct. The
Chief Inspector of Shops and Factories is
the Secretary for Labour. I am not sure
whether he has ever passed the examina-
tion to be a shops and factories inspector.

Mr. O'Neil' He has a University Degree
in Economics.

Mr. TAYLOR: Yes, but the wording of
your amendment is. "equal to or higher
than." I do not know whether an engineer,
say, would be equated with a doctor. In
all probability this would not apply. I
would not like to see a situation in the
department where the chief inspector, the
senior inspector, or someone brought in
for a specific reason because of knowledge,
smy, in metrication or facets of weighxts
and measures was precluded. Certainly
the intention of widening this was to allow
for a greater variety of staff rather than,
as at the moment, to limit Shops and fac-
tories Inspectors to those who have passed
one particular examination.

I give an assurance to the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition that the purpose of the
amendment is to allow, as far as is Pos-
sible and when required, for people with
higher academic or technical qualifications
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to be appointed as inspectors of shops and
factories. In no way is it meant to allow
into the department People who may not
have the capacity to cope with the re-
qluirements of the Act, as it now exists.

If the Deputy Leader of the opposition
will allow the Bill to pass without amend-
ment at this stage I will discuss it with
him and give what guarantee I1 can during
the third reading stage.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 5 to 9 put and passed.
Clause 10: Repeal and re-enactment of

section 9SC_
Mr. O'NEIL: I do not recall referring

to this provision during the second reading
stage.

Mr. Taylor: You did not.
Mr. O'NEIL: Possibly, too, I did not

refer to the matters contained in clause
12.

1 wish to indicate that we are not op-
posed to clause 10 and I think It is im-
portant to let the minister know that I
have read and studied the Bill.

There appears to be some difficulty in
taking action against people who, by hint,
Implication, or advertisement, give the idea
that a shop Is open for business when, in
fact, It should not be. As far as I can
see, the purpose of the provision is simply
to tidy up an amendment which I intro-
duced to the parent Act when I was Minis
ter. If I caused the department any strife
by niot being careful enough when the
amendment was dealt with I apologise and,
by supporting the present amendment, I
will do what I can to make the depart-
ment's Job easier.

Mr. TAYLOR: I thank the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition for his corn-
ments. I think all the amendments which
were passed previously were satisfactory
but, recently, some difficulty has been
found in sheeting home where responsibil-
ity lies when advertisements are produced
for the opening of shops.

It reached the stage where it was only
necessary for a Person to say that he was
going to open after hours and he received
all the publicity he wanted from the tele-
vision and newspaper media who were on
the doorstep waiting for 5.30 to arrive so
that they could take a picture of an in-
spector going inside the door. One of our
inspectors heard a person say that it was
worth hundreds of dollars publicity -to
him.

We have talked to the news media re-
minding them that they are the ones who
give all this publicity. The Act, as it reads
at present, requires a Prosecution to be
brought against the media and the person
who sparked it off. They are not able
to get off scot-free, but perhaps with a
fine of $20.

The provision will tidy this up and the
person who opens after hours will bear the*
major responsibility.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 11 put and passed.
Clause 12: Repeal and re-enactment of

section 118-
Mr. ONEIL: This is another clause with

which I agree but to which I did not make
reference during the second reading. in
addition to the Factories and Shops Act,
the department administers two major
safety Acts, the Inspection of Machinery
Act and the Construction Safety Act. Each
of these requires an inspectorate. To min-
im'ise the number and to conserve depart-
mental funds it seems desirable that we
should give the responsibility of inspection
to the appropriate inspectors so that they
may do more than one of the tasks.

In giving inspectors either double or
triple certificates I hope the department
and the Minister will ensure-as I am
sure they will-that a machinery inspector
is not recruited from, say, the Factories
and Shops Branch when he knows noth-
ing about machinery. I am sure this will
not happen, but it is a matter which needs
to be watched fairly carefully.

.the attitude of industry generally to
inspectors is, in many cases, co-operative
but often it ;s not much more than co-op-
erative. it is important for the department
to carry out its duties successfully to en-
sure that inspectors are, as they have been
in the past, reasonable men with a reason-
able knowledge of the matter into which
they are looking, It is far easier to come
to an agreement through co-operation and
comnion sense than by having an inspec-
tor in the old sense of the term. The Min-
ister will remember that we once had dis-
trict inspectors of schools. They are now
referred to as district superintendents. I
do not know whether this has made them
any better. However, an attempt was made
to change their title, as a number of people
objected to it.

Mr. TAYLOR: I thank the Deputy
Leader of the opposition for supporting
this clause. I am not sure whether he is
aware of it, but the Department of La-
bur is currently reviewing its functions
and a partial restructuring is to occur
later on this year. This comes about partly
because the machinery inspection section
has come to the Department of Labour
from the mines Department.

The second point made by the Deputy
Leader of the opposition was also quite
valid. For the various sections of the de-
partment which carry out duties in var-
ious parts of the State to look at only one
facet would be a waste of time and money
and the job would not be done efficiently.
It is proposed that the various sections--
shops and factories, machinery, scaffold-
ing, constrdction safety, and weights and
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measures-will. come under one head and
be integrated as far as possible. In-serv-
ice courses will be given to inspectors to
enable them to understand the duties of
some of their counterparts. The aim is
that an inspector will be able to advise in
regard to certain pertinent matters, For
example, a scaffolding inspector who sees
an unguarded machine will have the abil-
ity and right to direct the attention of
the management to the fact that a partic-
ular piece of machinery needs to have a
2ruard placed over it. This will not be his
major task but he will be able to co-ord-
inate the functions and tasks of a number
of different types of inspectors.

We believe this is a forward move which
will help to stabilise the department, make
it more efficient, and enable it to run at a
lower cost to the taxpayer. I appreciate the
support the Deputy Leader of the Opposi-
tion has given to the Bill.

Clause put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and

the report adopted.
Sitting suspended from 3.43 to 4.04 p.m.

QUESTIONS (47): ON NOTIECE
1. FISHING

oyster Farms

Mr. COOK, to the Minister for Fisher-
ies and Fauna:
(1) Will he outline the research that

has been conducted into the possi-
bilities of growing oysters com-
mercially at Albany and the results
obtained?

(2) If no research has been done, will
the department give early con~sid-
eration to a research programme?

Mr. BICKERTON replied:
(1) Japanese oysters were planted

in Oyster Harbour in 1948 by
C.S.I.R.O., but the stock failed to
survive the first winter. Apart
from the 1948 planting research
has not been undertaken on oysters
in Western Australia.

(2) The department provides advice to
those establishing oyster farms but
does not plan to undertake a
programme of oyster research.

2. INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
Major Steel Works: Establishment
Mr. HUTCHINSON, to the Minister for
Development and Decentralisation:

What progress has been made in
negotiations for the establishment
of a major steel works as wa
stated in the Governor's Speech?

Mr. GRAHAM replied:
Feasibility investigations have
been proceeding with collaborative
effort by Government officers and
company representatives.
Company officers have indicated
that the company is now reopening
discussions with prospective over-
seas joint venturers with a view
to reassessing their participation
in a jumbo steel plant with a prb-
duction capacity to be expandd
in three stages to about 10 million
tons a year,
I am endeavouring to arrange an
appointment to discuss this matter
with the company in Melbourne
next week.
If I may add to that, since pre-
paring this reply an appointment
has been made.

Mr. Hutchinson: What is the Company?

Mr. GRAHAM: Broken Hill Proprie-
tary Company Limited.

3. ROYAL PERTH HOSPITAL
Subsidy and Loan Funds

Dr. DADOUR, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) What was the State Government

subsidy for the Royal Perth Hos-
pital for the year 1971-72?

(2) What is the estimated State Gov-
ernment subsidy for the Royal
Perth Hospital for the year 1972-
73?

(3) (a) What was the total amount of
borrowing of loan funds used
in the years--
(i) 1970-71;
(ii) 1971-72;

(b) what was the amount of each
item and the purpose for
which it was used?

(4) For what purposes is the loan
money for 1972-73 to be used and
what amount is involved?

Mr. H. D. EVANS (for Mr. Davies)
replied:
(1) $11,829,388.
(23 This figure will not be known until

19 72-73 revenue estimates are
approved.

(3) I presume that this part of the
question relates to the Royal Perth
Hospital.
(A) Private borrowings:

(a) (i) 1970-71-$300,OD0
(iI]in )17-72-$300,000

(b) (1) Staff accommodation
(Jewell House) .... 462,000

{il) Amount held towards
establishment of
laundry 138,000

$600,000
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IS) State's loan allocation to Royal
Perth Hospital:
(a) (I) 1970-'71-$1.781,052

00i 1971-72-$M0.783
(b) (1) 1970-71-

Rehabilitation hos-
pital - oprtn
theatre adX-ray
block ... 1 644,260

M~t. Lawley annexe
(purchase of Ver-
mont hospital) .. 625.000

South-east
extensions ... 289.494

cardiovascular In-
vestigation
theatre............115,000

South-west light
area ............... 97,628

Remodelling of lifts 9,670

$ 1,781.052

(it) 1971-72- $
South-east

extensions........606,183
Land acquisition . 146,000
Remodelling of lifts 48.000

$800,783

(4) Cannot be answered until 1972-73
loan Programme is determined.

4. KELMSCOTT SCHOOL
Additions

Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) When will approval be given and

the work carried out at Kelmscott
school for-
(a) new entrance from Orlando

Street adjacent to the western
boundary. of the police resi-
dence;

(b) fencing the boundary abut-
ting Orlando Street of the
land recently acquired from
the Police Department;

(c) resurfacing the deteriorated
bitumen playing areas?

(2) Will improved male and female
teacher toilet facilities be provided
this financial year?

(3) If "No" to (2), when can these
necessary improvements be ex-
pected?

(4) What are the plans for phasing
out the old Bristol classrooms?

(5) Is it intended to replace these old
Bristol rooms with a cluster-type
building?

(6) When will a resource centre be
added to this school?

Mr. JAMIESON (for Mr. T. D. Evans)
replied:
(1) (a) to (c) The works are listed in

the Provisional programmes for
1972-73. Dates of commencement
will be determined by the avail-
ability of finance.

(2) No.

(3) Upgrading is undertaken according
to the availability of finance.

(4) Decreasing enrolmnents indicate
that the units will not be necessary
in the near future.

(5) No.
(6) As resource centres are required in

nearly all large primary schools,
considerable finance Is involved
and therefore a definite program-
me Is not possible at this stage.

5. ELECTRICITY SUPPLIES
Power Fluctuations

Mr. RUJSHTON, to the Minister for
Electricity:
(1) Is the Commission aware of

the extensive loss to electrical
equipment (including incandes-
cent globes) due to fluctuations in
the S.E.C. supply?

(2) What is the extent of the corn-
plaints received?

(3) What measures have been taken
to minimise the effects of power
fluctuations?

(4) Has the Commission a programme
of phasing in stabilising equipment
to reduce the present extensive
losses?

Mr. GRAHAM (for Mr. May) replied:

6.

(1)
(2)

No.
Extremely few that can be sub-
stantiated.

(3) Regulations and Australian stan-
dards association wiring rides
limit starting currents of equip-
ment and prohibit the use of
equipment which interferes with
the supply to other consumers.

(41 No. See (1) above.

CHILD WELFARE
Juvenile Offenders: Convictions

Mr. HUTCHINSON, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Com-
munity Welfare:
(1) As he stated in reply to a question

on 11th April this year that a
form of investigation would be
made into the matter of whether
records of convicted juvenile
offenders could be expunged, where
the offence was not of a serious
nature or where mitigating cir-
cumstances were involved, will he
now advise whether the investi-
gation has taken place?

(2) If so, what was the result?
(3) If not, will he advise the reason?

Mr. JAMIE SON replied:
(1) The possibility of having this mat-

ter investigated has been looked
Into.
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(2)

(3)

A decision has not yet been
reached.
Because the matter has further
implications affecting other Gov-
ernment departments and may re-
quire amending legislation to put
it into effect.

WATER SUPPLIES
Public Water Supply Area:

Proclamation
Mr. HUTCHINSON, to the Minister for
Water Supplies:
(1) Has the board prepared or Is it

in the course of preparing a
recommendation for a Proclama-
tion to constitute a public water
supply area under section 57E of
the Metropolitan Water Supply,
Sewerage, and Drainage Act?

(2) If so, when is it likely that the
recommendation will be tabled in
Parliament?

(3) If "No" to (1) is it intended to
prepare a recommendation in the
reasonably near future?

(4) If the answer to (3) is "No" will
he explain why no early action is
being taken?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
(1) and (2) No.
(3) and (4) Yes. When regulations

have been Prepared and the
amending Act proclaimed. It is
anticipated that this action will
be completed during the current
session of Parliament.

NATIONAL PARK
Reserve No. 30082

Mr. A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Lands:
(1) What is the name of the national

Park contained in reserve No.
30082?

(2)
(3)

Mr.
(1)
(2)
(3)

(2) Can be indicate whether this trend
is continuing in 1972?

(3) Could he indicate any steps open
to this Parliament or the Govern-
ment which would assist Austral-
ians to retain control of Insurance
business?

Mr. TAYLOR replied:
(1) Yes, and I drew attention to this

phenomenon in my second reading
speech on the S.G.I.Q. Bill on
April 27, 1972, and I quote:-

There is absolutely no valid
argument that can support the
entry of 30 overseas companies
in twenty years and reject the
entry of one wholly Western
Australian office

Into the field of life assurance
which is, of course, the only field
covered by the Commonwealth
Insurance Commissioner at
present.

(2) No, but with the proliferation
overseas controlled companies
this field there is no reason
doubt that they will continue
increase their share.

10.

What is the area of this reserve?
How much land has been added to,
or subtracted from, this reserve
within the past 12 months?
H. D. EVANS replied:
Hamersley Range National Park.
1,458,430 acres.
No land has been added or sub-
tracted from the reserve in the
last 12 months.

9. INSURANCE COMPANIES
Foreign Ownership

Mr. A. Rt. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Labour:
(1) Is he aware that, according to the

Commonwealth Government's in-
surance commissioner, foreign
controlled firms increased their
percentage of Australia's insur-
ance business in 1971?

of
in
to
to

(3) One way would be to increase the
number of Australian controlled
life offices and in particular to
establish a strong competitive
Government life office in Western
Australia as was done in Queens-
land and New South Wales and
New Zealand. Such a proposal is
contained in the 5..0. Bill at
present being considered by this
Parliament.

Sir Charles Court: All nails in the
coffin!

EDUCATION
Speech Disorders: Bliss System

Mr. A. Rt. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) Is he aware of the Bliss system for

assisting victims of cerebral palsy
and with other speech disorders
which is being tested at the On-
tario crippled children's centre?

(2) Does he believe that there is any
likelihood that the system may be
introduced into Western Aus-
tralia?

Mr. JAMIESON (for Mr. T. D. Evans)
replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) The guidance branch of the Edu-

cation Department has commu-
nicated with the author of the
system, has received materials
from him, is trying It with one
pupil at present and plans to
extend the trial to other students
in third term.
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1. PYRAMID SELLING
Government Action

Mr. A. Rt. TONKCIN, to the Attorney-
General:
(1) Is it intended that steps will be

taken to deal with the commercial
practice known as "pyramid sel-
ling"?

(2) If so, what form will such action
take?

Mr. JAMIESON (for Mr. IT. D. Evans)
replied:
(1) and (2) The matter is under con-

sideration by the Standing Com-
mittee of Attorneys-General.

12. EDUCATION
Swimming Pools: Subsidy

Mr. LAPHAM, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) What subsidies are payable to

State schools or parents and cit-
izens' associations in the metro-
politan area for the provision of
swimming pools at-
(a) primary school level;
(b) high school level?

(2) Are exceptions made, or have
exceptions been made, for schools
in any part of the metropolitan
area?

(3) If so, which schools?
Mr. JAMIESON (for Mr. T. D. Evans)
replied:
(1) (a) and (b) 25% of the cost to a

maximum subsidy of $2,000.
(2) No.
(3) Answered by (2).

13. MARGARINE
Quotas

Mr. A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) What is the quota for the manu-

facture of table margarine in
Western Australia?

(2) Is this total amount being manu-
factured?

(3) If not, what is the shortfall?
(4) What Is the reason for this short-

fall?
Mr. H. D2. EVANS replied:
(1) 800 tons.
(2) Yes.
(3) and (4) There is no shortfall.

14. SOUTH FREMANTLE
TECHNICAL SCHOOL

Biology Lectures
Mr. O'NEIL, to the Minister for Educa-
tion:
(1) Is it a fact that students who

attended South Fremantle tech-
nical school on the night of Tues-

day, 8th August, 1972 were advised
without prior indication that the
lectures in Leaving Certificate
biology were to be discontinued
forthwith?

(2) How many students originally en-
rolled and paid for this course?

(3) How many students were attend-
ing when the course was can-
celled?

(4) Were all students required to pay
in advance of this course; if not,
what arrangements were made?

(5) Have any acceptable alternatives
been provided for those students
who wish to continue?

(6) Would it not be possible to con-
tinue the course at the South Fre-
mantle Technical School having
regard to the fact that examina-
tion in the subject will be held in
two or three months' time?

Mr. JAMIESON (for Mr. T. D2. Evans)
replied:
(1) No. An enquiry was made as to

whether, in view of decreased
student numbers, a transfer to the
Wednesday class was possible.

(2) Eighteen.
(3) Seven.
(4) Yes, unless special exemptions

applied.
(5) The class has continued to operate

on the Tuesday night.
(6) As no change has been made in the

class, alternative arrangements
are not necessary.

15. LAND
Elderly Citizens' Village: Rockingham

Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Lands:
(1) When will the land be made avail-

able by the department at Rock-
ingham for development of the
elderly citizens' village?

(2) Which land will now be made
available for this project?

(3) Will he give the transfer of this
land urgent priority because of
the relief to-
(a) Persons qualifying to move

from Kwinana Beach area;
(b) building industry employers

and employees?
Mr. H. D2. EVANS replied:
(1) A decision has been reached in

conjunction with the shire clerk
to make a site available.

(2) Approximately 7 acres between
Read and Ray Streets adjacent to
public open space.
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(3) The land will be surveyed promptly
and reserved for the purpose.
when development is imminent a
Crown grant in trust 'will issue if
requested.

16. ARMADALE HIGH SCHOOL
Bus Station

Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Transport:
(1) When will the bus station in the

Anrnadale Senior High School
grounds be developed as required
by the parents and citizens' assoc-
iation?

(2) Will he let me have a copy of the
development plan?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
(1) It is understood that this is an

arrangement between the prin-
cipal of the school, the parents and
citizens' association and the local
shire.

(2) It is not known 'whether one Is in
existence.

17. HIRE PURCHASE
Prosecutions&

Mr. A. R, TONKIN, to the Attorney-
General:

How many prosecutions have there
been in each of the last 12 years
under the Western Australian
Hire-Purchase Act, 1959?

Mr. JAMI1ESON (for Mr. T. D. Evans)
replied:

There have been no prosecutions
under this Act.

18. SWAN VIEW TUNNEL
Closure to Public

Mr. MOILER, to the Minister for
Lands:
(1) When was the Swan View tunnel

within John Forrest National Park
closed to public access?

(2) When will public access be again
made available?

(3) Why is public access prevented?
(4) Has seismic detecting equipment

been placed in the tunnel; if so,
when was it so positioned?

(5) How many written applications
have been made by private enter-
prise to utilise the tunnel?

(6) What commercial developments
have been suggested in the writ-
ten applications?

('7) Did any applications suggest com-
mercial utilisation of the tunnel
while still permitting free public
access?

(8) Would he give favourable con-
sideration for utilisation of the
tunnel if free public access were
a condition of its utilisation?

19.

Mr. H. D. EVANS replied:
(1) to Ca) It is not closed to public

access.
(4) No.
(5) National Parks Board has a re-

cord of five applications,
(6) Wine storage, fruit storage and

mushroom growing.
(7) Yes.
(8) Perhaps, If National Parks Board

so recommends.

MIDLAND WORKSHOPS
Employ~ees: Discrimination

Mr. THOMPSON, to the Minister for
Labour;
(1) Is he aware that many men em-

ployed in the W.A.O.R. workshops
at Midland are dissatisfied with
the apparent discrimination be-
tween white and blue collar work-
ers in that establishment?

(2) Can he state the justification for
men in clerical jobs which, in some
cases, require little qualification,
being employed on better condit-
ions than skilled tradesmen?

(3) Will he take steps to eliminate the
discrimination?

Mr. TAYLOR replied:
(1) I am aware, generally, of some

areas of dissatisfaction as be-
tween what are described as blue
collar workers and those described
as white collar 'workers in general,
and have been acquainted with
some areas of dissatisfaction by
employees at W.A.G.R. workshops
at Midland, but am not sure that
I am aware of those areas to which
the Member may be referring,

(2) and (3) As the rates for clerical
employees and those of tradesmen
have been set by competent auth-
orities, it would be presumptuous
of me to attempt to justify the
rates of one in comparison to
another. However, In general, the
Government believes that there
should be as little differentiation
as possible in the general condi-
tions of Its employees as is evid-
enced by Its actions In the follow-
ing matters:-
(a) Its recent announcement of

increasing the sick leave,
currently one week for trades-
men, to that of two weeks,
which has been the norm for
clerical employees in the Gov-
ernment service for some con-
siderable tine.

(b) Its move to introduce com-
pensation payments first at
90% and ultimately to 100%
for wages and salaried em-
ployees, which brings the
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tradesman to a situation
which roughly has pertained
with clerical and/or salaried
employees in the Government
service in the past.

(c) Special consideration of special
days compassionate leave for
tradesmen, In Government
instrumentalities, e.g. death
of a near relative.

(d) The move by the Govern-
ment on behalf of employees
in the northern Parts of the
State to grant to men and
wives such conditions as fly-
Ing to Perth and return once
a. year at Government ex-
pense which is a concession
formerly held only by the
clerical and/or salaried em-
ployees in the north.

MEAT
Export Lamb: Treatment Charges

Mr. THOMPSON, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) How does the Government justify

the recent 70% increase in export
lamb treatment charges at the
W.A. Meat Export works in the
light of their declared policies in
regard to price fixing and justi-
fication as well as consumer pro-
tection?

(2) Why was the largest exporter's
application to be appointed an
agent of the board refused when
that exporter could perform all the
functions required of an agent of
the board?

(3) How can the board justify penal-
ising an efficient and financially
free fat lamb grower who has sold
his lambs direct to exporters on
a weight and grade basis pre-
viously by compelling him to sell
his lambs through a livestock
broker?

(4) Was the establishment of the
statutory lamb marketing author-
ity monopoly intended to discrim-
inate against and disregard those
firms who have been associated
with the export of lambs direct
from the grower since 1954 when
free trade with the United King-
dom was established?

Mr. H. D. EVANS replied:
(1) As a consequence of increased

capital expenditure and increases
in slaughtering awards and wages
the W.A. Meat Export works bud-
geted loss for 1972-73 would be
$800,000 without these new
charges.

(2) The Lamb Marketing Board con-
sidered that the exporter could
not fully meet the board's require-
ments for appointment as agent.

21.

(3) The board does not consider that
efficient and financially-free pro-
ducers will be penalised.

(4) No.

LAND
fleirisson Island: ownership and

Improvement

Mr. THOMPSON, to the Minister for
Lands:
(1) Does the Government own Heiris-

son Island; if not, who does?
(2) Will he take the necessary steps to

have the island landscaped or in
Some other way make a more
appropriate entrance to Perth for
the many visitors arriving by air
and motor bus?

Mr. H. D. EVANS replied:,
(1) It is Crown land.
(2) A plan of development prepared

by a Government committee and
publicised in the Press of 8th May.
1972 is being considered by ap-
propriate authorities.

22. TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
Stormwater Drainage

Mr. MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Water Supplies:
(1) Is his department responsible for

the proper functioning and main-
tenance of stormwater drainage
in State technical schools in the
metropolitan area?

(2) If not, which department is re-
sponsible for it?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
(1) Yes. The Public Works Depart-

ment is responsible for the proper
functioning and maintenance of
stormwater drainage within the
boundaries of State technical
schools in the metropolitan area.

(2) Answered by (1).

23. HOUSING
Eligibilty: Conditions

Mr. MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Housing:

Could he give comprehensive in-
formation to the House about the
reported new requirements re-
garding maximum income and
other conditions with which ap-
plicants for rental and purchase
State Housing Commission homes
have to comply?

Mr. BICKERTON replied:
The only change in requirements
to be met by rental and purchase
applicants for State Housing Comi-
mission homes is that the income
limit has now been increased to

20.
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$96.89 a week in the metropolitan
area, and in country areas to
$96.89 plus the appropriate dis-
trict allowance applying in awards
of the W.A. Industrial Commission.
All other conditions, including the
allowance of $100 a year ($1.92 a
week) for each dependent child,
remain unchanged.

24. METRIC SYSTEM
Conversion: Cost

Mr. MENSAROS, to the Minister for
-Labour:

What is the successive yearly esti-
mated cost for the State-
(a) Government;
(b) private sector.
in connection with metric conver-
sion?

Mr. TAYLOR replied:
Successive yearly estimated costs
in connection with metric conver-
sion are not available.
(a) The estimated cost to the State

Government for the year
1972-73 to consolidated re-
venue fund departments is
$557,949. This figure does
not include costs incurred by
existing staff engaged on
metric conversion on a part
time or as required basis as
these costs cannot be isolated.
Estimated costs to the Gov-
ernment sector not subject to
consolidated revenue fund
(e.g. instrumentalities) are not
available as these are to be
met out of their own resources.

(b) Estimated costs to the private
sector are not available.

25. RAILWAY STATION
Armadale-Keimcott Area

Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Railways:

Adverting to question 44. of 8th
August, parts 3 and 4-
(1) For the convenience of the

large number of local resi-
dents will the department now
autborise and have Installed
a stopover rail station be-
tween Armadale and Kelm-
Scott?

(2) If not, when can a decision in
this regard be expected?

(3) When is it planned to run
electric trains or units from
Perth to Armadale?

Mr. BICKERTON replied:
(1) This matter is under consi-

deration.
(2) Within six months.

(3) Obviously not until the line
is electrified. Present Plan-
ning connects this with the
completion of the under-
ground.

26. MEDICAL TREATMENT
FOR PENSIONERS

Free Transport
Mr. STEPHENS, to the Premier:

Is there a means test qualification
for social service pensioners re-
quiring free transport, and, if so,
what is the criterion for pension-
ers In-
(a) the metropolitan area;
(b) country areas where it Is

essential to travel to Perth for
medical attention?

Mr. J. T. TONK.IN replied:
(a) No. Any person eligible for

a full social service pension
benefit is eligible for free
transport within the metro-
politan area without further
means test.

(b) No. Any person eligible for
a full social service pension is
eligible for free transport to
the metropolitan area for
medical attention without
further means test.

27. This question was postponed.

28. DECENTRALISATION
OF INDUSTRY

Financial Assistance
Mr. WILLIAMS, to the Minister for
Development and Decentralisation:
(1) How many country industries have

applied for the '75% assIstancer
announced by him on 9th Febru-
ary, 1972?

(2) From what towns have the appli-
cations been made and what num-
ber came from each town?

(3) How many applications--
(a) have been approved;
(b) have been rejected;
(c) are still under consideration,
in each town?

(4) Of those approved what was the-
(a) amount approved;
(b) firm and type of business;
(c) town in which the business

operates or intends to operate;
(d) increase in employment, or

expected increase,
In each case?

(5) Of those rejected what was the-
(a) amount applied for;
(b) firm and type of business;
(c) town in which business oper-

ates or intends to operate;
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(d) expected increase of employ-
ment in each case;

(e) reasons for rejection?
(6) Of those businesses mentioned in

(4) and (5) which were-
(a) new businesses;.
(b) established businesses;
(c) expansion of established bus-

inesses?
(7) What is the cost to the State of

those approved?

Mr.
(1)

GRAHAM replied:
Five.

(2) Derby .. ... 2.
Port Hedland .. 1.
Albany . 1.
Wooroloo .. .. .... 1.

(3) (a) One at Port Hedland.
(b) One-Albany.
(c) Three.

(4) (a) $90,000.
(b) Pilbara Meat Investments

Pty. Ltd.-operation of an
abattoir.

(c) Port Hedland.
(d) 10.

(5) (a), (b). (c) and (el-It is not
considered advisable to give
particulars which could pre-
judice the business affairs of
the applicant.

(d) Four.

(6) (a) One.
(b) One.
(c) Not applicable.

(71) Nil, although there is a contingent
liability under the guarantee.

29. ALUMINA REFINERIES
Red Mud By-products

Mr. WILLIAMS, to the Minister for
Development and Decentralisation:
(1) With reference to my question 30

on notice Tuesday, 8th August,
1972 part (1) (b) and his reply, is
he aware that iron and steel have
been made from red mud at the
rate of 10 tons per day through a
modified version of McDowell Will -
man's DL-M pelletizing process at
that firm's Dwight-Lloyd research
centre, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.?

(2) Is he also aware that according
to pilot plant operations, raw
material and power requirements
per ton of metal produced are in
the range of, 5-8 tons red mud
cake, 0.4 to 0.6 tons of coal, 0.5 to
0.7. tons of limestone or oyster
shells and 1,000 to 1,200 kW -hr.
power?

(3) As red mud disposal could create
some environmental problems now
or in the future, and as the mater-
ials mentioned in (2) are avail-
able in some form In Western Aus-
tralia, would he have a feasibility
study made of the process and
when completed laid on the Table
of the House?

(4) If not, why not?
Mr. GRAHAM replied:
(1) My department has information

on the DL-M process for making
iron but was not aware that the
pilot plant tests Included the
treatment of red mud.

(2) No.
(3) Yes.
(4) Answered by (3).

30. DECENTRALJISATION
OF INDUSTRY

Rail Freight Concessions
Mr, WILLIAMS, to the Minister for
Development anid Decentralisation:
(1) When does the previous Govern-

ment's 10%/ concession for rail
freights to country industries ex-
pire?

(2) Of the two firms who have applied
for the new freight concession an-
nounced by his Government and
since have been rejected-
(a) who were the firms;
(b) in what town are they situ-

ated;
(c) were they in receipt of the

previous 10% concessions;
(d) what were the reasons for

their rejection?
Mr. GRAHAM replied:
(1) At the expiration of a five-year

Period from the dates individual
approvals were given. Some con-
cessions have already expired.

(2) The member appears to have mis-
understood my reply to his ques-
tion 26 of Thursday. August 3rd.
The two applications received are
still being processed.

31. TEACHERS
Appointments and Promotions:

Preterence
Mr. MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Education:

Considering the fact that none of
the States has any Statute or
regulation giving preference to
union members with teachers ap-
pointment or promotion, does he
still intend to introduce legisla-
tion to give preference as his pre-
decessor announced 2

Mr. JAMIESON (for Mr. T. 12. Evans)
replied:

Yes.
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32. DECENTRALISATION
OF INiDUSTRY

Freight Concessions, Financial
Assistance, and Subsidised Interest
Mr. WILLIJAMS, to the Minister for
Development and Decentralisation:

Upon what merits and appropriate
needs will a country industry
receive-
(a) freight concessions up to 30%;
Cb) 75% financial assistance;
(c) 100% financial assistance;
(d) subsidy of 5% per annum in-

terest on. loans?
Mr. GRAHAM replied:

I refer the member to his qiues-
tion 36 of the 8th instant, and my
reply thereto. It is not possible
to generalise. but various factors
would be taken into considera-
tion, such as the nature of the
industry, the benefit it would
confer locally, and its prospects
of success with Government as-
sistance.

33. TRAFFIC CONTROL
Report by Superintendent Monok
Mr. NALDER, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Police:
(1) Has Superintendent Monci made

a detailed report on traffic control
following his overseas visit?

(2) If so, will he lay a copy of the
report on the Table of the House?

Mr. BICKERTON replied:
(1) No.
(2) Answered by (1).

34. DECENTRALISATION
OF INDUSTRY

Financial Assistance
Mr. WILYLJAMS, to the Minister for
Development and Decentralisation:
(1) How many country industries have

applied for the 100% assistance
announced by him on 9th Febru-
ary, 1972?

(2) From what towns have the appli-
cations been made and what num-
ber from each town?

(3) How many applications-
(a) have been approved;
(b) have been rejected;
(c) are still under consideration,
In each town?

(4) Of those approved what was the-
(a) amount approved;
(b) firm and type of business;
(c) town in which the business

operates or intends to oper-
ate;

(d) Increase in employment or
expected increase,

in each case?
(5) Of those rejected what was the-

(a) amount applied for;
(b) firm and type of business;
(c) town in which the business

operates or intended to oper-
ate;

(d) expected increase of employ-
ment in each case;

(e) the reason for rejection?
(6) Of those businesses mentioned In

(4) and (5) which were-
Ca) new businesses;
(b) established businesses;
(c) expansion of established

businesses?
C7) What is the cost to the State of

those approved?

Mr. GRAHAM replied;
(l) Four,
(2) Northam.

Albany.
Derby.

(3) Ca) One.
Cb) Nil.
(c) Three.

(4) (a) $57,000.
(b) Keetah Products Pty. Ltd.-

manufacture of extruded
plastic products.

Cc) Northam.
(d) Seven initially, and twenty-

four in full production.
C5) Not applicable.
(6) (a) it is aL new business for

Northarn.
(b) Not applicable.
Cc) Not applicable.

(7) Nil, although there is a contingent
liability under the guarantee.

35. DECENTRALISATION
OF INDUSTRY

Subsiied Interest
Mr. WILLIAMVS, to the Minister for
Development and Decentralisation:
(1) How many country industries have

applied for the subsidy of 5% per
annum interest on loans announc-
ed by him on 9th F'ebruary, 1972?

(2) Prom what towns have the appli-
cations been made and what numn-
her from each town?

(3) How many applications-
(a) have been approved;
(b) have been rejected;
Cc) are still under consideration,
in each town?
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(4) 0f those approved what is the-
(a) annual cast to the State in

each ease;
(b) firm and type of business;
(c) town in which the business

operatts or intends to oper-
ate;

(d) increase in employment or
expected increase,

in each case?
(5) Of those rejected what was the-

(a) firm and type of business;
(b) town in which business oper-

ates or intended to operate;
(a) expected employment in each

case;
(d) reason for rejection?

(6) 0f those businesses mentioned in
(4) and (5) which were-
(a) new businesses;
(b) established businesses;
(c) expansion of established

businesses?
(7) What is the cost to the State per

annum of those approved?
(8) Is he able to say what would have

been the annual cost to the State
in each case of these rejected?

Mr. GRAHAM replied:
(1) Two.
(2) Northanm and Albany,
(3) (a) One.

(b) Nil.
(c) One.

(4) (a) $2,850 in year 1, reducing to
$570 in year 5.

(b) Keetah Products Pty. Ltd.,
extruded plastic products.

(c) Northam.
(d) 7 persons initially, and 24 in

fll Production.
(5) Not appicable.
(6) It is a new business for Northam.
(7) See (4) (a) above.
(8) Not applicable.

ED3UCATION
Itinerant Teacher: Murchison

Mr. COYNE, to the Minister for
Education:

Would he give consideration to
the re-appointment of an itiner-
ant teacher to the Murchison area
to be based in Meekatharra and to
work in conjunction with the
school of the air network?

Mr. JAMIESON (for Mr, T. D1. Evans)
replied:

Such appointments are reviewed
periodically but it is not proposed
to make an appointment in the
immediate future.

37. HOUSING
Pin jarra

Mr. RUNCIMAN, to the Minister for
Housing:
(1) How many applications for State

Housing Commission rental and
purchase homes have been mnade
for Pinjarra?

(2) How many homes were built in
the town in the year 1971-72?

(3) What is the planning for 1972-73?
(4) What was the reason for the many

delays in construction during
1971-72?

Mr. BICKERTON replied:.
(1) 55 applications are held for com-

mission assistance at Pinjarra.
Taking into account dual applica-
tions and normal experience of
Wastage in applications and turn-
over rate of rental properties
would reduce this demand by ap-
proximately 50 %.

(2) During 1971-72 the commission
finalised contracts for eight
houses. Five of these have been
completed and the remaining three
houses will be completed at the
end of this montl in accordance
with the contract requirement.

(3) At this stage the programme in-
tention is ten houses.

(4) There were no delays In cons-
truction during 1971-72 but the
Programme was reduced in view of
the turnover of existing houses as
against demand as was done in a
number of country centres.

38. SQROOL LIBRARIES
Subsidy

Mr. RUNCIMAN, to the Minister for
Education:;
(1) What is the amount of subsidy

paid to primary schools for library
facilities?

(2) Is It intended to increase the
amount of subsidy in 1972-73?

(3) Have any primary schools been
supplied with a library by the
State Government?

Mr. JAMIESON (for Mr. T. D. Evans)
replied:'
(1) 'For the erection of a library build-

ing the subsidy is $ for $ to a
maximum subsidy of $5,000.

(2)
(3)

No.
Flour of the largest cluster type
schools have library-resource
centres currently under construc-
tion.

36.
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HOSPITALS
Central Laundry: Plans and Finance

Dr. DADOUR, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) Are the plans for the centralised

(2)

(3)

laundry completed?
Has the proposed site been acquir-
ed; if so, at what cost?
Have tenders been called?

(4) Has a tender been accepted: If so.
what is the estimated cost?

(5) What is the date of commence-
ment?

(6) What is the anticipated date of
completion?

(7) H-ow Is the finance being raised
and will he detail all organisatlons
participating and what amounts
each Is going to contribute per
annum and for how long?

Mr. H. D. EVANS (for Mr. Davies)
replied:
(1) No.

Royal
Sir Ch:
Prince

(2) The site is in course of acquisition
-negotiations on the basis of ex-
change of land are well advanced.

(3) For equipment only.
(4) No.
(5) Not applicable.
(6) Anticipated completion date for

whole project February, 1974.
('7) By private borrowings by some

participating hospitals, as under:-
1971 72 1972-73:g 1973-74

8 8 3
Perth Hospital .,.. 138,000 300.00017 300,000
mriss Gairdner Hospital 300,000 3000I 300,000
ess~dargaret~osvltaL... 300,000 30,000 300,000

King Edwatrd Memourial
Hospital....... .. 300,000

Horme of Peace 300,000
300.000 300,000
300,000 300,000

40. RURAL UNEMPLOYMENT
Belief: Commonwealth Financial

Assistance
Mr. BLAIKIE, to the Premier:

Will he give details of the number
of Persons involved, amount of
Commonwealth assistance grant-
ed, and Projects concerned in re-
lation to Cornonwealth rural
unemployment assistance for Gov-
ermnent and semi-Government
works?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN replied:
Details are as follows:-

Estima Amount No. of
number of allocated project
employees

Department of .Agricul-
ture .... ..

Agriculture Protection
B oard ... .

Fordsts, Depatment
Public Works Department
State ,Electricity Corn-

mnonm
W6A. Government Hail-

-w.ya-......

109

8
90,808 51

87 178,939 28
152 207,202 is
481 751,225 82

110 104,980 14

535 850,200 36

Total .. .. 1.524 i.052,354 209

41. RAILWAYS
Busselton-Bunbury Line: Future UIse
Mr. BLAIKIE, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for rTansport:
(1) Has his department considered

future usage of Busselton-Bun-
bury railway line, and, if so, wvill
he advise the detail?

(2) If so. when was survey carried
out?

Mr. JAMIE SON replied:
(1) and (2) No special consideration

has been given to future operation
of this section of line.

42. TIMBER
Road Transport Permits

Mr. BLAIKIE, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Transport:
(1) Further to question 41 on 8th Aug-

ust regarding permits for road
transport of timber, when were
the permits referred to granted?

(2) Has the Transport Department
had any submissions for Permits
to allow road transport of timber
to Perth during the Past 12
months, and, if so, will he detail
from whom?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
(1) Details of licenses granted are as

follows-
McLean Sawmills Pty. Ltd.. Den-

mark-1-1O-1970 to 15-7-1972.
Whittakers Ltd., Denmark-

1-11-1971 to 30-6-1972.
K. D. Power Sawnilling Com-

pany, Denmark-1-11-1971 to
30-6-1972 plus approval to
transport approximately 60
tons of timber since the 30th
June to finalise an existing
contract.

(2) Yes. Submissions have been re-
ceived from the undernamed-

Preston Timber Company Pty.
Ltd.-7-7-1972.

F. S. Reilly Pty. Ltd., Busselton
-27-6-1972.

J. W. Potter, Balingup Sawmills
-13-7-1972.

Adelaide Timber Company, East
Witehcliffe--6-7-1972.

Lloyds Australia Ltd.,
bushes--19-7-1972.

Green-

43. FRIENDlLY SOCIETIES
PHARMACIES

Expansion: Feasibility Studies
Dr. DADOUR, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) Has he completed the investjga-

tions and feasibility studies into
the question of friendly society
Pharmacy expansion?
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(2) (a) If so, will he table the results: Mr. H. D. EVANS (for Mr. Davies)
(b) if not-

(i) when does he hope to
complete these investi-
gations and feasibility
studies;

(it) will he table the results
when completed?

Mr. H. D). EVANS (for Mr. Davies)
replied:
(1) No. I am endeavouring to assess

the several submissions rather
than conduct investigations and
feasibility studies.

(2) (a) Not applicable.
(b) QI) As soon as it has been

Possible to with the W.A.
Branch of the Pharmacy
Guild of Australia.

(it) Any results will be
brought to Parliament in
the form of legislation.

DAIRYING
Price and Quota Plan

Mr. REID, to the Minister for Agri-
culture:
<1) Has agreement been reached be-

tween States on the quota formula
to be adopted for the two-tier
price and quota plan for the Aus-
tralian dairy industry?

(2) If not, when is a decision likely?
(3) Will the industry in Western Aus-

tralia have the right to Produce
UP to the State's requirements
without restrictions?

Mr. H. D. EVANS replied:
(1) No.
(2) Australian Agricultural Council

will consider this question further
when it has before it the report
of the meeting of Commonwealth
and State officers which will be
held in the near future.

(3) Answered by (1).

TOWN PLANNING
Swan Location 74: Rezoning of Lots

Mr. O'NEIL, to the Minister for Town
Planning:

Having regard to the contents of a
letter from the Minister for Town
Planning to the Town Clerk, City
of Melville dated 9th March, 1972,
as well as that council's recom-
mendations in respect of objections
Nos. 147 to 152 and 239 and 240
relating to the City of Melville's
Town Planning Scheme No. 2.
would he check the accuracy of the
answer to part 2 of question 39 on
3rd August, 1972?

replied:
Though the council upheld the
objections in respect of lots 105
and 108, Swan Location '74, it
raised no objection when advised
of my predecessor's decision.

46. TOWN PLANNING
Swan Location 74: Rezoning of Lots

Mr. O'NEIL, to the Minister f or Town
Planning:
(1) Since the answer to part 3 of

question 39 on 3rd August implies
that the Minister upheld an appeal
by the owners of lots 105 and 108
Swan Location '74, that these lots
be zoned for commercial use con-
trary to the City of Melville's pro-
posed Town Planning Scheme No.
2, on the grounds that, being
adjacent to an "existing fried
chicken business', they were un-
suitable for residential develop-
ment, was the Minister aware, at
the time, that it was proposed to
use the said lots for "an associated
fast foods outlet"?

(2) Was not a residence in existence
on lots 105 Cowan Street?

(3) Would not the construction of a
"fast food outlet" affect the resi-
dents adjacent to the subject lots?

(4) What interest in the matter bad a
Miss T. McMahon of '7 King Street,
Victoria Park, in the lots in ques-
tion?

(5) Did the Minister on 20th Septem-
ber, 1971 advise Miss McMahon
that he would uphold the appeal
to rezone lots 105 and 108 when
the scheme was submitted to him
for approval?

Mr. H. D. EVANS (for Mr. Davies)
replied:
(1) At the time of granting final ap-

proval to the City of Melville Town
Planning Scheme No. 2 it was
understood that there was the pos-
sibility of an associated fast-foods
outlet being established on lots 105
and 108.

<2) Yes.
(3) The City of Melville Town Plan-

ning Scheme No. 2 contains clauses
which enable the Council to
control the siting and design of
buildings, and nuisance, and so
protect the amenity of the locality.

(4) Miss T. McMahon wrote to the
Department claiming to have
owned the land when preliminary
consent was ranted for motel
zoning in 1967. She supported the
request for re-zoning by the
present owners, Messrs. Robert-
son and Sharrett.

(5) Yes, this was the decision of my
predecessor.

44.

45.
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ie report will be

DRAINAGE

7. WILSON flNLE
Cost of Dredging

Mr. STEPHENS, to the Minister for
Works:
(1) What is the estimated cost of

dredging Wilson Inlet?
(2) How will this cost be met and if

from more than one source In what
Proportion?

(3) (a) Was he correctly quoted at the
Denmark Shire Council meet-
Ing on Thursday, 27th July,
when it was claimed that he
had Promised a commence-
ment of the dredging within
12 months;

(b) if not, when will dredging
commence?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
(1) Estimated cost of Denmark Shire

proposal is $16,500.
(2) Method of apportioning costs to

be determined in consultation with
Denmark Shire.

(3) (a) No.
(b) To be determined following

consultation with the Den-
mark Shire Council.

QUESTIONS (8): WITHOUT NOTICE
WILSON INLET

Sand Bar
Mr. JAMIESON (Minister for Works):

Yesterday, in answer to a question
on the sand bar at Wilson Inlet
asked by the member for Dale, I
should have tabled some papers.
I did not have them with me on
that occasion, but I have them
now. I seek permission to table
Public Works Department files
Nos. 2393/62 and 847/56 for one
week.

The SPEAKER: Permission granted.
The files were tabled for one week.
See) Paper No. 271.

MINING
Fitzgerald River Reserve

Sir CHARLES COURT, to the Minister
for Development and Decentralisation:
(1) What is the latest Position in re-

gard to the studies being made of
the Fitzgerald mining proposals?

(2) If finality has not been reached
when does he expect finality to be
reached?

Mr. GRAHAM replied:
(1) and (2) A report has been compiled

by the Environmental Protection
Authority and lodged with the
Minister for Mines who is cur-
rently studying it. It is antici-
pated-although I am saying this

4. HOUSING
Building Societies Legislation:

Committees
Mr. O'NEIL, to the Premier:
(1) Since in reply to a question asked

by me on Wednesday, the 9th
August, 1972. the Minister for
Housing stated that a report re-
lating to building societies was
"expected to be submitted to the
Honourable Premier today 9th
August, 1972,' was such a report
submitted to him?

(2) Was the report which was quoted
from and handed to the Chair-
man of the Perth Building Society
at a function today, the 10th
August, 1972, the report referred
to?

(3) Has any decision been made as to
the recommendations?

(4) If so, what are they and if not
when can a decision be expected?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN replied:

(1) to (4) I have not a copy of the
question.

Negligence: Action against Department
Mr. THOMPSON, to the Minister for
Works:

If subsection (2) (c) of section 60
of the Land Drainage Act is
deleted, as provided for in the
amending Bill before Parliament,
will he advise whether any other
section of the Act can be used by
people wishing to proceed against
the department for negligence in
regard to size, quality, or capacity
of drains?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
I have had very little notice of this
question; in fact, only a few min-
utes. As I understand the position
the amendment will do away with
the section in the Act which could
not be used. A large number of
cases have been taken against the
department successfully on the
action taken by it in the past. The
amendment will do nothing to
enable the department to avoid its
responsibilities. The purpose is to
overcome a legal requirement that
it should be implemented.

Mr. Hutchinson: Will the honourable
member have to put the question
on the notice paper?

Mr. JAMIESON: Only if he wants to.

I
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Mr. O'Neil: I gave it to Your deputy.
Mr. J. T. TONKIN: In an endeavour to

answer the whale import of the
question I would say that I have
received the report. No decision
hag been made with regard to3 the
recommendations, but for the in-
formation of members I will table
a copy of the report.

The report was tabled. (See -paper
No. 272).

5. AGRICULTURE PROTECTION
BOARD BUILDING

Invitations to Opening
Sir CHARLES COURT, to the Minister
for Agriculture:

I regret that I have not given
the Minister any advanced in-
formation on this question,' but
it is a straightforward one. I
refer to the opening of the Agri-
culture Protection Board Building
this week by. I think, the Min-
ister for Agriculture. Can the
Minister Indicate for the informa-
tion of the Opposition whether this
was a Public opening, or one of a
private nature; because I am at a
loss to find out whether any mem-
bers directly interested in this
matter were invited to attend?
This was a very important
occasion in the life of the board.

Mr. H. D. EVANS replied:
I am not familiar with the manner
in which the invitations were ex-
tended on this occasion. This
was done by the board itself. I
bad no association with the draw-
ing up of the list. However, I
will obtain the full details and
let the Leader of the Opposition
have them.

6. TRAFFIC CONTROL
Report of Superintendent Monek
Mr. NALDER, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Police:

Further to the question I asked
today and to the reply of the
Minister that no report has been
made, and therefore no report can
be tabled, I ask the Minister
whether a report is expected; and
if so will it be made available to
members of this House?

The SPEAKER: Has the honourable
member given the Minister some
notice of this question?

Mr. NALDER: No.
The SPEAKER: This is a question

addressed to a Minister in an-
other place.

Mr. BICKERTON replied:
I will consult my colleague in an-
other place, and in due course
acquaint the Leader of the Coun-
try Party of the details. From
the answer that was supplied I
took it no report was made, but
I will check on that.

7. HIRE-PURCHASE AND
OTHER AGREEMENTS

Honorary Royal Commission:
Printing of Report

Mr. McPHARLIN, to the Premier:
In view of the fact that it was
possible for him to authorise the
printing of the report of the
Honorary Royal Commission on
IHire-Purchase and Other Agree-
ments without the necessity for
parliamentary direction, would he,
in view of the strong demand for
copies of the report, ensure early
consideration of the motion on
the notice paper to authorise the
printing of the report?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN replied:

8.

I appreciate the notice given by
the honourable member of this
question. I am pleased to inform
him that the Government will
authorise the printing of the
report. In view of the apparent
interest In it I will arrange for
100 additional copies, over and
above the usual number, to be
printed and made available.

HUSSELTON TIMBER MILLS

Royalty
Mr. BLAIKIE, to the Minister for
Forests:

Would the Minister give reasons
for the $5.90 per load royalty on
jarrah paid by some Busselton
timber mills?

Mr. H. D. EVANS replied:
I thank the honourable member
for notice of this question, the
answer to which is as follows:-

Royalty paid by Busselton
timber mills is based on
Prices obtained at auction or
tender and includes adjust-
ment at times of general
royalty reappraisal.

LAND DRAINAGE ACT AMENDMENT
DILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from the 8th August.

MIR. THOM[PSON (Darling Range) [4.41
p.m.]: At the outset I want to say that
I believe it is a little unfair that a Bill
introduced only last Tuesday should be
brought on for debate today. This does
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not give members of the Opposition the
opportunity to give to the legislation the
attention it deserves.

The first of the amendments proposed in
this Bill seeks to increase from $1,000 to
$5,000 the value of the work which can be
classed as minor work and thereby elimin-
ate the necessity for the department to go
through the Procedures necessary for
major works. We see nothing in this to
oppose. In. fact we support it, bearing in
mind the inflation which has taken place
since the $1,000 limit was imposed.

Clause 2 (c) requires clarification by the
Minister. By question without notice to
the Minister earlier I tried to obtain some
information in order that the Opposition
might have some guidance as to its attitude
to this clause, but the answer the Minister
gave has not dispelled the doubts I have
that it will aff ect the rights of a person
Whose property is damaged as a result of
drainage works. I ask the Minister to deal
with this matter when replying.

I would point out also that section 60
(2) (c) should be read in conjunction with
clause 3 which seeks to insert a new section
65A designed to reduce compensation pay-
able by the amount by which the value of
the property concerned has been enhanced
as a result of the drainage works.

Subsection (2) (c) of section 60 makes
Provision for the engineer-in-chief to issue
a certificate verifying the satisfactory
condition of the drain constructed.' In my
opinion that gives some protection to
those involved.

Mr. Jamieson: I think you should read
the whole of the section and not just
those few words.

Mr. THOMPSON: It could well be. I
would like the Minister to elaborate. It
appears to me this amendment could
result in some reduction in the protection
which is to be afforded individuals who
suffer damage as a result of drainage
works. I would remind the Minister that
this Bill was introduced only last Tuesday
and frankly I had no time to discuss it
until a late hour today. Consequently I
hope the Minister will give us some further
clarification over and above the explana-
tion he gave when introducing the
measure.

With those few remarks we support the
Bill, provided the Minister can demon-
strate no reduction will occur in the pro-
tection afforded people who suffer damage
as a result of drainage works.

MR. HUTCHILNSON (Cotteslce) [4.46
p.m.J:- I want briefly to express my sym-
pathy with the utterances of the member
for Darling Range and also to ask the
Minister to study clause 2 (c) very closely.
It is not that I particularly disagree with
what he said in his introductory speech.
I well recall feeling a little aggrieved when

I was Minister that a farmer in a certain
area proceeded against the Government for
its dereliction of duty or negligence in the
preparation of a drainage system many
years previously. A flood Inundated his
land, and he succeeded in his claim. I
believed that some amendment was neces-
sary at that time so I would like the
Minister to know I am not out of sympathy
with the general idea of the amendment
In the Bill.

However, if we delete this paragraph it
would appear we abolish an avenue
through which people could proceed
against the Government on legitimnate
issues. I understand that a subsequent pro-
vision allows people to Proceed against the
Government for damages sustained to
their land as a result of constructional
work, but I have read the Hilt fairly quickly
and I am not completely sure of that
point.

If subsection (2) (c) is deleted and no
provision is inserted in lieu, we are depriv-
ing people of certain rights. Some provi-
sion should be included to prevent unfair
claims succeeding and the possibility of
loopholes being used to extract damages
from the Government unfairly. I do not
think anyone wants the Government to pay
out unjustly. Consequently I suggest that
the Minister might report progress at an
appropriate stage in Committee. This would
enable the Minister to make Inquiries and
then allow the B3ill to proceed next week
Without too much fuss and bother.

Clause 3 appears to indicate that the
Government is prepared to Pay compensa-
tion, but it provides that the compensation
shall be reduced by the value of the work
done by the Government. I think that is
legitimate. However, the point I make is
that clause 3 does indicate that aggrieved
people have an avenue of appeal through
the courts and yet the deletion of sub-
section (2) (c) of section 60 would appear
to wipe out that avenue of appeal.

We find it somewhat difficult, from the
research we have done, to determine just
how we should act in regard to this Bill.
For my Part I am inclined to be like the
member for Darling Range and support
the second reading of the measure. It is
not our intention to waste time but if
the Minister would report progress at the
appropriate stage he could obtain the in-
formation we require. With that proviso,
I support the Bill.

mm. I. W. MANNING (Wellington) [4.51
P.m.]: I appeal to the Minister not to
proceed with this debate until we have
had an opportunity to review further the
Comments he made In his introductory
speech. The Proposed amendment will
open up a. wide-ranging field in its effect
on the Payment Of Compensation under
the Land Drainage Act.
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As you would know, Mr. Speaker, there
have been a number of occasions over the
Years when the Government has been re-
quired to Day compensation to landholders
who have been adversely affected by flood-
ing as the result of drainage schemes.
Contentious arguments have occurred,
particularly in the south-west irrigation
areas. It is undestandable that argument
could occur in that area. because a great
deal of drainage work has been under-
taken. When drainage water has to pass
through various properties there is bound
to be flooding at some time or other. Most
people are not Concerned about minor
flooding but In some cases the levees along
the drains have been breached and ex-
tensive damage has been caused to various
properties. The property owners who are
affected always look for sonic compensa-
tion in those circumstances because of
the adverse effect the floods have on their
land and on their earnings.

The Bill will amend a section of the
Act which has applied for many years,
and it will cause some misgivings to land-
holders. As the Minister has said, the
amending Bill will reduce the area of com-
pensation but I would like him to comment
further on that point.

I would like to have further opportunity
to peruse the Minister's comments, and
to talk to the people in my electorate 'who
will be affected. I think the Minister
would well know that the territory I rep-
resent is one which wil be affected by this
legislation.

I see no reason to oppose the Bill at
the moment, but I am reluctant to say
that I support it when I know that its
provisions could be to the direct dis-
advantage of the people I represent in
this House.

MR. JAMIESON (Belmont-Minister for
Works) [4.56 p.m.]: I thank members for
their contributions, but I think they are
worrying unduly. However, so that they
can examine the matter further we 'will
report progress during the Committee
stage.

It Isa very clear in my mind that there
will be no difference, legally. The only
case which has been brought forward
under the section which it Is proposed to
delete was that referred to by the former
Minister, the member for Cottesloe. On
that occasion a man won his case against
the Government on a technicality, not on
a practicality. Hle turned up with the re-
quirement that an engineer had to certify,
and no engineer is prepared to certify. For
that reason the section could not apply.

The legal interpretation is that it Is
necessary to certify in all circumstances.
However, no-one is prepared to certify be-
cause there could be a 50,000-year flood.
Engineers, being practical, -will not lend
their names to a certificate and, as a result,

no such works have been certified, That
was the only time action was taken against
the Government under the particular sec-
tion of the Act.

A number of successful actions, otherwise,
have been taken against the Government
because of its responsibility to provide
adequate drainage so that property Is not
affected. Further examination of this
matter will show that that point Is very
well covered under the Act.

I have no worry about the Bill being
further delayed. However, I would hate
members to claim at a later stage of the
session that the notice paper Is cluttered
up with Bills if they will not allow them
to flow through reasonably well, If I
thought there was any real bother I would
not have gone on with the procedure of'
replying to the debate today.

The other point referred to was a prac-
tical one. A person might have a paper-
bark swamp on his property, for instance,
and as a result of drainage carried out
by the department that area could be
lifted to the stage where it could be sub-
divided. The owner of the land could then
claim that the area resumed for drainage
was worth so much more in the way of
compensation. That, of course, is un-
reasonable, because the land would have
been upgraded to the stage of subdivision
only as a result of the drainage which
took place.

Mr. Hutchinson: We are not questioning
that.

Mr. JAMIESON: I know; I think the
member for Cottesloe clearly explained
that he agreed -with me. However, that
was the only other matter touched on
during the debate.

The clause which increases to $5,000 the
value of work which can be done without
the necessary formalities, we all agree, is
fairly reasonable. As I have said, I will
Proceed with the second reading stage,
and I commend the Bill to the House.

Sir Charles Court: Before you sit down,
referring to subsection (2) (c) which is
to be deleted under the provisions of the
Bill, what would be the position of the
public so far as actions against the Gov-
ernment are concerned? Are you not put-
ting yourself into a more vulnerable posi-
tion by taking that out?

Mr. JAMIESON: Other sections in the
Act clearly define the rights of the indi-
vidual in this regard, as the Leader of the
Opposition will see when he further
researches the Act before we proceed with
the Committee stage. A number of actions
have been taken under those sections.

An engineer will not certify and, there-
fore, the Government is always vulnerable.
No matter whether the Government does
everything reasonably possible under all the
circumnstances, technically it can be found
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at fault because the Act, as it is, requires
a certificate from an engineer. It cannot
be obtained, because an engineer simply
will not issue one.

The Provision in the Act Is quite super-
fluous. Under the circumstances the Gov-
ernment has two alternatives; either to
.amend the Act or to continue to do
drainage work while running the risk that
on every occasion anybody who wants to
raise a technicality under this section may
have that technicality upheld.

Mr. Hutchinson: There may be another
way. I mentioned when I spoke of the pos-
sibility of Perhaps amending subsection
(2) (c) in accordance with departmental
desires Instead of deleting it.

Mr. JAMIESON: I do not think that Is
necessary, but I will look at it. I feel the
provision is superfluous, because full
coverage is given in other sections.

Sir Charles Court: I want to make it
clear we are not suggesting an engineer
should be expected to certify against the
1,000-year flood but, instead, against more
reasonable things, such as the limits within
which you work.

Mr. JAMIESON: This is fully covered
in other provisions of the Act as the
Leader of the Opposition will see when he
examines it.

Question Put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr.

Bateman) in the Chair; Mr. Jamieson
(Minister for Works) in charge of the Bill.

Clause 1 Put and passed.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to

sit again, on motion by Mr. Harmnan.

WHEAT PRODUCTS (PRICES
FIXATION) ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from the 8th August.

MR. MCPHARLIN (Mt. Marshall) [5.04
pan.]: When reading this Bill, I found it
interesting to refer back to the debates
which occurred in 1964 when a similar Bill
was introduced into this House. I was in-
terested to read the comments of various
members of the House who are quite famn-
iliar with the progress of the measure at
that time.

One of the amendments at the time con-
cerned subsection (1) of section 6 of the
principal Act. Prior to 1964 subsection (1)
of section 6 read-

For the purposes of this Act there
shall be a committee to be known as
the "Wheat Products Prices Commit-
tee."

The amendment in 1964 deleted the words
"there shall be" and substituted the words
"the Governor may from time to time con-
stitute." In other words, by deleting the
word "shall" it became permissive instead
of mandatory. This amendment was agreed
to in 1964.

In that year an amendment similar to
the one which is before us now was also
moved. I refer to an amendment to re-
move the minimum and maximum prices
which may be charged for flour which are
mentioned in section 15 of the Act. That
section has been inoperative for a long
time and is useless. It has not been applied.

I should like to touch on the history or
the measure which was referred to in the
debates In 1964. The legislation was intro-
duced in 1938 for the purpose of assisting
wheatgrowers of the time. Adverse condi-
tions prevailed in connection with the
price of their products and the purpose
was to offer compensation. in 1939, of
course, we saw the outbreak of the world
war. Consequently, there was not a great
deal of time during which the measure
was operative. Price controls were intro-
duced anyway during the war and, con-
sequently, this measure was inoperative. In
1946 the wheat stabilisation plan became
operative and this made the measure prac-
tically useless.

The Act has been on the Statute book
over the years bout has not been used to
any great extent, particularly In relation
to the price of flour. Fr'om information I
have obtained, the practice followed in
respect of the price of bread has been for
the Master Bakers Association to meet and.
under a gentlemen's agreement, make
requests to the appropriate Minister for an
increase in the price when It Is considered
necessary and desirable. The Minister has
considered the request and has agreed or
not agreed. This practice has been in exis-
tence for a long time. It was the practice
with the previous Government and, I
understand. it has been the practice up till
now with the Minister of the existing Gov-
ernment.

I believe flourmillers meet annually to
review the Price of their flour. I under-
stand the Price is determined once a year
and increases which occur from one year
to the next are absorbed until the next
review takes place. There has not seemed
to be a great deal of dissension between
the Master Bakers Association and the
flourmillers in connection with this
arrangement over the years.

The Bill aims to control the price of
flour.

Mr. Taylor: It does not necessarily.
Mr. McPHIAfLIN: It is a price fixing

arrangement.
Mr. Taylor: It aims to allow a check

of the price of flour.
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Mr. MeP11ARLIN; A price fixing
arrangement is being asked for.

Mr. Taylor: it is asking for consideration
of the price of flour in relation to the
price of bread.

Mr. McPHARLIN: It is a price fixing
arrangement.

Mr. Taylor: In your language it may be,
but in mine it is not. It will certainly allow
us to be sure of all factors before we set
a price for bread.

Mr. McPHRHLIN: The Government has
seen fit to appoint a committee under the
Act. The members of this committee have
been named as the Auditor-General, who
is the chairman, Mr. G, E. Ledger, and Mr.
D. W. Cooley.

Earlier in the year submissions were
made to the committee for a price in-
crease. In fact, two approaches were made.
One was agreed to but the other was
rejected,

I have already referred to the debates
which occurred in 1964 when quite a numi-
ber of members spoke on this matter.
One speaker who indicated his views quite
forcibly at the time is the present Minister
for Works and Water Supplies. He indi-
cated that he was opposed to the Bill.
His remarks are to be found on page 2498
of the 1964 Haznsard, Volume No. 3, as
follows-

I would like to indicate my opposi-
tion to this Bill. One of the two
amendments proposed is to bring the
price of flour more into line with what
is considered to be a realistic price,
or to give the Government power to
proclaim a more realistic price under
the terms of the Act. However, I think
the other amendment is by far the
more important in that it will give the
Government of the day the Queen's
prerogative to grant mercy, as it were,
to the various people who could be
affected by this Act.

He went on to say he would prefer to see
the Act repealed than to see the amend-
nments carried. That same member is now
a Minister of the Government. Why, then,
was a repealing Act not brought forward,
as suggested by the honourable member
at that time? As he was so antxious to
repeal the Act at that time, is it not logical
to assume he is still thinking the same
way?

Mr. Taylor: Speaking of logic, the pre-
sent Minister for Works will vote against
this measure, but all members on this
side of the House who were here in 1964
must, logically, vote for it because they
did so on that occasion.

Mr. MoPHARLIN: In this House?
Mr. Taylor: In this House.
Sir Charles Court: For different reasons.
Mr. Taylor: it was your Bill.

Mr. MePHARLIN: The present Minister
for Works opposed the Bill on that occa-
sion. There was no division but it went to
the vote and the Bill was passed not only
with the amendment relating to the Gov-
ernor but also with the amendment re-
garding "the prescribed price" which is
now suggested in this Bill. When the Bill
went to the Upper House criticism was
levelled at it because it aimed to control
the price of one commodity.

Mr. Taylor: Can you mention the people
in the Upper House who supported it?
One Liberal and two Country Party
members.

Mr. MePHAIRLIN: Mr. Logan and Mr.
Baxter supported it in the Upper House,
but Mr. Logan was the Minister handling
the Bill.

Mr. Taylor: And Mr, Heitman.
Mr. McPHARLEN: The Minister handling

the Bill at that time agreed to the dele-
tion of ciause 3, which the Government
is now seeking to include.

Mr. Taylor: The other two members
were quite happy to have it in.

Mr. MePHARLIN: Mr. Heitman agreed
to the retention of it at that time.

Mr. Taylor: And Mr. Baxter.
Mr. MacPHARLIN: That is correct.

However, if the Act has operated satis-
factorily for so many years, is it now
necessary to attempt to bring in a system
for fixing the price of a commodity? I have
not heard of any great dissatisfaction
with the present system. It appears to
have worked satisfactorily. I made in-
quiries from the Master Bakers Associa-
tion to ascertain what its attitude was.
That association has voiced no protest
against the existing system.

Mr. Taylor: It was satisfied with the
committee?

Mr. MePHARLIN: I was given no in-
dication that the association had anything
against the committee.

Mr. Taylor: Then it is happy with the
Government's actions.

Mr. MePHARLIN: On reading the
second reading speeches made in 1964 It
is quite interesting to see that the Opposi-
tion at the time claimed that the Govern-
ment of the day was breaking the law by
not appointing a committee. 1 think that
could be a motive behind the action of the
present Government in doing just that.

Mr. Taylor: Row could it be?
Mr. McPHARLIN; I will read the

speeches, if the Minister wishes.
Mr. Taylor: If you would not mind. The

clause which was meant to validate the
position of not having a conunittee was
in fact passed.

Mr. MCPHARLDT: I am referring to the
debate on the Bill.
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Mr. Taylor: The part that was Passed
had nothing to do with the clause dealing
with flour prices.

Mr. McPHARIN: It was claimed that
the Government was breaking the law be-
cause it had not appointed a committee.
The Act was not being used. It provided
that a committee could be appointed. The
Government had not appointed a commit-
tee and the Opposition claimed the Gov-
ernment was therefore breaking the law.

Mr. Taylor: Right.
Mr. MePHARLIN: The Act was amended

to state that the Government could con-
stitute a committee.

Mr. Taylor: Right.
Mr. McPHARLIN: And this Govern-

ment has done that.
Mr. Taylor: Right. So the Government

is not breaking the law.
Mr. McPHARLflq: I did not say this

Government was breaking the law. I said
the claim was that the previous Govern-
ment was breaking the law.

However, this Bill appears to be a price-
fixing measure, which means that if It is
agreed to this committee will have control.
The amendments suggested in clause 2 of
the Bill are the deletion of the amounts
shown in section 15 (2) as being the maxi-
mum and minimum prices for flour and
the substitution of the words "the pre-
scribed price." This would give the com-
mittee the authority to say what the price
of flour would be, which would give the
committee control of the price of flour.

Flour is one commodity which is used
to a large extent in the baking and manu-
facturing of foodstuffs, and the Bill is
especially aimed at flour. I doubt that
flour would be the principal cost factor in
the manufacture of bread.

Mr. Taylor: It is the principal in-
gredient.

Mr. McPHARLIN: It may be the pri-
cipal ingredient but many other factors
affect the price of the finished article.

Mr. Taylor: You are guessing, of course,
aren't you?

Mr. MePHARLIN: I cannot speak with
any accuracy but I question whether the
cost of flour is the principal cost factor
in the Price of bread. it is certainly one
of the factors but I doubt very much that
It is the principal one.

To give the committee the authority to
say what will be the price of flour is to
give it control of one particular commodity
In the manufacture of bread and other
goods manufactured by master bakers. I
have not heard that those associated with
the industry are dissatisfied with the
system that is at present operating.

From reading the Mansard reports of the
previous debate it appears that the com-
mittees In the other States were disbanded

leg)

a number of years ago, or if they are
stifl in existence they do not operate. Other
members who spoke in that debate agreed
with the present Minister for Works that
the best thing to do with the legislation
at that tine would be to repeal it. Those
who spoke in favour of it thought it was
not a bad idea to retain it in case it became
necessary to use it.

I support the views of those who stated
at that time that they thought the legisla-
tion should be repealed. Even at this stage,
I think it would have been better not to
appoint a committee for this Purpose but
to repeal the Act altogether. I consider
the Price provisions contained in the
present legislation are useless. I think it
would be a better move to do what the
other States did and repeal the Act
altogether. I therefore oppose this measure.

SIR CHARLES COURT (Nedlands-
Leader of the Opposition) [5.19 p.m.]: I
agree with what has been said by my
colleague, the Deputy Leader of the Coun-
try Party, and I make it clear that we on
this side oppose this Bill.

One needs to go back to 1938 and con-
sider the history of this legislation. Th
fact, it would be good for the general public
to read some of the debate that took place
in 1938. Particularly the speech on the
introduction of the Bill by Michael Francis
Troy, who dealt at great length with the
problems of the rural industries in those
days, and particularly those of the wheat
industry.

This was a very sad and tragic period
and many of us were heavily involved in
these events. With some reluctance the then
Minister traced the reason for the measure.
He made it very clear that the Government
of the day introduced it with reluctance.
However, the Government was forced to
take this action because of the circum-
stances-the constitutional problems and
some Practical difficulties. The aim was
to raise a tax at the Commonwealth
level which could be fed back to those
who needed it. Even then, the Government
was not satisfied that the people who were
intended to reap the benefit of the flour
tax would in fact get the full benefit. This
was because the authorities had to deal
with People whose wheat crops had failed
completely as well as those who were
having a bad time because of price.

However, that is history, and I mention
it only because it is pertinent to the con-
sideration of the measure before us. To
the best of my knowledge, all other States
repealed this legislation at the appropriate
time, with the exception of South Austra-
lia who repealed it in about 1957-if I
remember correctly-and in this State we
kept it going.

Amendments were brought before us in
1964 because of action taken by the Leader
of the Opposition at that time. Mr. A. 0. R.
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Hawke wrote to the Governor complaining
that the Brand Goverrnent had not ap-
Pointed the committee. I forget the text of
his letter, but he objected to the fact that
the committee had not been appointed and
the Act clearly said "shall.' The fact that
a committee at that time would have been
completely farcical did not seem to influ-
ence anyone and so it became necessary
for the Government either to repeal the
legislation or pass an amendment to alter
the word "shall" to "may."

Perhaps the best action would have been
the alternative suggested at the time
by the present Minister for Works because
I must admit I agree with him. It would
have been better to repeal the legislation.

Mr. Taylor: As a member of the Gov-
ernment you did not think that at the
time. You supported the Bill and it is in
print.

Sir CHARLES COURT: There is a moral
in what I am about to tell the Minister.

Mr. Taylor: Or an excuse or alibi.
Sir CHARLES COURT: The Govern-

ment of the day had two choices: it could
repeal the legislation or bring down a Bill
to alter the word "shall" to "may," in
which case it would not be obligatory or
thought to be obligatory to appoint a
committee. As set out in a speech by
The Hon. H. K. Watson in the Legislative
Council, it was strongly argued that in
any case the court could not take action
against the Governor for failing to ap-
Point a committee. The debate centred
around a play on words.

In order to placate everyone, the Gov-
ernment decided to bring down a Bill to
alter the word "shall" to "may," and con-
siderable debate ensued. At the same time
an amendment was included, as the Min-
ister for Labour said, to deal with the
flour aspect because of the absurdity of
the figures in the Act. The Legislative
Council dealt with this in an appropriate
way and we finished up achieving the
original intention of substituting the word
"mnay" for the word "shall."

I repeat that I feel the wiser course
would have been to repeal the legislation
because it had outlived its usefulness-
the tax had long since been dropped and
a new scheme of wheat stabilisation had
been introduced. In fact, the whole of
the legislation was redundant.

I should add, by way of explanation,
that the original Act was entitled Wheat
Products (Prices Fixation) Act because
it was intended to cover all products which
were made from wheat with the exception
of those specifically exempted. For in-
stance, I think grain for poultry feed was
exempted, but unless specifically named
such products were classed as wheat pro-
ducts. For all practical purposes it cov-
ered bread, flour, bran, and pollard. Some
other products could be prescribed, but

the main things which concerned the Gov-
ernment of the day and the public were
bread, flour, bran, and pollard. Of course,
as far as the consumers were concerned,
the most important wheat product was
bread.

During the war years the Commonwealth
brought in a price control measure. This
overrode the Wheat Products Prices Com-
mittee which ceased to have any force
and effect for all practical purposes. How-
ever, with the termination of price con-
trol as a wartime and emergency measure,
the Wheat Products (Prices Fixation) Act
was still on the Statute book.

The Brand Government never saw fit
to appoint the committee for a good rea-
son. It made an arrangement with the
Master Bakers Association that the as-
sociation would confer with the Minister
for Labour or the appropriate Minister
dealing with the legislation before any
price rise was made. The association
would explain to the Minister why it con-
sidered a price rise was necessary. In
fact, the association made submissions
along the lines of those it had made to
the prices commissioner. A well-estab-
lished formula was developed not only in
this State but throughout Australia.

I happen to have some personal know-
ledge of the formula used because I acted
on one side of the fence before the war
and after the war, for my sins, I found my-
self the Chairman of the Prices Advisory
Committee. Therefore, I have the advan-
tage of knowing how price control works
and how it Is administered from both
sides of the fence.

The fact is that this legislation became
farcical in view of the fact that the
original reason for its inclusion in the
Statute book ceased to exist-in other
words, flour tax was a thing of the past.
There was no longer any reason for this
legislation to appear on the Statute book.

The present Government saw fit to re-
vive the committee and we know what
happened. The committee was composed
of Mr. Cooley, Mr. G. E. Ledger, and the
Auditor-General. A submission was made
to the committee and after some delibera-
tion its recommendation must have been
adopted by the Government and duly
gazetted. There were protests at the result
after the functioning of this machinery
and the gazetting of the price. We had the
rather extraordinary spectacle of some
people closely associated with the union
movement actually campaigning to en-
courage people to bake their own bread
and therefore take employment away from
unionists. This struck me as rather quaint.

Mr. Taylor: Yet at the same time the
committee's determination had the support
of the public.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I do not know
how the Minister arrived at that conclu-
sion because this campaign emanated
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from an extraordinar source. People were
being encouraged to make bread and
therefore take business away from places
where union labour was employed.

Mr. Taylor: I take that point.
Sir CHARLES COURT: Here we have

the case of a tribunal which heard sub-
missions and then made its declaration,
but no sooner did it make its declaration
than this campaign was mounted virtually
against the decision of the tribunal.

In my opinion there is no need for the
legislation to go through in this form. It
would be better to repeal it. If there Is
to be price control, let it function through
general price control legislation. It seems
rather unfair that one particular com-
modity-namnely, bread-should be singled
out in this way. The Government nlow
wishes to single out another commodity.
The reasons which are being advanced for
the inclusion of this commodity very
severely expose the motivation behind the
Government's Introduction of its price con-
trol legislation which has been publicised
as being "selective". What does the Gov-
ernment mean, by selective? I can see what
will happen-this has really let the cat
out of the bag. Somebody will suggest an
investigation of the price of steel under
selective price control. A price far steel is
arrived at and then a manufacturer of
products using steel starts to think. He
uses other commodities in the production
of his goods and he suggests to the Gov-
ernment that these should be investigated.
The commissioner himself could suggest
certain investigations. In other words, some
manufacturers may seek an investigation
of the price structure of every component
in their products out of sheer cussedness
because their end products are controlled.

I do not know whether the Minister
understands the anatomy of the flour
industry at the present time. It has been
through some very difficult times.

Mr. Taylor: Its anatomy has been
changed dramatically, as I think you
would agree.

Sir CHARLES COURT: There was a
timne when the flour industry was a ter-
ribly important industry not only in the
metropolitan area but also in the country.
It was also a good export earner, because
the best way to sell wheat is in the form
of flour. At least one knows that the
wheat has been sold, and that it has been
sold in a useful form. In addition one
gets the offal. Over recent years the
trend has been for the user countries to
get the wheat, and to get not only the
industry which goes with the gristing of
the wheat into flour, but also the offal.
Many of those countries have a much
greater demand for the o)ffal than we have,
and they have a shortage of it. They
have difficulty in obtaining it. For some
years we saw a great drift in our export
trade in this respect.

There were one or two traders who were
able to bold on to their mnarkets--in the
Middle East, for instance-and when a
Minister I gave them every encouragement
because this is a desirable form of business.
At least we were providing the wheat to
make the flour. However, the local market
has become more and more important to
the life of the flour industry.

No doubt members will recall that the
original flour tax was directed at the
home consumption market; because it was
from this market that, for all practical
purposes, the tax was actually raised.
There were some objections that it would
increase the price of bread to the con-
sumers, but in the final analysis I think
a fairly satisfactory deal was worked out.
I1 think the magical figure in those days
was Gd.-now known as 5c-for a 21b,
loaf of bread, which was the main target of
the price fixers.

Around that basic loaf we bad aL number
Of other products, such as the Vienna loaf,
Procera bread, and goodness knows how
many other loaves of different shapes and
sizes, many of which carried a slightly
higher profit margin. This was part of
the total price fixing arrangement worked
out by the commissioner for the industry
in order to keep the price of the 21b.
loaf at a reasonable level. I think this
has been the general pattern within the
industry since then.

I think most authorities have been pre-
pared to allow people to make up their
own minds what price to pay for the
fancy breads as distinct from the basic
21b. loaf. As a matter of fact, I think
most people these days eat less bread
and probably the 11b. loaf is the unit
which has the greatest sales today, apart
from the great variety of fancy breads.

It seems to me that the Government's
reference to selective price control is in
fact making the position worse. Every
time someone within an industry comes
along and says, "Here is an ingredient
for our particular industry; we believe it
should be looked at because the final pro-
duct is being price-controlled" what will
the Government do? Where does it end?

In the case of the flour industry the flour
millers have adopted a very responsible
attitude. Theirs is not an industry that
is very lucrative, and they have had to
keep a very tight control over It. in my
opinion close liaison has been maintained
between the millers and the users. There
must be close liaison because flour is such
a vital ingredient. This, in Itself, has
acted as a deterrent to excessive pricing.
There is one very important feature of
this industry inasmuch as if the price
is depressed too much we will finish up
without the industry. This also projects
itself into the employment scene in two
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ways. One is the number of men em-
played in the industry and the second is
the standard of pay that can be given to
them.

To the best of my knowledge the flour-
millers follow a policy of adjusting their
price once a year. I am not sure that this
Policy has been followed slavishly, but it
will always be their desire to adjust the
price as seldom as possible. Instead of
having prices jumping about every three
or four months and causing instability,
they try to arrive at a price which will
stand for some time. In other words, they
can then plan their Industry on a basis
which will provide a degree of stability,
rather than constantly having to turn to
the public looking for price increases.
There are, of course, other factors involved.
The labour within the flourmilling indus-
try is a tremendous factor in itself. As
wages increase there are cost factors which
the industry cannot absorb, and perio-
dically it is necessary to make adjust-
ments to the price of flour.

At the present time a review is being
conducted of the wages in the fiourmilling
industry throughout Australia. I do not
know whether or not the Minister realises
that the whole of the industry is under
Federal awards. I wouldl say that in Wes-
tern Australia the only people in the
industry who are not under Federal
awards would be a few truck drivers; and
the main work force of the, industry ope-
rates under Federal awards. Therefore, the
final decisions in respect of wages and
conditions of employment in the industry
are made at a national level, and the
whole of the flour industry must react
nationally.

Yet another yardstick is available; and,
of course, it is used. I refer to the fact
that the industry in South Australia is
subject to control. So if the local people
are getting out of line it would be very
easy indeed for the Minister to check
whether or not they are going too far in
any adjustments that may be made on
an industry basis.

Mr. Taylor: This is in regard to flour?
Sir CHARLES COURT: Yes.
Mr. Taylor: Your Point is valid. Prices

set in other States will be of material
assistance to us. I take your point and
agree with you 100 per cent.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I cannot for the
life of me see why the Minister, who is
already trying to get his prices Bill
through, should now wish to introduce a
further pricing measure of a specific
nature, and put it into operation. It does
not matter which way one argues; this
is a straightout attempt to have price
control over flour as a specific commodity.
The only way the price can be prescribed,
as proposed by the Minister's amendment,
is to determine the costing structure in

regard to flour, and the pricing structure.
Having made a determination it is then
stated as the prescribed price. Whether or
not a tolerance from a low to a high figure
IS allowed is beside the point; it is done
either in one figure or in two figures-a
minimum and a maximum.

May I remindl the Minister of yet
another diabolical feature of the legisla-
tion. When this legislation was introduced
originally it was a freak; it was the only
one of its kind in "captivity" that I can
remember. In fact, it became Something
of a novelty because the committee which
was set up under the legislation not only
fixed the maximum price, but also the,
minimum price.

Mr. Taylor: I took the opportunity to
go back as far as I could.

Sir CHARLES COURT: No doubt the
attention of the Minister would have been
drawn to the fact that the W.A. Club-
and I am speaking from memory now, but
I think that was the club involved-when
in its old premises many years ago was
actually prosecuted for buying bread too
cheaply. Of course, from the point of view
of the traders this is heaven. Just imagine
someone coming out and saying-as does
the Industrial Commission-"This is the
minimum you may pay"! If the Minister
produced a prices Bill and said to the
public, "This is the minimum you will
pay," I think every merchant would rush
to give the measure his full support
because it would mean the end of com-
petition, advertising, etc., and the mer-
chant would just earn a fat Profit.

Mr. Taylor: As the member for Mt.
Marshall mentioned, this was done for the
wheat farmer.

Sir CHARLES COURT: In those days it
was necessary to have a maximum and a
minimum price. I hope the Minister has
noticed these points in the legislation.

Mr. Taylor: There was a case for setting
the price that way; and It was done for the
wheat farmers.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I am not arguing
with the Minister. I have already said
that at the time It was the only legislation
of its kind in "captivity."

Mr. Taylor: Good socialist legislation.

Sir CHARLES COURT: When Michael
Francis Troy introduced it he had to fix
the minimumn and maximum price, because
a tax was involved and he had to ensure
that the tax was returned to the people
who were supposed to get it in the rural
industries. It was necessary to have a
maximum and a minimum otherwise there
there could have been a situation in which
the Government of the day and the farm-
ers could have been cheated in a very
considerable manner. I am not quarreling
with what was done; it was done as a
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deterrent. In those days the people in-
volved were confronted with emergencies.
This was before the war, and they did not
have the emergency wartime legislation to
help them.

There was a devastating situation within
the rural industry, and I think it was
rather ingenious how the Government of
the day made it possible for a farmer with
a reasonable size crop to exist as a result
of the way they worked it out. For that
reason the Government had no difficulty
in having a minimum and a maximum
Price. As I have said, we had the peculiar
case of a prominent club in this city being
prosecuted for buying bread too cheaply,
but heaven forbid that we should ever
return to that situation.

I conclude by saying the Government is
ill-advised in bringing this Bill forward.
It rather exposes a great weakness in its
other prices Bill. It illustrates what hap-
pens when an endeavour is made to fix the
price of the end commodity. We will reach
the peculiar situation of people making
approaches for price control on certain
commodities f or no reason other than that
the end product is subject to price control.
Human nature being what it is this will
create an immediate demand on the Gov-
ernment and the prices authority for more
price control.

Before I do conclude, could the Minister
tell us, when be replies, the source of the
request for fixing the price of flour, because
I cannot identify anybody within the
industry who would make such a request?
In saying that, I am talking about respon-
sible office bearers right through the in-
dustry not one of whom claims responsi-
bility for making the request that the
price of flour sbould be controlled merely
because the price of bread was controlled.
Also, I cannot identify anyone in the
bread and flour industries who wants
either the price of flour or the price of
bread controlled. Therefore, at least I
would like to know from the Government
from what source the request came to bring
down this legislation to control the price
of an additional commodity; namely, flour,
which appears to be made for no reason
other than that flour is the major ingredi-
ent of bread. I oppose the Hill.

MR. TAYLOR (Cockburn-Minister for
Labour) [5.42 pm.]: Similar to some of
the other Bills which have been dealt with,
this is a very small measure, and it seeks
to make only one set of amendments to the
principal Act. The difficulty I had in
listening to the speeches that have ema-
nated from the other side of the House
may be gathered from some of the inter-
jections I made earlier, in that the wording
of this amending Bill has been taken, word
for word, from a measure which was passed
In this House in 1964. That Bill was put
up by a Cabinet composed, almost exclu-
sively, of members who are still within
this Chamber, and with the exception of

only one member, the present Minister for
Works, the measure was accepted complete-
ly by this House. No member, other than
the Minister for Works, spoke against the
Bill. Several members spoke to the meas-
ire, but only one was opposed to it. That
measure was then defeated in another
place.

Now, some eight years later, the Govern-
ment is bringing this Bill forward and is
being opposed by the very people who sup-
ported the previous measure and voted for
it.

Mr. MePharlin: Did the Minister who
opposed it previously oppose the introduc-
tion of the Bill on this occasion?

Mr. TAYLOR: No. I make the point that
if he crossed the floor to vote against the
previous measure in opposition to those
who voted for it. then he should come this
way on this occasion.

Mr, O'Neil: But, collectively, it was the
responsibility of Cabinet.

Mr. TAYLOR: T would believe that, in
1964. Cabinet was collectively responsible.
There are a couple of points which require
a specific answer. One that came from the
Deputy Leader of the Country Party con-
cerned the history of this legislation. He
asked how it came into operation and what
happened to it in the intervening years.
In view of the circumstances pertaining at
that time, what he said was quite correct:
but now, in 1972, we are bringing forward
a piece of legislation to meet the circum-
stances as they exist at present, and I sug-
gest that these are no different from those
that pertained in 1904.

Sir Charles Court: Yes. We brought
down a Bill mainly to get rid of the word
"shall" and to insert 'may' in Its place.
That was done purely to placate your then
leader.

Mr. TAYLOR: That point is well taken
and that probably was the prime reason
for introducing the Bill at that time: but
the Government of the day also inserted
two provisions which now appear in this
amending Hill. In the discussion on that
measure, the then Minister for Labour
bad this to say-

The Act will remain on the Statute
book. It will represent a deterrent
to any unreasonable Price increase,
because the means will be readily
available for the Government to Insti-
tute an inquiry by a properly consti-
tuted committee if at any time this
is deemed desirable.

In referring to price increase, I presume
that the Minister at that time was also
including any increase in the Price of flour.
Has that changed since 1964? I suggest
it has not.

Mr. O'Neil: Did Hansard indicate
whether he was smiling at the time?
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Mr. TAYLOR: I continue to quote from
the speech made by the Minister at that
time-

The purpose of this amendment is
to allow in the first place of the ap-
pointment of a committee as and when
required to investigate the price of
wheat products.

The Minister before concluding, had this
to say-

By providing for the price to be
fixed by regulation-

That is referring to the price of flour.
Continuing-

-and the appointment of a commit-
tee as and when it is considered
necessary or desirable, it will be pos-
sible for the machinery of the Wheat
Products (Prices Fixation) Act to be
reimplemented in the Interests of the
consumer of wheat products or the
producer of wheat without delay or
complication, at any time the govern-
ment of the day may so desire.

They are very plain words that were
uttered by the former Minister for Labour
in a Previous Government that was in
office in 1964 and, when he put this
measure forward, it was accepted.

The Leader of the Opposition has asked
the Question why we should be left with
this anachronism when other States have
already got rid of their legislation. I will
agree that South Australia got rid of its
Act, but at the same time, it brought the
price of bread and flour under the Prices
Act. Therefore, the price of bread is con-
trailed under that legislation. New South
Wales also got rid of its legislation which
fixed the prices of wheat products, but it,
too, controlled the price of bread under
another Statute.

In the same way Queensland got rid of
its legislation governing the price of wheat
Products, but it has machinery which it
can use to set the price for bread. So cer-
tainly the other States got rid of this
legislation from their Statute books, but
they have introduced other measures to
control the price of bread. I suggest that
when the Prevention of Excessive Prices
Bill is passed we will have no reason to
keep this piece of legislation on the Statute
book, because the new Act will be able to
regulate the present functions of the Wheat
Products (Prices Pixation) Act.

Mr. Lewis: What bearing does the cost
of flour have on the price of bread?

Mr. TAYLOR: We do not know, and
hence the desire in this instance-and in
answer to the question asked by the Leader
of the Opposition-for the committee to
investigate the price of bread, bearing in
mind that the price of bread was increased
twice in six months and a further request
was made to increase it again. In con-
sultations with the bread manufacturers

the assurance was given that we had their
co-operation in the holding of an investi-
gation. It was then found that the price of
flour, the principal ingredient of bread, had
appeared to move disproportionately, com-
pared with the movement of other prices.
I have endeavoured to choose my words as
carefully as I can, because I do net want
to make any insinuations or allegations in
respect of the rise in the price of flour, As
I have said, it was suggested that the price
of flour did move disproportionately and in
that sense it was worthy of investigation,
because it was the major ingredient of
bread.

Mr. Lewis: If flour was free, what would
be the reduction in the cost of bread? We
all know that the cost of wool Is an In-
significant factor in the price of a suit of
clothes.

Mr. TAYLOR: Until we can umake a
check we are not in a position to say.

Mr. Lewis: We know that the price of
wool has no relationship at all.

Mr. TAYLOR: I take the point made.
However, when the committee was set up,
and examined the price of bread It was able
to look at the labour costs, the price of the
other ingredients, the overhead costs, the
insurance costs, and the full ramifications
of a variety of bakeries. in fact, the fig-
ures applicable to six bakeries-two, large,
two medium, and two small-were taken
into account. All areas were examined by
the Auditor-General and his committee
with the exception of one commodity.
There is a doubt, and only a doubt, as to
whether this particular commodity is the
one which has lifted the price of bread
disproportionately.

Sir Charles Court: That was the easiest
commodity which the committee had to
determine. It was one commodity in res-
pect of which the committee could find
out exactly what was the incorporated
cost.

Mr. TAYLOR: Is the Leader of the Op-
position suggesting that the flourmillers
will co-operate with the committee by
making their figures available? If that is
so we could follow this through. The
point mnade by the Deputy Leader of the
Country Party-I am fairly certain these
were his words-was that in his investiga-
tions the fiourmllers met annually and
reviewed the price of flour. I do not know
whether that is so.

Mr. MeIPharlin: That was the inform-
ation wve were able to obtain.

Mr. TAYLOR: If that was the informa-
tion. obtained by the Deputy Leader of the
Country Party surely that is a further
reason that the House should agree to the
amendments in the Bill. If fiourmillers
meet annually to review the price of flour,
and, pr-esumnably, to set the price of flour
to be spplied by all the millers, then no
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doubt that is the price to be paid for flour
by all the bakeries. If that is so it is a
good reason that flour should be one of the
products to be examined.

Sir Charles Court: As I understand it,
the impression being conveyed by the hon-
curable member-and this is my under-
standing of the situation-was that the
flourmillers were not meeting to fix a
price, but they endeavoured to fix the
price at annual intervals; and in the in-
terim they carried any increase in prices.
I am certain they will follow a similar
procedure because that was a condition
requested under the days of control.

Mr. TAYLOR: Even if all the mills sell
flour at the same price to all the bakers at
the same price?

Sir Charles Court: I do not know that
the millers sell flour in all the States at
the same price?

Mr. TAYLOR: The committee should
have the power to take into account the
price of flour as it is a prime Ingredient in
the making of bread. I conclude on these
two points: This legislation was brought
before us in 1964, and from the quotations
which I have made it was the belief of the
Government of the day that it was a desir-
able measure. The then Government
wanted the legislation to be retained on
the Statute book: and since that time it
has remained on the Statute book to be
used for the advantage of the consumer.

Mr. MePharlin: The Liberal members In
another place also expressed the view that
the best thing to do would be to review
the legislation.

Mr. TAYLOR: The members of this
Chamber and the then Government
through its Ministers adopted the atti-
tude that I have outlined. This is the
Chamber I am talking about. At that time
the measure was considered to be worth
while, and it was agreed to by both sides
of the House.

Now we have a similar measure put be-
fore us. I have indicated why the Gov-
ernment requires the amendments to be
made. In determining the price of bread
the Government believes that the price of
flour should be looked into; and as the
Bill stands this is made possible.

Sir Charles Court: Will You answer the
other query that has been raised?

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: I thought members
opposite do not interject. Were they not
complaining earlier on about interjections?
On this occasion interjections from the
Opposition have not stopped since the
Minister has been speaking.

Sir Charles Court: The Speaker told us
we could do it this way. There is one
query which the Minister has not ans-
wered. Are we to assume that if you get
your selective prices legislation through,

and the end Product is controlled, it is
your intention to have all the ingredients
which make up that product placed under
price control: that is, if you follow your
philosophy through?

Mr. TAYLOR: If in the opinion of the
committee It is desirable to examine any
facet or any ingredient relating to that
commodity it would be done.

Sir Charles Court: Then you should for-
get the word "Selective" in your legislation.

Mr. TAYLOR: I commend the Bill to
the House.

Question put and a division taken with
the following result:-

Ayes-2
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Wr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bateman
Bertram
Bicerton
Brown
Bryce
Burke
Cook
H. D. Evans
Fletcher
Graham

Mr. Elalkie
Sir David Brand
Sir Charles Court
Mr. Coyne
Dr. Dadour
Mr. Lewis
Mr. W. A. Manning
Mr. MePharlin
Mr. Mensaros
Mr. O'Iell

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Ayes
DaviLes
May
T. D. Evans
Brady
Lapham

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

[oes-20
Mr.
Mr.
Air.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr-

Hartrey
Jacaleson
Jones
McIver
Moiler
Sewell
Taylor
A. R. Tonkin
J. T. Tonkin
Her.a

(Teller)

Reid
Ridge
Run emman
Rushiton
Stephens
Thompson

Air. Williams
Mr. R. L. Young
Mr. W. 0. Young
Mr. I. W. Manning

(Teller)

Pairs
Noes

Mr. Gayler
Mr. Graydon
Mr. Hutchinson
Mr. O'Connor
Mr. Naldor

The SPEAKER: The voting being equal,
I give my casting vote With the Ayes.

Question thus passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr. Rate-

man) in the Chair; Mr. Taylor (Minister
for Labour) in charge of the Bill.

Clause 1 put and passed.
Clause 2: Amendment to section 15-

Mr. MePHARLIN: This Is an amend-
ment to section 15 of the Act which seeks
to substitute for the maximum and mini-
mum prices that are now prescribed the
words "the Prescribed Price" In the two
instances mentioned. There is little point
in speaking at length to this clause, as we
have already expressed our opposition to
it. This is the amendment which will, en-
able the committee to fix the price. I again
wish to register my opposition.
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Sir CHARLES COURT: I wish to join
with the Deputy Leader of the Country
Party to make it clearly understood that
we are opposed to the Bill, and this of
course is the most important clause in it.

I am also disappointed that the Minister
persisted in going into Committee on this
Bill today. We endeavoured to co-operate
by dealing with it today after getting
notice of it only last Tuesday.

Mr. Taylor: There was no intimation to
me that you wished a longer time before
the debate was resumned. I hope you are
being fair.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I am being fair.
We have not had much time to contact
many people.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Well sit down, and we
will report progress.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I thank the Pre-
mier. That Is the best news we have had
today.

Mr. Graham: If you sat down more often
we would make more progress.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit

again, on motion by Mr. Harman.
House adjourned at 6.02 p.m.

Tuesday, the 15th August, 1972

The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C. Diver)
took the Chair at 4.30 p.m., and read
prayers.

QUESTION WITHOUT NOTICE

POLICE FORCE
Inquiry: Press Report

The HON. A. F. GRIFFITH, to the
Minister for Police:
(1) What was the reaction of the Min-

ister to the Press article which
appeared in today's issue of The
West Australian and which re-
ported that the State Executive
of the Australian Labor Party will
seek an inquiry pertaining to
certain conditions in the Western
Australian Police Force?

(2) Is he not disappointed at the in-
sinuation contained in the article
which suggests that perhaps the
right type of men are not joining
the Police Force, and the present
training methods are not achiev-
ing the desired standard to enable
the Police to deal with their duties
efficiently without antagonising
the public-which I believe is not
the case ?

(3) Does he intend to agree to the
inquiry?

(4) Is there any other comment he
considers he should make?

The HON. J. DOLAN replied:
(1) to (4) As this question is based

on a newspaper article I desire a
little time to look into the matter.
I therefore request that this ques-
tion be placed on the notice paper.

QUESTIONS (19): ON NOTICE

1. INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES
Employment Effect

Thie Han. N. MeNEILL, to the Leader
of the House:
(1) Will the Minister give details of

the extent to which employment
was affected by the recent indust-
rial dispute involving the metal
trades?

(2) Is it correct, as has been reported,
that contracts available to West-
ern Australian steel firms have
been lost as a consequence of the
dispute?

(3) Is it correct that as a consequence
of the dispute, certain major
construction projects have been
structurally re-designed in con-
crete in Place of steel, to the
detriment of the engineering and
steel industries in this State?

The Hon. W. F. WILLESEE replied:
(1) Man days lost in the Metal and

Engineering Industry due to work
stoppages connected with a reduc-
tion of over award Payments
were:-

Date of Work Stoppage

'7/7/19'72-11/7/1972
17/'7/1972-18/7/1972
24/7/1972-25/7/ 1972
25/7/1972-31/7/1972
1/8/1912- 5/8/1972
6/8/1972- 8/8/1972

2.

Man Days Lost

962.5
525
107.5

3,150
3,500
2,040

10,285

f21 and (3) No information has been
given to the Department of Labour
although there has been some re-
ference in the press media along
these lines.

HEALTH
Unregistered Chiropractors

The Hon. R. J. L. WILLIAMS, to the
Leader of the House:
(1) Is the Minister aware that in a

recent court case in Perth, a
person had been calling himself
and practising as a chiropractor
without being registered?
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